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PART 1
CONDENSED MINUTES OF MAPSC MEETINGS
August 13-14, 1983, Hamburg, FRG
Present: S. A. Bowhill, Chairman, J. H. Allen, L. F. Alberca (for J. 0.
Cardus), M. L. Chanin, J. K. Chao, D. Eccles (for J. W. King),
G. Hartmann, I. Hirota, S. Kato, R. 1 . Roper, P. Simon, Y. U.
Somayajulu, C. G. SucksdorFf, T. E. Van Zandt, R. Watson (for
G. Mahlnuan and N. Sundararaman), G. Witt, C. H. Liu, Secretary
1. The Chairman reported with pleasure the progress made in all MAP Projects
with new facilities, ne% techniques, and new results in many areas.
2. The agenda was approved.
3. The minutes of the Ottawa Meetings were approved.
4. MSG Reports
MSG-6 SCIENTIFIC ASPECTS OF AN INTERNATIONAL EQUATORIAL OBSERVATORY
Dr. Kato presented the report drafted by the Study Group (Attachment 1).
The criteria for choosing the location are (i) latitude <5°, (ii) dip >5%
(iii) alignment with present stations in longitude sectors, and (iv) proper
latitudinal distribution.
Several longitudinal chains of existing stations were considered. Six
possible sites were chosen: Nauru, Christmas Island, Galapagos, Kourou, Iquitos
and Tuwbes. The facilities at the observatory should include MST radar, lidar,
balloon, rockets, etc. Several scientifi, objectives were mentioned, including
stratospheric fountain; effects of Andes, etc. For the mode of financing, it
was suggested the EISGAT model could be followed.
The Steering Committee requested the Study Group to solicit more inputs
from additional groups such as those in USSR and Europe and present to the
Committee the final report in 6 months, including more detailed scientific
justification for the observatory.
MSG-7 PENE'T'RATION OF SOLAR RADIATION INTO THE ATMOSPHERE
Dr. Frederick sent a written report (Attachment 2). Dr. Simon reported
that there will be a meeting on August 22nd of the Study Group.
MSG-8 ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
Dr. Witt reported on the ESA Symposium in Interlaken in April 1983. It
was suggested that the falling sphere experiment should be continued, since it
can provide information about the density and temperature at the place where
chemical meaourements were made. Measurements such as wa f er vapor should be
standardized worldwide. The group will meet on August 23.
A report from the Study Group will be ready oy the end of 1983.
5. No new MSG'a were proposed.
6. MAP Project Reports
(a) AMA - Dr. Nagata presented an interim report on the 'where" and "what" of
the programs under AMA which were compiled from information sent by countries
2participating in Antarctic research (Attachment 3). All the observations and
experiments are go i.ng well. The project will be completed in two more years.
Interests and programs of additional nations such as Brazil and the French in
Antarctic regions were mentioned.
(b) ATMAP - This group will have a Workshop in Hamburg, August 17. Dr. Forbes
s	 sent in a written progress report describing the measurement campaigns and the
planned Workshop (Attachment 4). The 1981 campaign will form the focal point
ror the Workshop (see Attachment 23 for the report of the Workshop). Two
additional campaigns are tentatively scheduled for December 1983 and May 1984.
(c) CAMP - Dr. Witt reported the background of the project -- to study the
cold arctic mesopause. The first CAMP experimenters' meeting will be held in
December 1983 in Sweden. New results from the campaign will be discussed. A
Dear Colleague letter from Dr. Kopp is attached (Attachment 5).
(d) CLIMAT - Dr. Russell reported the background, the goal and the progress of
the project. The goals are to use a•!ailable satellite data to produce monthly
and seasonal mean altitude vs latitude cross sections of t ® perature and
constituents and to develop a MAP document describing the cross sections
(Attachment 6). The group met at Oxford in April 1983. The next meeting will
be in Hamburg, August 24. A draft of the report will be ready by Decenber 1,
1984; final  report by March 1985. 
(e) DYNAMICS - Dr. Labitzke reported that in the current (June 1983) issue of
the MAP Newsletter, there is a report of DYNAMICS. SWAMP is now a part of
DYNAMICS. A report from DYNAMICS will be published as a future MAP Handbook.
(f) GLOBMET - Dr. Roper reported the highlights of the first GLOBMET meeting
held on May 12, 1983 at Schwerin, GDR. A GLOBMET calendar was presented. The
calendar vas coordinated with ATMAP. An invitation by the Lenin Tajic State
University to hold a GLOBMET symposium in Dushanbe, Tajicstan in 1985 was
re ported (Attachment 7).
(g) GLOBUS - Dr. Offermann sent in a written report (Attachment 8). Dr.
Labitzke reported that everything is working well. The report will appear in a
MAP Newsletter and Handbook Volume 8.
(h) GOSSA - Dr. McCormick sent in a written report describing the progress of 	 i
the project (Attachment 3). Dr. Russell reported for him. The March/April 1982
eruptions of E1 Chichon have provided GOSSA with an excellent opportunity to
make significant contributions. Efforts fcr worldwide collection of aerosol
data were described. Drs. Nagats and Hirota mentioned about Japan's effort in
Antarctica. Dr. Chanin discussed curepean data. There will be a two-day
meeting next week on the Chichon eruption.
(i) GRATMAP - Dr. Geller sent in a written report (Attachment 10) in which ho
mentioned that the first meeting of the group will be held during the Hamburg
meeting. During the meeting the conclusions of the Urbana MST Radar Workshop
and the Alaska Gravity Waves and Turbulence Workshop will be discussed. Future
activities of the group will be planned (see Attachment 24 for the report of the
meeting). Dr. Hirota reported briefly the results of the Alaska Workshoe.
(j) MAE - Dr. Maynard sent in a written report in which the MAE-3 campaign was
discussed (Attachmen 11). Some results were described. Plans for the MAE-4
campaign were presented. The Committee will meet in Hamburg on August 24 (see
Attachment 25 for the report of the meeting).
(k) SSIM - Dr. Simon reported that the report for the last meeting of the
group will appear in MAP Handbook Vol. 8. There will be a meeting of the group
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on August 21 in Hamburg.
(1) WINE - Dr.. von Zahn sent in a written report includin6 the minutes of the
Se..ond Experimenters Meeting for MAP/WINE held at Interlaken, April 13, 1983
(Attachment 12). Recent developments, status of facilities and resources,
science objectives, schedule of opera ions and the campaign handbook were
subjects of Lhe report. Dr. Labitzke reported that there will be the Third
Experimentere Meeting, August 20, 1983 in Hamburg (see Attachment 25 fir the
minutes of the meeting).
7. MSTRAC - Dr. Rowhill reported that the new project has been approved by the
Steering Committee through mail balloting. The announcement is attached
(Attachment 13). Drs. Balsley and Avery . w ill be the co-chairmen .`or thL
group. There will be a meeting of the Group August 24, at 18:00 at Hamburg (see
Attachment 26 for the report of the meeting).
8. National Reports
Belgium: Dr. Simon reported that Eelgium if, active in many MAP activities.
Canada: Dr. Bowh i ll read a letter from Dr. John Gregory indicating his
decision to retire from ;he Steerirg Committee (Attachment 14). The Steering
Committee expressed thanks to Dr. Gregory on his contribution to 11AP.
Czerhoslovakia: Dr. Bucha sent a letter announcing a MAP-related
symposium to be held in conjunction with the 1985 IAGA Genera'_ Assembly in
Prague (Attachment 15).
Finland: Dr. Sucksdorff repor t ed Finland's plans for MAP activities.
France: Dr. Chanin reputed France's participation in WINE, GLOBUS, and
LUcg Duration Balloon Flights. There was a campaign that lasted 50 days last
December. There will be three more launches later this year.
Fdderal Republic of Germany: Dr. Labitzke reported FRG's efforts in WINE,
GLOBUS, DYNAMICS and modelin¢.
India: Dr. Somayajulti reported India's MAP probrams that involve many
different techniques. Plans to build an MST radar are being finalized and a
proposal has been made for consideration of Government funding. He also
mentioned about the plat for the establishment of a MAP data exchange center in
India. India has also taken over the job of publishirg the MAP Newsletter.
Japan: Dr. Kato reported that the MU radar has been on the P.ir since June
of this year wilt 1/10 of the antenna completed. Preliminary results are
encouraging. He also reported ozone observations at Antarctica by Japan. A
dedicated MAP satellite, EROS-C, will be launched next February.
Norway: Dr. Witt reported for Dr. Thrane a strong commitment by Norway iu
MAP/WINE with a large number of meteorological rocket launchings.
Sweden: Dr. Witt reported Sweden's efforts in the study of minor species,
CAMP and some spectroscopy work in the future.
Ta.wan: Dr. Chao reported that a VK F -ST radar is under construction and
will be completed and installed in Chung-Li in October 1984.
United Kingdom: Mr. Eccles reported that plans to constrLCC an MST radar
are being studied. Approval is expected by next April. Operation is expected
in 1987.
^^I
4United States: Dr. Watson, substituting for Dr. Mahlman and Dr.
Sundararaman, described the Mahlman report (to be published in a MAP Handbook).
He also talked about the attitude of the US funding agen :ies toward MAP
projects. In principle, they support MAP, but he urged better communication
between MAP scientists and the agencies.
Dr. Bowhill reported his visits to the People'a Republic of China and USSR
a' the invitation of the Academies. He described MAP activities in the two
countries from his observations during the tripe.
9. Regional Consultative Group
Dr. Chanin reported that the European regional group met in Ottawa. Other
smaller group meetings were part of WINE, GLCBUS meetings. It was important for
the scientists from Eastern. European countries to attend the meeting. The -ext
full meeting is planned during the COSPAR meeting next year in Graz.
10. Data Manageaent Committee Report
Drs. Hartmann and Hirota and Mr. Allen retorted the work of the Committee.
A new set of questionnaires for MAP data will be distributed. The form of the
gk.!stionnaire was discussed at length (Attachment 16). It was decided that
f,rther comments should be forwarded to 1. Allen.
Formating and the parameters to be incluted in the data were also
discusstd.
Dr Nagata ptcposed that a resolution should be sent to the ICSU Panel for
Data Centres expressing out appreciation of their efforts.
July 1, 1984 will be the date fur the publication of an interim MAP deta
catalog; the final catalog by December 31, 1985.
11. Publication Committee Report
Dr. Sechrist sent in a report on the activities of the Committee, including
topics of recently published MAP handbooks and suggested titles for future
volumeE (Attachment 17). It was suggested that topics for the volumes for the
techniques should be circulated among the SC members and suggestions of topics
with names of possible contributors should be sent to the guest editors of the
volumes.
Dr. Somayajulu suggested that error analysis should be included in these
volumes.
Dr. Bowhill expressed gratitude to the Indian MAP committee for their
excellent work in putting out MAP Newsletters. He urged project directors to
send information to Dr. S. C. Ctw kravarty for inclusion in the MAPNL.
12. Workchops
PMP-1 Workshop: Dr. Laoitzke reported that at the Workshop held in Oxford
in April 1983, data from 7 selected days were used in the discLssi.on. The group
will meet on Wednesday, August 23. Final report will be ready soon.
MST Radar Workshop: Dr. Bowhill reported the outcome of the Urbana Work-
shop. There were many recommeudations and resolutions to come out of the
Workshop. The Steering Committee considered these resolutions and approved most
of them (Attachment 18). A few additional recommendations will be discussed in
the next sebsion of the SC together with other possible r?solutions and
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recommendations that may come out of the MAP group meetings and the Workshops to
be held during the next two weeks in Hamburg (these resolutions are included in
Attachments 21, 22).
13. Symposium on Ground-Based Studies of the Middle Atmosphere
Dr. Taubenheim sent in a report on the Schwerin Symposium held May 10-13,
1983 (Attachment 19). More than 80 scientists participated. The extended
abstracts will be published in a MAP Handbook.
14. Future Worksh-jps/Symposia
COSPAR Symposium on MAP, June 27-29, 1984, Graz - Labitzke
Kyoto Interpational MAP Symposium, Nov. 26-30, 1484 - Kato (Attachment 20)
MAP Symposium in Prague, August 1985
GLOBMET Symposium, August 1985, Tajicstan
CLIMAT Symposiimi, September 10-11, 1984, Tasunolica, Greece
CAMP Experimenters Meeting, December 15, i983, Stnckholm - Witt
Second Technical Aspects of MST Radar Workshop, May 1984, Urtana -
Bowhill/Liu
Third Technical Aspects of MST Radar Workshop, 1985, France
MAP/WINE Symposium, Fall 1484, Norway
In July 1984 EGS may have a symposium on gravity waves and turbulence.
15. Middle Atmosphere Cooperation (MAC)
It was noted that by next year, the future for MAC will be clearer. Dr.
Bowhill urged countries to make funding plans for MAC. A Resolution Drafting
Committee (Drs. Simon (Chairman), Nagata and Van Zandt) was set up to draft a
resolution for supporting MAC (ace Attachment 21).
16. Date and Location of Next MAPSC Meeting
The Committee voted to have the next SC meeting and the second MAP Assembly
at Kyoto, Japan in November 1984, in conjunction with the MAP Symposium, Prof.
Kato will contact authorities in Japan to arrange for the meetings.
There will be a pick-up meeting of HAPSC during the COSPAR Meetings, in
Graz, June 1984 for those Steering Committee me,abers who are present.
17. Other Busipess
Discussions on noctilucent clouds, long duration balloon and CDAW were
made. The Committee decided to hold anuther session on August 26 at the end of
the IUGG Meetings.
I
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MAP STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING
August 26, 1983
Present: S. A. Bowhill, Chair^tn, K. Labitzke, Vice Cini-man, E. B. Balsley,
R. Bojkov, J. 0. uardus, G. Fraser, 'i. A. '.eller, R. A. Goldberg
(representing N. Maynard), I. Hirota, S. Kato, J. Lastovicka,
T. Nagata, P. C. Simon, Y. V, Soma)ajulu, R. G. Roper, J. Taubenheim,
R. A. Vincent (representing J. Forbes), G. Witt
The meeting was chaired by the Vice Chairman, Dr. Labitzke.
1. Minutes of the previous 2 meetings, held cn August 13 and 14, 1983 were
approved.
2. P. C. Simon presented a r esolution w ncerning MAC; it wes modified slightly
as shown in Attachment 21, and approved by the Committee. It will be circulated
to the National Representatives.
3. Report of MSG-6
Dr. Kato discussed the resolution and background material for the
resolution (Attachment 12) concerning the stcting up of one or more Equatorial
Atmosphere Observatories. The-e was considerable discussion on the wording of
the resolution; the Committee accepted it in principle, but it was decided that
Dr. Bowhill would re-write the resolution and send it to Dr. Kato for his agree-
ment. Among the suggestions for improvement were: location is mere important
than description, and should be mentioned first; and a statement should be added
as to what is to be done with the resolution. There was also discuss i on as to
whom the resolution should be sent, other than the minutes and the MAP
Newsletter: The National Representatives, WMO, IAGA, and other organizations
were mentiu,&d.
4. Reports of Project and Working Group Meetings.
(a) PMP-1 - Dr. Labitzke reported on the two PMP-1 meetings held August 17 and
25 at Hamburg. The comparison of data continues and the report of the group is
nearing completion and will be published as a MAP Handbook. Another meeting is
planned for next year to the United States. S)e spoke of the importance of
comparing data with new satellites.
(b) Dr. Simon reported for Dr. Frederick on the MSG-7 meeting of August 22. A
report of the Group will appear in MAP Handbook Vol. 8. Dr. Bojkov mentioned
that a WHO-sponsored meeting together with the LAMAP Ozone Commissi..)n will be
held in Washington, D.C. in November 1983 to review the new ozone absorption
cross section measu-emerits which are made by NBS, Harvard Observatory, and the
University of Reims. A final set of ozone absorption coefficients is expected
to be available by May 1984 and WMO will formally adopt them. Consequently,
recalculations of all previously made vertical ozone distributions by Umkehr
methods and by satellites will have to be performed. The common interests of
MSG-7 and the IAMAP Ozone Commission were discussed and the Chairman asked that
Dr. Frederick be invited to that meeting as liaison between the WK) and MSG-7.
(c) Dr. Witt told of the meeting on August 23 of MSG-8, Atmospheric Chemistry.
It was the first meeting of the Group; they discussed the importance of
laboratory measurements, discussed the type of areas to be included in the atudy
and decided to divide it in[. 3 sections, with S. Solomon, G. Brasseur and
G. Witt as leaders. They will prepare a report which will be circulated to
other members of the Study Group and then it will be sent to MAPSC for
q
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publication.
(d) ATMAP - Dr. Vincent -eported for J. Forbes on the meeting held August 17;
the aim of the group is to study atmospheric tides. One global campaign has
beer successfully completed with two more ple-ined for the coming year; there was
a great exchange of ideas on comparison between theory an.' observations. A
detailed report on the meeting is Attachment 23). The Group plane to hold a
Workshop in Kyoto .0 November 1984.
(e) CLINAT - (aee Attachment 6).
(f) GRATMAP - A report of the meeting held on August 24 is given in Attachment
24. Dr. Geller e-iid a report will be prepared for a MAP Handbook. He spoke of
other activities of MAP and other programs related to gravity waves, for
esmiple, WINE and the Japanese Antarctic Rocket Program. The USSR propo.11 for
comb_ned measurements of atmospheric response to a large explosion was also
meutiuned. GRATMAP plans to hold a work3hop following the MAP Symposium in
Kyoto. Dr. Geller will write a request to Dr. Kato to make the local arrange-
ments.
(g) MAE - A report of the meeting held on August 24 was prepared by Dr.
Goldberg, acting for Dr. Maynard, and is given in Attachment 25. Dr. Goldberg
mentioned the possibility of this grou p , working with IAGA Working Group II-A,
Middle Atmosphere Electrodynamics, setting up two joint workshops to develop a
program to conduct validation and intercomparison studies of instrumental
techniques and global atmospheric electrical parameters, with the idea of
formulating a global geoelectric index. Dates for the workshops were not
suggested, but the MAP Steering Committee expressed encouragement to the idea of
cooperation.
(h) MSTFA C - Dr. Baleley explained the purpose of this group was to desist in
the transfer of AST radar data to interested users; for example, comparison of
data between two radars; and making data available to scientists not otherwise
having access to them. He said that after the initial nrrangemer,ts have been
made, the Data Centred will take over the exchange. A summar y f the :irst
MSTRAC meeting is given in Attachwent 26. It was pointed out that the MAP
Newsletter should be used for communication with groups in reed of the informa-
tion. Dr. Balsley will prepare a writeup for the next Newsletter. 	
.j41t
^0 SSIM - Dr. Simon told of a joint meeting with the corresponding I.AGA
Working Group to discuss recent improvements in measurements. There are some
discrepancies which are being discussed. A new report should be ready by the
end of the year.
f
(j) WINE - Dr. Labitzke said the program is going well but spoke of the
difficulty in communicating rapidly the onset of a warming trend to all
interested scientists.
Dr. Bojkov spoke of a WHO-sponsored meeting in October to review the
current state of minor-constituent measurements in order to be able to verify
chemical-dynamical models. A report would he distributed by WT q in 1984.
The 3rd MAP/WINE Experimenters Meeting was held in Hamburg on August 20.
The minutes of the meeting are included (Attachment 27).
Dr. Witt mentioned a possible follGwup of the CAMP project during MAP.
There is a general interest in the program, particularly as a follow-on to the
forthcoming WINE project. It was agreed that the app •-ovea resolution on MAC
would take care of this matter.
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5. Other Business
•
	
	 Dr. Bowhill circulated for information a brief description by Dr. H.
Friedman of the Internatioual Geosphere-Biosphere Program (Attachment 28) and a
note by Dr. J. G. Ruederer c,n the same subject (Attachment 29) was also called
to the attention of the MAPSC.
Dr. Bowhill relayed a request from Dr. Nagata for a nomination for a Ht.P
representative on the ICSU Panel on WDCs. It was decided to nominate
Dr. Labitzke.
There were brief reports from the National Representatives present who had
not reported during the earlier meetings.
Dr. Lastovicka (Czechoslovakia) spoke of the 1985 Prague Assembly (see
Attachment 15). He noted that the proposed program on Global Change was an
important part of the program.
Dr. Fraser ( New Zealand) reported on the nitrogen and ozone work in the
stratosphere being carried out there.
Dr. Taubenheim (GDR) told of the Workshop on Ground-Based Studits of the
Middle Atmosphere recently held in Schwerin. The proceedings of the Workshop
will be published in MAP rlandbook Vol. 10.
Dr. Bowhill spoke of the activities of IAMAP Rnd iAGA and the Middle
Atmosphere Commission of ICMUA that apply to MAP. ht asked that a brief report
of these be made available to MAPSC. Attachment 30 is an excerpt from the ICMUA
meetings at 11miburg; Attachment 31 is an excerpt from IAGA's International
Commission on the Middle Atmosphere.
It was suggested that MAP have stationery printed.
It was noted that it wculd be desirable to publish in each Newsletter the
deadlines for receipt of material for the MAP Newsletter.
Dr. Bowhill mentioned the MAP Assembly in Kyoto in November 1984 at which
the nations, programs will be presented, both from scientific and regional
standpoints. An announcement will be forthcoming.
The next MAPSC meeting will be in Kyoto, but there will also be a meeting
of opportunity of those membere present at Graz during the COSPAR meeting.
Agendas for the two meetings are given in Attachment 32.
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1	 ATTACHMENT 1. REPORT OF MSG-6 ON THE 3CIEf1IFIC ASPECTS OF AN
I1;TEVNATIONAL EQUATORIAL OBSERVATORY (IEO)
Chairman: S. Kato
Members:	 B. B. %elsley, J. Blam ont, T. M. Forbes, M. A. Geller, I. Hirota,
R. A. Vinceut, R. F. Woodman
1. FOREWORD	 J
MFG-6 has been jet up to study this en the basis that there is need to
have :ibeervatories very clos ± to the equator so that we may understand
equatorial dynamics much more precisely than we do now. Such observatories,
which are equipped with MST radars, lidar and other facilities, shculd be
constructer and operated through i . nternational cooperation. Specific require-
ments for the observation of equatorial middle atmosphere dynamics were
discussed at the Workshop held 10-12 May 198" at Estec Park, CO, USA, as will
he shown in Sectior 2. MSC-6 has further worked on the pt : blem, obtaining the
opinions of each member as to the following questions: ( 1) locations of IEOs;
(2) specification of the facilities at IEOs; and (3) finanical support on the
constructior. and the maintenance of IEOs.
The proposed locations for '_EOs are, in alphabetical order, Christmas
Island, Galapagos Island, K07roU6, Nauru and Tumbes (or Iquitos).
2. SCIENTIFIC SPECIFICATIONS FOR MIDDLE -ATMOSPHERE DYNAMICS OBSERVATIONS (see
Hkndbook for MAP Vol. 7, pp. 103-150)
3. LOCATION OF IEOs
its to location, IEOs must be close to the geographic equator, nay, within
5' from it. However, IEOs should be far enough away front the equatorial
electrojet which produces unfavorable echo-as; 5' may be a minim m, distance from
the equatorial electrojet.
Another consideration is that we wish to obtain t l-.e maximum possible
contribution by IEOs to increase our understandinE of middle - atmosphere
dynamics. Thus, we favor, at first, those IEOs which take advantage of the
existing radar observatory chains. For tidal studies such IEO@ are essential.
At present, there are I.hree chains along differen! meridians. One is a chain
which consists of Christchurch ( 44'S, 173'E; partial refiection dritt (PRD)
radar), Adelaide ( 35'S, 139'E; PRD radar and S 'r radar), Kyoto ( 35'N, 13C* E;
meteor radar and MST radar) and Khabarovsk ( 48'N, 135 ' E; meteor radar). : cote
base (78'S, 165'E; PRD rada-), in the Antarctic has just commenced operation.
We call this chain the West •	 Pacific Chain (WPC). Note t hat Adelaide and
Kyoto are geographically conjugate, a characteristic which is very important for
tidal mode studies. Nauru ( 0.5'S, 161 ' E) is on this: chain. Thus, it is a good
candidate for an IEO cite.
There could be another, though less complete, chain thar. the WPC. This
consists of Poker Flat ( 65'N, 145 'W, MST radar) and two other stations which
could be in existence in the future, i.e., Hawaii ('-'0'N, 156'W) and Raratonga
(21'S, 160 'W). If Christmas Island (2'N, 151'W) is chosen, an important chain
will be set up. This chain is g alled the Central Pacific Chain (CPC).
We may pick up another chain in the American /Atlantic sector. In thin
sector we have Saskatoon ( 54'N, 110'W; PRD radar), Durgam ( 43'N, 71'W; meteor
radar), Millstone Hill (42.6 'N, 71.5°W; ST radar), Urbana ( 40'N, `f8 'W; meteor
radar, PRD radar, and MST radar), Atlanta ( 35'N, 84 'W; meteor rad . r), Arecibo
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(18°N, "8°W; IS and ST radar) and Jicamarca (12°S, 77"W; IS radar). Platteville
and Sunset (40°N, 110°W) have also ST radars in good operation. Of these
stations, Saskatoun, Platteville and Sunset may be too far deviated towards the
west. We call this chain the American-Atlantic Chain (AAC). There are two
candidates for IEOs along this chain. They are Tumbes and Iquitos, both being
at 3°S and about 65°W in Peru. Though a little deviated toward the west,
Galapagos Island (0.3°S, 91°W) can be an additional candidate.
Of the above-mentioned candidates, we should consider some special features
that relate to specific scientific interests. Nauru is situated at a very good
point for studying the stratospheric fountain where air enters the stratosphere
from the troposphere, bringing water vapor upward with the air (NEWELL and
GOULD-STEWART, JAS, 38, 2789, 1981). Tumbes, Iquitos and Galapagos would be
useful for investigating the impact of the Andes on middle-atmosphere dynamics.
As to transportation, all candidates are acceptable, although there are
certain advantages with Nauru, Tumbes and Iquitos. It would be reasonable to
expect technical service from all candidates, though there would be degrees of
service among them.
The distance from tte equatorial electrojet is more than 5° for all
candidates (see ''_'able 1).
Kourou in French Guyana (5°N, 53°W) is on the northern boundary for being
an IEO site, but would still be suitable for some equatorial dynamics studies
except for tidal dynamics which require a location closer to the equator.
Table	 1. Locations of	 each candidate for	 IEC`. The MAGSAT
data were used	 to find	 dip.
PLACE LAT° LONG' DIP(0)
Nauru 0.53	 S 167 E -11.58
Christmas I 1.57	 N 157.27	 W 6.03
Galapagos 0.56	 S 91.0 W 1i,65
Kourou 5.0 N 53.0 W 25.66
Iquitos 3.45	 S 73.10 W 18.39
Tumbes 3.59	 S 80.43	 W 16.41
4. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE FACILITIES OF IFOs
The central facilities of IEOs are middle atmosphere radars which are able
to measure the middle atmosphere motion with the required time- and space-
resolution, sampling rates, and velocity accuracy. Quick steering of the radar
beam would also be preferable. In the case of MST radars, these requirements
can be realized by adopting proper pulse widths, pulse repetitions and signal
integrations, and quick beam-steering mechanisms. A narrow pulse width for good
height resolution implies a wide frequency spreading which may cause inter-
ference with other communications. Frequency allocation may be subject to some
restrictions in the IEO area. Practically speaking, we must find quiet places
with little radio noise to have a good S/N. However, it seems essential to
have, as a minimum, a 10 9W m 2 average power-aperture product for operations at
about 50 MHz. Easy electric power supply, is a requirement for IEOs. All of
the candidate sites mentioned above are satisfactory with respect to this
condition.
However, the power would be expensive .nd comprise an important part of
the maintenance cost. the power also would produce various problems for the
maintenance, such as requiring large cooling systems. If we use PRD radars
.W'^`"^
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instead, the power can be reduced drastically together with other simplifica-
tions of the radar systems. Since observed results by PRD radars at Townsville
and Adelaide (VINCENT and BALL, JGR, 86, 9159, 1981) and Saskatoon (MANSON,
MEEK and GREGORY, JGR, 86, 9615, 1981) have been very successful, PRD radars
should seriously be considered as important facilities at IEOs. A scientific
restriction of PRD radars is that, in simple PRD radars, we can measure only
horizontal translation velocities. The height resolution of PRD radars is
inferior to MST radars. But vertical velocities also might be investieated with
phase coherent systems. Note tha' such improvement has recently been done
successfully to detect GW in the mesosphere by VINCENT and REID (1982). If a
PRD radar is set up, we need, in addition, an ST radar to observe the
stratosphere which cannot be measured by a PRD radar.
In addition to radars, lidars would be increasingly important in middle
atmosphere observationP (HAUCHECORNE and CHANIN, JATP, 44, 577, 1982). Though
dependent on weather, lidar systems are able to contribute to our purpose and it
is recommended that they also be set up. The facilities are unique in that the
atmospheric density perturbation is detected and, assuming the hydiostatic
equilibrium of the atmosphere, the atmospheric temperature perturbation is
obtained. The time resolution now available is a few ten minutes. Note that
the (1,1) mode of tides may suffer a convection instability at the equator and
the detection of temperature perturbation is crucial.
Balloon and meteorological rockets have remained important for observing
the middle atmosp:ere, and the facilities not far from IEOs for their launching
would be useful. Konrou in French Guyana seems especially favorable for these
facilities, though the Ascension Island and Antigua rocket launching sites are
available for the AAC. Usual radiosonde facilities are available for all
candidates, as mentiored above.
5. FINAN CIGL SUPPORT ON THE CONSTRUCTION AND THE MAINTENANCE OF IEOa
Technically, the IEO facility maintenance should Le as simple as possible.
A minimum number of service personnel is essential for operation. In the case
of radars, once an observation has started, no attendance of personnel would be
desirable. This implies "fully computerized systems", yet with minimum regular
checks which are supplied from outside.
In order to keep periods of stay at IEOs at a minimum, or to avoid staying
altogether, computer programs used for observation should be preparad beforehand
and checked properly. One solution for the checking would make simulators of 	 II	 ^► ,^
the IEO radars to be distributed to each member country. One such simulator is 	 1
being developed for the MU radar system of Kyoto University for outside users to
whom the computer program for "normal mode" euservation is ready except for
specifying some parameters such as start- and stop-time, berm steering and
height range foi observa":ou.
A remote control system would be another solution; however this may be
expensive and require a control headquarters to be located conveniently in some
member country.
Financial support for the construction and the maintenance of IEOs is a
problem to be solved for realizing our idea for setting up IEOs. The cost may
be paid by the member countries as in the case of EISCAT, but for now the
question will be left unresolved for future investigation.
6. RECOMMENDATION FOR IEOs
It is found that all of the proposed places have significant scientific
aspects to constructing IEOs. However, it is practical, for funding considera-
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tions, to put a priority for each candidate.
The first choice is Nauru Island because the NYC seems best in coverage of
latitudes, and in configuration having an almost exact conjugate pair in mid —
latitudes between Adelaide and Kyoto. The location would also be suitable for
the study of a very interesting scientific problem, "the stratosphere fountain".
Other IEOs are desirable to be added in order to study longitudinal dynamic
differences together with other interesting scientific problems characteristic
to each location. It should be seriously considered to equip each IEO with
those facilities which beSL suit that location.
We have, however, various other choices. As to low — and midlatitude
coverages, the AAC would be excellent in the number of the existing stations and
in 0,e capabilities of the existing facilities which include Arecibo and
Jicamarca which have contributed tremendously to the study of middle—atmosphere
dynamics.
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ATTACHMENT 2. REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE
PROGRAM STUDY GROUP - 7
J. E. Frederick (Chairman)
.^	 1. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS ACTIVITIES
:
	
	
The first task of MSG-7 was to assemble a document that describes the
present state of knowledge concerning molecular absorption properties that
influence the penetration of ultraviolet solar radiation into the middle
atmosphere. A major goal of this activity was to assemble a summary of all
credible data on the absorption cross sections of molecular oxygen and ozone in
the spectral region relevant to photochemical modeling of the middle atmosphere.
It is hoped that the resulting document, to appear in Volume 8 of the Handbook
for MAP, will serve as a standard reference for workers in the field.
2. MAJOR FINDINGS TO DATE
There is a significant spread among different laboratory determinations of
the cross section of molecular oxygen in the Herzberg continuum for wavelengths
200 to 240 nm and in the Schumann-Runge bands from 175 to 200 nm. These dis-
crepancies are large enough to cause very substantial changes in the abundance
of trace gases computed in photochemical models. Obviously, changes :n the
absorption cross section of 0, will influence the dissociation rate of this
molecule. The key point, however, is that the opacity provided by 0,,
absorption controls the attenuated solar radiation field that is available to
dissociate other gases. In fact, modest changes in the 0, cross section have
significant impacts on the dissociation rates of gases such as N 20, CFC, , , and
CF,Cf,.
A problem peculiar to the Schumann-Runge bands of G-, concerns the fact
that the cross section, being composed of thousands of rotational lines, is too
complex to incorporate directly into photochemical models. In addition, most
laboratory data are unable to specify the very small cross section values that
exist between the large rotational peaks. Yet, the penetration of solar
radiation in these narrow-window regions is a significant contributor to the
dissociation of gases at stratospheric altitudes. Here it is necessary to apply
detailed modeling procedures to the laboratory data so as to determine the cross
section in the windows. This requires assuming a specific line profile shape
and adding the individual contributions from hundreds of rotational lines at
each point in the spectrum. Once this task is completed, relatively simple
parameterizations of the transmission of solar radiation through this spectral
region must be developed for the purposes of atmospheric modeling.
Inferences of the Herzberg continuum cross section based on in situ
measurements of the attenuated solar irradiance produce smaller values than have
laboratory measurements. The available laboratory results are questionable
because of the large corrections required for the pressure dependence of the
cross section encountered at the large O, densities needed to detect the weak
absorption.
The atmospheric data are free from this problem but instead require a large
correction to account for absorption by ozone. Accurate knowledge of the ozone
cross section and ozone colur ,.n content above the altitude of the measurement are
essential here.
3. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADDI'T 'IONAL WORK
A meeting of several members of MSG-7 and other interested scientists will
take place during the Middle Atmosphere Science Symposium of the IUGG General
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Assembly. The purpose of this meeting will be to prepare a list of recommended
future activities. At present a set of likely recommendations appears to be:
(a) A definitive laboratory measurement of the 0, cross section in the
Herzberg continuum from 200 to 240 nm should be completed and published. Such
work is currently underway by D. E. Freeman, a member of MSS-7, at Harvard
College Observatory.
(b) The recent Schumann-Runge band abserption data of Yoshino, Freeman,
and Parkinson should be processed in a fashion so as to be easily used in photo-
chemical models. This requires combination of the measured Land oscillator
strengths and rotational line widths with a modeling procedure to determine the
magnitude of the small cross sections between the rotational peaks. This
activity should be followed by parame[erizaLions of transmission as a function
of 02
 column density for practical use in chemical calculations.
(c) Additional measurements of the attenuated solar radiation field
between '.75 and 240 nm should be perfo rmed from balloons at altitudes between 20
and 40 km. These should be accompanied by simultaneous ozone and pressure
measurements. 'these flights are essential to establish the applicability of
laboratory results to describing the penetration of ultraviolet solar radiation
into the middle atmosphere.
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•	 ATTACHMENT 3. ANTARCTIC MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE (AMA) OBSERVATION -
EXISTING AND IN DEVELOPMENT
f	 T. Nagata and T. Hirasawa
r t	 National Institute of Polar Research
!F	 9-10, Kaga 1-chore, Itabashi-ku
Tokyo 173, Japan
1. INTRODUCTION
The information on the MAP observations in the Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic
r regions was kindly	 sent	 to us from countries which are participating in
Antarctic Research.	 By compiling the	 information,	 ground-based,	 air-borne,
balloon,	 rocket and satellite observations of	 the AMA project are	 presented.
The report would be useful 	 for	 scientists	 to organize	 the	 effective inter-
national coordinated observations in Antarctica and also	 to coordinate with
other
	
international MAP project	 in the northern polar region.
+ 2.	 SCIENTIFIC AIMS AND OBSERVATIONS OF THE AMA PROJECT
(a)	 Dynamics,	 Structure and Atmospheric Composition of the Lower and Middle
Atmosphere
	
in Antarctica
y
^ The dynamics,	 structure,	 atmospheric co y -position and aerosol 	 abundance of
the	 lower and middle atmosphere in Antarctica are different from Chose 	 in the
i
middle and	 low	 latitude regions because of differences 	 in the geographic,
geophysical and biochemical	 situations; namely,	 the	 influence of	 the dominant
particle precipitation on the	 chemical and dynamical rrocesses within the 	 polar
middle atmospnere; 	 the	 cooling of	 the atmosphere by tiie	 ice covering the
Antarctic continent;	 the difference	 in the	 effective	 intensity of	 the	 solar
ultraviolet
	
radiation; and the difference	 in the biochemical environment 	 from
which the minor constituents	 in the atmosphere originate.
The present data of the Antarctic middle atmosphere are scarce, so it is
important to collect basic data about the distribution and variation of the
physical and chemical quantities in the middle atmosphere over a wide area in
Antarctica. To obtain a comprehensive understanding of the actual conditions of
the Antarctic atmosphere, the coordinated observations are carried out at the
following Antarctic stations. Symbols of the Antarctic stations are listed in
Table 1.
1. Surface meteorology observations (air and dew-point temperature, atmospheric
pressure, wind direction and speed, visibility, clouds and ceiling):
BEL,MAR(Argentine). CSY,DUS,MAW,MCQ(Australia). CMA(Chile). AMS,CZT,PAF,DRV
(France). CVN(FRD). MIZ,SYO(Japan). AIA,HBA,SGE(UK). MIR,MOL,NVL,VOS,LEN,
BEH,RUS(USSR). MCM,PAL,SPL,SPA,(USA). SBA(New Zealand). SNA(South Africa).
2. Lipper-air observations (radiosondes: wind direction and speed, pressure,
temperature and humidity);
BEL,MAR(Argen[ine). CSY,DUS,MAW,MCQ(Australia). CMA(Chile). AMS,CZT.PAF,DRV
(France). GVN(FRG). SYO(Japan). AlA,SGE(UK). MIR,MOL,NVL,VOS,BLli(USSR). MCM,
SPA(USA). SNA(South Africa).
3. Radiation:
Global solar radiation: BEL,BRO,FiAR(Argentine). MCQ(Australia). CMA(Chile).
PAF,DRV(France). MIZ,SYO(Japan). AIA,HBA,SGE(UK). MIR,MOL,NVL,VOS,LEN,BEN,
RUS(USSR). SPA(USA).
Diffuse solar radiation: MCQ(France). CMA(Chile). PAF,DRV(France). MIZ,SYO
(Japan). MIR,MOL,NVL,VOS(USSR). SPA(USA). SBA(New Zealand).
s
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Table 1, List of Antarctic statiol_s at which atmospheric
observations are carried out.
Station Symbol Nation
Geographic coordinate Geom•gnetic coordinate
Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude
Belgrano
iAntarctlque) BEL
Argentine
77.8•S 78.2.14 67.1.5 17.1.9
Brown BRO 61.9.5 62.9.14
56.6'14
19.3•S
/8.9.8
9. 8.9
13.0•!Maramblo MAR 61.1'5
Casey CSY
Australia
66.2.5 110.1'E 77.9.5 170.81E
Davis DVS 68.6'5 78.0.9 76.8.5 119.0.9
Mawson MAN 6'..6'5 62.81E 73.1'5 102.2.9
Macquarie Island NCO 51.5.5 159.0.9 61.1'5 213.11E
CMA FREI
1
CMA Chile 62.215 58.9. 14 51.0.5 8.2'P.
Amsterdam A715
France
17.8.5 77.6'[ 46.5'S 111.3'9
Crozet CZT 12.1.5 51.9.1. 51.2.5 109.11E
Kerguelen
(Por t-aux-Francals) PAp 19.1'5 70.2.9 56.5.5 127.81E
Dumont d'Urville
'Terre-Adelle) DRV 66.7.5 IAC.O'E 75.6.5 230.91E
Geovg-von-Nsumayer GUN FRG 70.6'5 8.1.14 59.1.5 39.7.9
Mlzuho Station MIL
Jape i.
70.7.5 11.31E 72.3.5 80.61E
ova Station SYO 69.0.5 39.6'E 70.0.5 79.11E
Farsday
Ar entlna IS. _ _
UnitedAIA A n do< 65.1.5 61.3'N 57.1.5 3.3.9
Malley Bay,
Coats Land H9A United
Kingdos
75.5.5 27.0.14 65.8=5	 21.3.9
r y tv -T.W7
South Georgia SCE 51.7.5 36.5.14 11.2.5
-
26.01E
Mirny MIR
U.S.S.R.
66.7'S 93.01E 17.0.5 122.719
Moloderhnaya MOL 1:7.7.5 15.51E 66.6.5 77.31E
Novolararevskays NvL 70.7.5 11.81E 62.5.5 51.11E
Vostok VOS 78.5.5 106.9'E 89.2.5 91.51E
Leningradskaya LEN 69.5.5 159.1•[ 78.515 2'6.9•E
Bellingshausen BEH 62.215 59.0'14 17.0.5 11.11E
Russkays PUS 71.8.5 137.0.14 66.8.5 21.0.14
McMurdo Station MCM
U.S.A.
77.9•S 166.71E 79.0.5 65.6.14
Palmer Station PAL 61.8.3 61.1.14 51.1'S 3.9.9
Slple Station SPL 75.6.5 83.61N 61.7.5 6.3.14
South Pole Station SPA 90.0.5 - 78.5'S 0.0'
Scott Base SBA Now 77.815 166.01E 7e	 8'S 65.1110
SANAE SNA South
Arrica 
r 
:4 70.3.5 2.1.14 63.7.5 11.5.9
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Direct	 solar	 radiation:	 MIZ,SYO(Japan).	 AIA,HBA,SGE(UK).	 SPA(USA).	 SBA(New
Zealand).
Actinometric measurements by radiosondes: 	 SYO(Japan).	 MIR,MOL,NVL,VOS,BEH(USSR)
4.	 Ozone:
Surface ozone:	 MCQ(Australia).	 GVN(FRG).	 SYO(Japan).	 SPA(USA).
.t
Total	 ozone:	 MCQ(Australia).	 SYO(Japun).	 AIA,HBA,SGE(,...).	 MIR,VOS(USSR).
SPA(USA).
Vertical	 ozone content	 by Dobson spectrometer:	 MCQ(Australia).	 AIA,HBA,SGE(UK)
Vertical	 ozone	 content	 by	 radiosondes:	 GVN(FRG).	 SYO(Japan).	 NVL,(USSR,	 GDR).
F^ SPA(USA).
	
MAR(Argentine).
5.	 Minor	 constituents	 in	 the atmosphere:
t
At Macquarie
	
Island	 (Australis):	 Carbon dioxide;	 two samples	 per month.	 Sampling
duration 8 hours and 24 hours. 	 Non-dispersive infrared gas analyzer.
At Mawson
	 (Australia):
	
Carbon dioxide,	 nitrous oxide,	 halocarbons;	 two
evacuated flask samples 	 per month.	 Flasks returned annually 	 for	 analysis	 in
Australia.
At Amsterdam	 (France):	 Carbon dioxide;	 continuous,	 non-dispersive	 infrared gas
analyzer.	 Evacuated flasks,	 twice a week.	 Sulfur dioxide,	 dimethyl	 sulfur	 and
' sulfur gas;	 24 hours once a week.	 Radio	 activities	 (Radon-Thoron)	 in the atmos-
phere; automatic measurements, 	 every two hours.
At Kerguelen,	 Crozet	 and Dumont d'Urville	 (France):	 Radio activities	 (Radon-
Thoron);	 automatic measurements,	 every	 two hours.	 Radio activities	 (Phosphore
32 and Beryllium 7);	 evacuated flasks,	 once	 a week.
t At Georg-von-Nettmayer (FRG): 	 Kr- 85 	in the atmosphere.	 Sulphur	 isotopes	 in
precipitation samples.	 Carbon isotope ratios in atmospheric CO.,. 	 Trace
matters	 (gas and particles)	 in the atmosphere. 	 Atmospheric	 condensation nuclei
and	 size distribution of Aitken 	 nuclei.
At Syowa (Japan): Carbon dioxide; continuous, non-dispersive infrared gas
analyzer. Nitrous oxide and Halocarbons; two flask samples per month. Flask
returned annually for analysis in Japan. Atmospheric trace constituents
(CFCI,, CF^C1 2 , HNO3. CH-, NO,, and others); Fouricr transform infrared spectro-
metEr. Vertical profile of water vapor content; Lyman-u/OH fluorescence hygro-
m-ter, bail.00n-borne observation. Vertical profile of NO X distribution; 5000 m}
plastic balloon, absorption spectroscopy with the sun as a light source. Air-
borne measurement of N20.
At Faraday, Halley Bay and Grytviken (UK): Precipitation samples for isotope
analysis; monthly and 3-monthly. Air samples in stainless steel containers;
from day to day during summer.
At South Pole (USA): Carbon dioxide; bimonthly, evacuated flasks, infrared gas
analyzer. Halocarbons; spot measurements, evactuated flasks, gas chromatograph.
Trace metals and halogens; evacuated flasks, neutron, activation, and absorption
spectroscopy. Trace-gas; spot measurements, atmospheric emission spectrometer.
At Molodezhnaya (USSR): Tritium concentration in the atmospheric moisture and
precipitation.
At Novolazarevskaya (USSR, GDR): Isotopic composition of environmental
nuclides.
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6. Atmospheric aerosol:
At Casey (Australia): Size distribution of aerosol particles. Polyaromatic
hydrocarbon content of atmospheric aerosols.
At Svowa ( Japan): Vertical distributions of the atmospheric aerosol; lidar
observation, intermittent. Airborne and balloon observations of aerosol up to
an altitude of about 35 km.
At McMurdo ( USA): Properties of the atmospheric aerosol; impaction filters and
CN counter. Airborne measurements of the atmospheric aerosol; flights to
McMurdo and other research flights from Christchurch and from McMurdo.
At Mirny (USSR): Properties of the atmospheric aerosol and some gaseous concen-
trations.
7. Remote-sensing observation:
At Mawson ( Australia): Mesospheric temperatures; six channel spectrophotometer
recordF intensities of rotational -vibrational bands of OH and nearby background
from which temperatures in altitude range 90 - 130 km are computed. Dynamics of
upper atmosphere. a high resolution, dual, scanning Fabry-Perot spectrometer
records atomic emission line profiles from aurora and airglow for determination
of temperatures, winds and electric fields in the thermosphere. A three-field
six-channel photometer records airglow and aurora fluctuations for determination
of gravity waves, winds, turbulence and electric fields. Equipment is set up
for recording mesospheric wind by the "partial reflection drifts" method.
!	 At Syowa ( Japan): Radar observations of meteorite trace; neutral wind motions
in the 80-110 km height region. laser radar monitoring of the polar middle
atmosphere; laser, Ruby (694.3 nm, 347.2 nm). Power of laser pulse, 1J/pulse
(Max.). Pulse reception rate, 1 Hz (Ruby), 0.25 Hz ( Dye). Receiving telescope,
50 cmm. Data display, A-scope and photocounter.
At Molodezhnaya ( USSR): Radar observation of meteorite .ra-e. Laser observa-
tion of the atmospheri sodium.
At Sco tt Base (New Zealand): Partial reflection drifts system for the measure-
ment in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere; peak output power 100 kW.
Carrier frequency 2.9 M;lz. Once an hour. Wind speed and direction within a
height range of 67-97 km.
B. Observations by means of rockets balloons and satellites:
At Marambio ( Argentine): Stratospheric investigation; launching of balloons and
sounding rockets carrying payloads with a capacity to record different para-
meters from the surface up to an altitude of 70 km. Launching of fourteen
balloons with ozone and temperature sensors in order to correlate them with
satellite NIMBUS-7. Launching of four Super Loki rockets with temperature
sensors in order to correlate them w.th NOAA-6 satellite. Experiment to
correlate with satellite NIMBUS-7 a.+ SME ( Stratospheric Mesosphere Experiment).
Sundry determinations by both satellites about the formation and destruction of
ozone. This experiment encompassed the following launchings: five balloons
with ozone and temperature sensors; five Super Loki sounding rockets with ozone
sensors; four Super Loki sounding rockets with temperature sensors.
At Kerguelen (;- ranee): A series of long-life balloons to study radiative
budget, dynamics and water vapor content is planned for the end of 1982.
At Syowa ( Japan): Three balloons ( 5000 m 3 ) for measuring the vertical
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distributions of ozone and NO 2• Meteorological rocket soundings; winds,
temperatures and ozone up to altitude of about 70 km. Twice n month. Satellite
remote measurements of vertical profiles of air-temperature, ozone, and strato-
spheric minor constituents; reception of data from Japanese MAP satellite
(EROS-C) and TIROS-N/NOAA series meteorological satellites,
At Molodezhnaya (USSR): Meteorological rocket sounding; winds ana temperatures
up to an altitude of about 90 km. Once a wee=k and additional sounding in June,
July and August.
9. Others:
At Faraday, Halley and Grytviken (UK): Observations of the noctilucent and
nacreoub clouds; visual, 3-hourly synoptic when present.
At Belgrano, Brown and Marambio (Argentine): Observations of noctilucent
clouds, halos, coronas, parhelios, rainbows and other phenomena.
(b) Particle Precipitation -tied Interaction of the Middle Atmosphere with the
Lower I^nosphere
In the polar region, of particular interest is the dominant particle
precipitation from the magnetosphere into the upper atmosphere. The particle
fluxes exer_ an influence on the chemical and dynamical processes in the polar
middle atmosphere, namely, juule heating in the lower ionosphere by the
precipitating F?rticles; propagation of kinetic rod electromagnetic energy down
to the middle atmosphere and its influence on the structures and motions of the
middle atmosphere; par t icle fluxes from the magnetosphere and their chemical and
dynamical effects on the composition of the middle atmosphere.
Therefore, in order to make clear the physical process of the effect of the
precipitating particles on the polar middle atmosphere, the coord.nated observa-
tion of upper atmosphere phenomena are carried out at the following Antarctic
stations to measure the energy input down to the middle atmosphere from the
lower ionosphere.
1. Auroras:
All-sky photographs: CSY,MAW,MCQ(Austrslia). DRV(France). SYO(Japan). MIR,
MOL, VOS(USSR). SPL,SPA(USA). SNA(South Africa).
Auroral photometers: MCQ(Australia). PAF',DRV(France). SYO(Japan). MIR,MOL
(USSR).	 S PI.,SPA(USA).
	
SNA(South Africa).
Auroral TV image: SYO(Japan). SNA(South Africa).
2. Ionosphere:
lonosoade: MAW(Australia). PAF',DRV(France). SYO(Japan). AIA,NBA(UK). MOL,
VUS(USSP). SPL,SPA(USA). SBA(New Zealand), SNA(South Africa).
Rion:eter: BEL,BRO(Argentine). CSY,DVS,MAW,MCQ(Australia). CMA(Chile). PAF,
DRV(Frauce). SYO(Japan). i!BA(UK). M:R,MOL,NVL(USSR). MCM,PAI.,SPL,SPA
(USA).
	
SBA(New Zealand).
3. Magnetic field and electromagnetic waves:
Magnetic variations: BEL(Argentine). CSY,DVS,MAW(Australia). CZT,PAF,DRV
(France).
	
MIZ,SYO(Japan).	 AiA,HBA,SGF(UK).	 MIR,MDL,NVI.,VOS,(USSR).	 SP!.,
SPA(USA). SBA(New Zealand). SNA(South Africa).
Geomagnetic pulsations: CSY,DVS,MAW,MCQ(Australia). CZT,PAF,GRV(France). MIZ,
SYO(Japan).	 SPI.,SPA(USA).	 SNA(South Africa).
ELF-VLF waves: BEL(Argentine). MCQ(Australia). PAF(France). MI7.,SYO(Japar.).
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PAL, SPL, SPA (USA).
4. Electric field potential gradient using a field mill:
DUS(Australia).	 SPA(USA). SNA(South Africa).
5. Remote-sensing observation:
At Mawson ( Australia): Sporadic - F. ionization investigation; beacon, continuous,
transmitter 50 Hz CW. Auroral and disturbance phenomena investigation; off-
vertical sounding, Delta array for 4A ionosonde.
At Syowa (Japan): Continu.)us monitoring of the lower ionosphere within a height
range of 80-120 km; 50 IiHz and 112 MHz doppler radar. Output power 20 kW.
6. O b servations by means of rockets and balloons:
At Syowa (Japan): Rocket observations of auroral TV image, auroral particles,
ELF-VLF-HF electromagnetic waves, electron density and temperature, magnetic and
electric fields and auroral X-rays; S310JA type rocket (max, altitude 230 km).
3-4 rockets a year. Balloon observations of auroral X-rays and electric fields;
5000 m 3 balloon, 2-3 balloons a year.
Satellite obse n ations of the ionospheric electron density profiles in the
altitude range from the F2 peak level to 800 km, plasma waves associated with
the precipitating auroral particles, high energy particles with energies higher
than 50 keV and electron density and temperature; reception of data from
Japanese MAP satellite (EXOS-C) and Canadian satellites, ISIS-1, 2.
At Siple (USA): Rocket observations of VLE-particle interaction; austral
summer of 1981-82.
(c) Atmospheric Pollution
As the biological and chemical activities in Antarctica are very low
because of its severe natural environment, it is reasonable to consider that
most of the minor constituents (of biological cr chemical origin) in the
r
	
Antarctic middle atmosphere have originated in the middle and low latitude
regions where these activities are very high. Based on the data of the stable
minor constituents obtained in Antarctica in relation to those in the middle and
low latitude regions, it is possible to discuss the diffusion on a large scale
of the middle atmosphere toward the polar region from the lower latitudes.
Furthermore, because Antarctica is the farthest from the middle and low latitude
regions in the Northern Hemisphere where atmospheric pollution is most dominant,
the Antarctic region is Lie most suitable place for monitoring the global
diffusion of the atmospheric pollution. Therefore, the following observations
of the minor constituents are carried out in Antarctica.
At Faraday and Grytviken (UK): Some air samples are taken for the studies of
the atmospheric pollution.
At Molodezhneya and Mirny ( USSR): Control over the atmospheric pollution,
precipitation chemistry, aerosol turbidity of atmosphere; small components in
the atmosphere (CO, CH,,, N-,O and others). Sounding of aeroso: in the stra.o-
sphere.
At Amste * dam (France): Surface atmospheric pollution; cuntinuous, infrared
spectral analyz••r.
,
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3. OTHER PROPOSED AMA PROJECTS
Middle atmosphere and meteorological observations on board a USSR ship
along the Antarctic coast. Coordination with the MAP observations at ground
l	 stations, Leningrau. • kaya, Dumont d'Urville, Casey, Mirny, Davis, Mawson,
Molodezhraya and Sycwa, is most desirable.
Joint o-servations to study the South Atlantic Anomaly. Observations of
airglow, electric fields, ion composition and X-rays are scheduled to be carried
out by balloons. (Argentine, Brazil, South Africa and ethers).
Projects which would be coordinated between south and north polar MAP
observations. The desirability is stressed of southern-northern polar
atmosphere comparisons. The cooriination with other international and national
MAP projects in the northern polar region such as the Winter in Northern Europe
Project (WINE), Global Observations and Studies of the Stratospheric Aerosols
(GOSSA), Cold Arctic Mesopause Project (CAMP) and USSR Arctic MAP observations,
is now under consideration.
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ATTACHMENT 4. ATMOSPHERIC TIDES MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE
PROGRAM (ATMAP) PROGRESS REPORT
J. M. Forbes
1. PARTICIPANTS
During .June, 1983 a number of experimenters, data analysts, and
theoreticians with interest in upper atmosphere tides were invited by me to
participate in ATMAP. Attached are the letter of invitation (Attachment 4.1),
the list of (prospective) participants (Attachment 4.2), and an ATMAP question -
aire (Attachment 4.3) which all invitees were asked to fill out.
2. MEASUREMENTS CAMPAIGNS
Global tidal measurements campaigns conducted during November, 1981, and
P.ay, 1982, by the LAMAP/ICMUA Working Group on Tides in the Mesosphere and Lower
laermosphere (J. M. Forbes, Chaicman) will be considered part of the overall
ITMAP. Results from the 1981 campaign will form the focal point for the "Work -
t;hop on Tides in the Mesosphere and Lower Thermosphere" to be held at the IUGG
J,ssembly in Hamburg this August. Two additional campaigns are tentatively
scheduled for early December, 1983, and late May, 1984. Firmer plans for these
and other future campaigns will emerge :rom the Hamburg workshop.
Guidelines for preparation of ATMt.P campaign reports and publication of
results are given in Attachment 4.4.
i	 3. IAMAP/ICMUA WOt2Y.ING GROUP ON TIDES IN THE MESOSPHERE AND LOWER THERMOSPHERE
Given the adoption of tidal campaign responsibilities by ATMAP, the nature
and scope of activities of the ICMUA We:,, ^ Group have been redefined. Efforts
will now primarily crr ,^entrate on recommei,uLng preferred methods of tidal data
analysis, and developiag a climatological moael of middle atmosphere tides. Usa
of the ATMAP data base and close coordination with the ICMUl', Working Group on
Middle Atmosphere Climatology (K. Labitzke, Chairoeraon) are envisioned. The
letter defining the new Working Group goals and inviting participation is
attached (Attachment 4.5).
i
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ATTACHMENT 4.1
BOSTON COLLEGE
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167
(617) 969-0100
Department of Physics
May 26, 1983
Dear
At the COSPAR i Meeting in Ottawa, Canada, May, 1982, SCOSTEP 2 accepted the
proposed Atmospheric Tides Middle Atmosphere Program (ATMAP), -s part of the
International Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP), and appointed me Coordinator of
ATMAP. A description of ATMAP is attached. Approximately two observational
campaigns per year of several weeks duration are planned. Under the auspices of
the IAMAP 3 /ICMUA" Working Group on Tides in the Mesosphere and Lower
Thermosphere, radar campaigns during November 1981 and May 1982 have already
been successfully completed. Results of the 1981 campaign will be presented and
interpreted at a special workshop to be held on Wednesday, August 17, at the
IAMAP Assembly, Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany, 1983.
Tne ICMUA Working Group will continue to coexist with ATMAP but with some-
what different and longer term goals, including the development of models,
providing contributions to reference atmosphere, development of improved and
standardized methods of data analysis, and coordination with other ICMUA working
groups and interests. If you are currently a member of the ICMUA Working Group
on Tides in the Mesosphere and Lower Thermospnere, a letter redefining acid
clarifying the goals of this grou p will be sent to you shortly.
'	 I would like to take this opportunity to formally invite you to serve as a
participant in the Atmospheric Tides Middle Atmosphere PrograW (ATMAP).
Committments of experimenters and data analysts would extend as follows:
(1) Participate in approximately 2 global measurements campaigns per year of
roughly 1-4 weeks duration, depenaing on yuur operating constraints. A
1-week "_ore" period will be detined.
(2) Participate in the free exchange of your campaign -measurements and ir,
interactions with other experimenters and/or theoreticians to interpret
the data. You are responsible for stating any restrictions regarding
publication of your data to requesters.
(3) Make available ycur data in summary form for "ATMAP Campaign Reports," and
for a MAP data base if one is created. Campaign reports may only be
distributed privately, or if appropriate, prepared for publication in a
MAP Handbook. Further information on these issues will be provided in
forthcoming correspondence from me.
(4) If__Lo ssible , attend about 1 workshop or symposium per year where these
i	 data will be extensively discussed.
COSPr AR Committee on Space Research
`SCOSTEP Scientific Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Physicm
3 IAMAP International Association. of Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics
ICMUA International Commiksion on the Meteorology of the Upper Atmosphere
:I
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Theoreticians would be expected to:
(1) Gear some of their theoretical and modelling efforts towards problems
pertinent to the intetpretation of ATMAP cam paign data.
(2) Participate in the interpretation of data through collaborative agreements
with experimenters and data analysts, and/or active participation in our
workshops and symposia.
At this point we must prioritize and schedule our future observational
campaigns. A questionnaire is attached to enable you to provide your inputs.
Please return this as soon as possible.
ror your information the final schedule for the 1-day Workshop in Hamburg
is also attached. As you can see, the degree of participation is high, and the
workshop is likely to be very productive. However, please note that regrettably
the time allotted for presentation,-; is less than many of you requested, due to
scheduling constraints.
I hope that you will be able to attend the Workshop at uamburg this August,
and to actively participate in ATMAP during the next few years.
Sincerely yours,
Jeffrey M. Forbes, Coordinator
Atmospheric Tides Middle Atmosphere
Progr=
JMF:j:
Atmospheric Tide:, Middle Atmosphere Program
(ATMAP)
Atmospheric tides, oscillations in meteorological fields occurring at
subharmonics of a solar or lunar day, comprise a major component of middle
atmosphere global dynamics. The nature of atmospheric tides requires investiga-
tions and coordination on a global, and hence international, scale. The purpose
of ATMAP is to create an interaction among observ-1 ticnalists, data analysts,
theoreticians and modellers working towards the following goals:
(1) To delineate the global morphology of tides in the middle atmasphere
including temporal and spatial variability on various scales;
(2) To elucidate the role f tides in affecting mean winds and temperatures in
the middle atmosphere;
(3) Tc elucidate the role of tides in giving rise to gravity wave and
turbulence through nonlinear cas..ade and instability processes; and
(4) ro examine the iufl--Pnce of the wean wind and temperature fields on tidal
wave propagation.
The focus for this interaction will be a series of 1-2 week global observa-
tional campaigns involving gtounJ-used remote sensing methods. The mechanis^.,
for interchange will be workshops or symposia dealing specifically with the
interpretation of these mearuremenis. In addition, staodardizations of data
formatting and analyses will be defined to facilitate the exchange of
information.
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ATTACHMENT 4.2. LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
ATMOSPHERIC TIDES MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE PROGRAM (ATMAP)
bt
J. M.	 Forbes USA (Coordinator)
R. A.	 Vincent S.	 Australia
G. Elford S.	 Australia
A. H. Manson Canada
J. L.	 Fellous France
H. Teit-lbaum France
F. Vial France
K. M. Greisiger GDR
R. Schminder GDR
J. Rottger Sweden
C. A.	 Reddy India
G. Cevolani Italy
S. Kato Japan
T. Aso Japan
G. Fraser New Zealand
J. K.	 Chao Taiwan
S. — S.	 Hong Taiwan
S. K. Avery USA
R. G. Roper USA
R. R.	 Clark USA
W. L.	 Oliver USA
3. Balsley "SA
R. L.	 Waiterscheid USA
S. P.	 Kingsley England
G. V.	 GroveG England
Y. I.	 Portnyagin USSR
H. Alleyne West	 Indies
D. A.	 Carter USA
J. Fcjer Puerto Rico
C. P.	 Lagos Peru
R. S.	 Lindzen USA
f
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ATTACHMENT 4.3. ATMAP QUESTIONNAIRE
Name (please print)
1.	 1 agree to participate in ATMAP 	 Yes___ No
2.	 Please rank the following observational 	 campaigns in the order which you
believe would derive the greatest 	 scientific return (currently, we are
thinking of	 scheduling 2 campaigns per year):
*A	 second early winter p-_riod *see end of
*A second early summer period questionnaire
*A third early winter period
*A third early summer peri-)d
Fall equinoctial
	 transition period
Spring equinoctial
	 transition period
Mid-Wiuter	 (Scratwarm) period
Mid-Summer (planetary-wave) period
Cowments:
3. How many observational campaigns would you like to see scheduled per
year?
4. Other comments or suggestions:
5. Have I excluded anyone from the enclosed list of prospective ATMAP
participants?
*Tht,se early winter and early summer campaigns Are intended to supplement those
performed in 1981 and 1962, respectively. The idea here is to obtain a good
global data base wring periods where the tidal behavior is generally well-
behaved, steady, and characteristic at many stations around the world. Besides
intercomparisons between stations, we would hope that analyses of such data
would include:
(1) Comparisons with similar periods in other years
(2) Comparisons with the winter and summer periods of the same years (i.e., to
wnat extent are these periods representative of the full solstitial
periods?)
These campaigns and analyses would form the basib for determining the
feasibility and approach of conb:ructino a model of tides, sa y for a reference
atmosphere.
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ATTACHMENT 4.4. GUIDELINES FOR PREPARATION OF ATMAP CAMPAIGN
REPORTS AND PUBLICATION OF ATMAP RESULTS
1. M. Forbes, Coordinator
1. ATMAP CAMPAIGN REPORTS
While Global radar and rocket measurements of mesuEpheric and lower thermo-
spheric winds have accumulated for many years, it is remarkable that a more
comprehensive and consistent observational picture of tidal and mean circulation
dynamics of the region still does not exist. This is because, apart from some
fragmentary studies, available simultaneous measurements have not been
thoroughly examined in a global sense. (See JATP, 40, 1978, special issue for
at least ore exception,) It would seem that apart from coordinating global
campaigns, a major responsibility of the ATMAP is to provide efficient and
meaningful mechanisms for assembling, interpreting, and disseminating our
campaign results. Towards this end, I would like to preparE an "ATMAP Campaign
Report" for each of our campaigns, including those conducted during November
1981 (09 Nov. - 03 Dec., 4-day core period 19-22 Nov.) and May 1982 (02-08
May, with 4-day core period 03-06 May). (These "core periods" are slightly
different than previously quoted, in order to accommodate a 4-day fit-span for
reasons discussed in the following.) The primary purpose of the report would be
to collect under a single cover and in a common format summary plots of the
campaign data with brief descriptive texts. It is uncertain at this point what
medium would be utilized to distribute the reports, although one possibility
would be to make them available to the general community in the form of a MAP
Handbook. I will approach SCOS1'EP with this idea at the appropriate tim.. In
any case, the reports would be distributed privately among ourselves and perhaps
to other interested parties for interpretation, comment, and planning, hopefully
stimulating further cullaDorations within our group.
Therefore I am requesting that within 6 months of each campaign (and
December 31, 1983 for th, November 1981 and May 1982 Campaigns) you provided me
with the following:
1. Based on a 4-day Fourier fit at each altitude for the "core" period of the
campaign, the following figures (utilizing the enclosed blank figure sheets);
(a) diurnal mean eastward and northward wind amplitudes as a function of
height,
(b) diurnal eastward and northward wind amplitudes and phases as a
function of height; and
(c) semidiurnal eastward and northward wind amplitudes and phases as a
function of height.
A 4-day fit is considered the minimum length to remove non-tidal transients, and
is an integer multiple of 2 days recognizing that 48-hour, 16-hour, and 9.6 hour
oscillations might be present. State your averaging interval if it does not
cover the full 4-day core period. Additional figures are welcome, but optional
For instance, you may wish to "place into context" the above results by
providing some description of variability over a period of several weeks, or to
make comparisons with previoua years' tidal data during similar periods. Note
that our nominal altitude is 90 km if any single-height plots are provided.
2. A brief abstract (no m)re then .l single-spaced page if possible) using the
enclosed ab5t13ct guide sheet and addressing some or all of the following
points:
(a) Briefly describe the amplitude and phase characteristics observed.
(b) Exactly what time period is covered and what type of averaging has
been applied'.
(c) Are your tidal structuree and prevailing wind conditions typical for
i
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this time of year?
(d) What is your confidence in the data based on (1) intrinsic errors in
your systems, and (2) operating difficulties during the campaign?
(e) Give nominal standard deviations for your amplitudes and phases. If
they vary with height, display them on the figurts.
2. PUBLICATION OF ATMAP RESULTS
The Hamburg Workshop will provide an opportunity for us to gather our
thoughts on Middle Atmosphere Tides. I am currently thinking that we should aim
for another early winter (early December 1983) and another early summer (late
May 1984) campaign to provide a good data base on what ap pears to be relatively
well 'behaved and characteristic solstice periods. The tentatively scheduled
session on "Large-Scale Wave Dynamics" at the Kyoto MAP Symposium (November,
1984) will provide an additional opportunity for those able to attend to present
their further interpretations of tidal behavior during these solstice periods. 	 !
At this jui.cture (say, early 1985) it may be appropriate to approach a joui,r.al
(perhaps .IATP) to devote a special isbue to ATMAP results, covering our 2 early
summer and 2 early winter campaigns. I envision that many of the papers would
involve intercomparisons between st&tions delineating symmetric/asymmetric,
migrating/nonmigrating, and seasonal/latitudinal behaviors of middle atmosphere
tides. Station pairs already beginning collaborations along these lines include
Kyoto/Adelaide, Poker/Mawson, Saskatoon/Christchurch, Durham/ Urbana, and the
USSR network. Others are encouraged to d„ the same, and ho pefully the avail-
ability of "ATMAP Campaign Reports" will helY tc initiate fur--her collabora-
tions. Single-station analyses involving tidal variabilitv characteristics
would also be extremely valuable: Of cou rse, none of 11.1s p r e c ludes or sho uld
discourage anyone f rom publishing their ATMAP campaign data inde^ oad ently, at
any time, and in any fora they wish. The above is only intended as a guide to
coordinate and unify our efforts.
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ATTACHMENT 4.5
July 11, 1983
Dear
As you may know, efforts of the IAMAP/ICMUA Working Group on Tides in the
Mesosphere and Lower Thermosphere during the past two years have centered around
two coordinated tidal measurements campaigns, culminating in the workshop to be
held in Hamburg this August. The Atmospheric Tides Miudle Atmosphere Program
(ATMAP) has been formed to coordinate aJditional campaigns of this type as part
of the international Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP`. It is envisioned that
ATMAP will continue to exist aE long as MAP measurements programs are active and
until reduction and archiving of ATMAP data are complete. In light of this
development it is necessary to reassess the role of the ICMUA Working Group.
After consulting with Prof. R. Roper, President of ICMUA, it has been
decided that the 14G will continue to coexist with AT? +AP, but with emphasis on
somewhat different and longer-term goals. Thee would include, for instance,
development of models, standardization of data analysis techniques, and coord-
inating with activities of other ICMUA WGs, particularly Dr. Labitzke's newly
formed WG, "Climatology of the Middle Atmosphere".
Since the scope and nature of the WG activities has changed. I have decided
to dissolve the current membership and to re-issue invit-o tions. Due to your
recognized expertise in the area, you are invited to participate as a member of
the WG with its newly defined scope of activities. However, the above goals are
best achieved, I believe, by a relatively small core of individuals willing to
devote real time and effort towards their fLaition. Therefore, 1 hope that you
accept this invitation with the understanding that y.,u remain active and
productive in WG activities. Expected efforts of members would include
(1) helping tc formulate perspectives of tidal analyses and modelling from which
plans ca. , be developed; and (2) volunteering to accept responsibility of a
particular task associated with execution of a pian.
At the present time there are no deadlines to be met. Our work will
continue at a rate set by all of our busy schedules and what we car accomplish
through the nail, occasionally catalyzed by my prodding. We shculd make a point
to interact on these matters at 'meetings of opportunity". A milestone WG 	 1
meeting might be possible at the LAGA Assembly at Prague in 1985 (ICMUA is
tentativel y scheduled to meet with LAGA in 190).
If you are interested in actively serving as a member of the IAMAP/ICMUA
1	 Working Group on Tides in the Mesosphere and Lower Thermosphere, please fill out
the enclosed questionnaire and send it to me
Jeffrey M. Forbes
Department of Physics
Boston College
Chestnut Hill, MA 02161 USA
Otherwise I will assume you cannot make the necessary committment of time.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sircerely yours,
Jeffrey M. Forbes, Chairman
ICMUA WG on Tides in the Mesosphere
and Lower Thermosphere
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QUESTIONNAIRE
ICMUA Working Group on Tides in the Mesosphere and Lower Thermosphere
NAME
1. 1 am interested in actively participating in WG efforts in the following
areas (please check one or more):
A.	 Development of recommended method(a) of data analysis for the
extraction of tides. Hopefully a small sabgroup could, after
review and approval by the full ICMUA WG, publish recommendations
which would hereafter be adopted as a standard for researchers in
the field.
L'evelopment of a climatological model of tidal winds and
remperatures in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere that may at
some point be appropriate for inclusion, say, in an international
reference atmosphere.
C.	 _ Development of improved and/or recommended parameterizations of
zonally — averaged winds and temperatures, and tidal forcing
mechanisms, for use in theoretical models.
2. Concerniag (B) above, please comment on as many of the following as
possible:
Gi., en the data available and other problems such as ariability, do you
think it f.edsible Chat a meaningful climatological model of tides could be
constructed?
What would be the key parameters Gf the model? Should we emphasize vector
averages or average amplitudes and phase vertical structures.,
To what extent could theory (e.g., Hnugh iunctiuns or their thermospheric
extensions) be utilized?
What forn. should the modal take?
Would the availability of such a model be of any value?
3. After addressing tiie questions in (2) above, one possibility is that we
could divide into small subgroups each concentrating efforts on a
particular latitude regime. We have Arecibo, Jicamarca, Jamaica, and
Townsville in the vicinity of 15°, Kyoto, Adelaide, and Atlanta near 35°.
Poker Flat and acott Base at high latitudes OW),  and a number of
stations between about 45° and 55°. In addition, there exists the USSR
network and a nt i— r of new facilities coming on line. Please comment:
9
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ATTACHMENT 5. COLD ARCTIC ME90PAUSE PROJECT (CAMP) REPORT
E. Kopp
At the ESA Rocket/Balloon Symposium in Irterlaken two meetings were held on
April 13 and 15, 1983.
At the second meeting S. Solomon had proposed to us to use the data
materini for a study of mesospheric ion and neutral constituents, with special
emphasis on the hydrogen chemistry (cf. Proposal: Ion and neutral constituents
anal•'si.$).
The participants of the CAMP-meeting in Interlaken also decided to have
another meeting around December 15, 1983 in Stockholm (organizer G. Witt). At
this meeting we would like to have presentations of almost final results for
positive ion composition, inferred minor constituents and for the optical data.
Frcm these results coordinated papers and abstracts for COSPAR 25 (June 27-29,
1984) in Graz for the CAMP-session will be planned. Detailed information for
the Stockholm meeting will be distributed to you in 6-8 weeks. Information on
CAMP will be mai.led to all listed on the CAMP address list.
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ATTACHMENT b. REPORT ON THE Mj+? CLIMAT PROJECT PRESENIED
AT THE MAP STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING, AUGUST 13, 1983
J. M. Russell
The goals of the CLIMAT project are to use available satellite data (1) to
produce monthly and seasonal mean altitude versus latitude cross sections of
temperature and constituents and (2) to develop a MAP document describing cross
sections, accuracy and precision of the data, comparisons of the data with
theory, and implications of the comparisons. The primary purposes of this
activity are (1) to provide a convenient reference document summarizing obse r- a-
tions, theory, and comparisons, and (2) to provide an aid for 2D model stuc'ies,
a crude check for 3D model results, and improved background informs ion for
chemical and dynamical studies.
The s t udy will cover the first year after the NIMBUS 7 launch (October
i981) and the .;rst year after the SME launch (November 1981). The focus will
be on chemical variables since temperature and derived dynamical quantities will
^e covered by a CIKk update activity lcd by Dr. Labitzke. Also, ozone will be
included but not emphasized since the ozone climatology is being developed in
another MAP project activity chaired by Dr. Heath. The report will include
results from the SAMS experiment (N_,0, CH;,, CO, NO and H 2O), the LIMS experi-
ment (0 3 , NO,, H .,O, and HNO 3 ), SAGE (0 3 , NO ,), and aerosols), SAM II (aerosols),
and SME (NO, and -0 3 ). Tenper.ture from LIMA, SAMS and SME will be included
since it vas measured at the same time as the constituents and it will be useful
in chemistry calculations. The SB'JV ozone profile data will be included to
extend the 1979 data base after the LIMS ex periment had ended. Help from the
experiments has been solicited t o provide data in the correct format and to
provide a good description of data accuracy and precision.
The plan is to compile all the data at NASA, Langley by April, 1984,
distribute it to the Project team, and prepare a first draft report by July. A
two-day workshop will be held at the time of the Ozone Commission meeting in
Greece to yrepare a second draft, and the final report is to be cnmplete in the
winter of 1985.
i
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ATTACHMENT 7. MINUTES OF ''HE FIRST GLOBMET MEETING HELD AT 1600
HOURS ON a "'1SDAY, MAY 12 AT THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON GROUND-
BASED STUDIES OF rHF MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE, SCHWERIN, GDn
R. G. Roper, Chairman
Present were: Bull, Bencze, Ceplecha, Grisiger, Ivanov, Kingsley, de Is Morena,
Muredov, Neisser, Portnyagin,	 Rubtsov, Schmir.der, Sprenger, Velinov,
Viskov, Weiss.
(1) Because of somewhat limited representation of the international meteor
radar community, it was decided that Roper should continue to serve as Interim
Chairman until the next GLOBMET meeting (with IAGA Division V, Working :;coup 2
at the IUGG Assembly in Hamburg, August, 1983).
(2) The Chairman recognized the appointment of Dr. 0. 0. Ovezgeldyev as chair-
ma- of the Soviet National Committee for GLOBMFT,
(3) Rubtsov communicated tie invitation extended by Dr. Babadzhanov, President
of the Lenin Tajic State University, to hold a GLOBMET Symposium in Dushanbe,
Tajrestan, in 1985.
Since ICMUA will meet with IAGA in Prague in 1985, tho Chairman suggested
that it might be ronvenient to hold the Dushanbe meeting either just before or
after the IAGA Assembly.
(4) It was proposed that an International Expedition under the sponsorship of
GLOBMET be undertaken to an equatorial site by the end of 1985, to conduct at
least one, and possibly two years of cor.tinuuus meteor wind radar measurements.
(5) A specific sire will have to be arranged by international agreement,
possibly through UNESCO or a similar UN organization. If such an agreement can
be reached, it may be possible for the Hydrometeorological Service of tLe USSR
to provide one or two portable radars. Suggested sites were Natal, Brazil;
Jicamarca, Peru; Singapore; Africa.
(6) It was proposed that official encouragement from GLOBMET should be given
to the Australian attempt to operate a partial reflection drift station m the
Western Pacific island of Nauru.
(7) The concept of data exchanhe through access to alread y published data (in
I
	
report form, or in the open literature), in addition to data archived at the
World Data Centers, was discussed. It was agreed that the Chairman would pfe-
pare and circulate a request for a bibliography of such publications, together
with a listing of dates for which data are available, to all known meteor radar
and radio drift stations. The results of this survey would then be incorporated
in a "Handbook of Published Data" to be distributed amongst the respondents,
with notice of its existence appearing in a MAP Newsletter.
The GLOBMET calendar for 1984 was discussed, and a tentative schedule
agreed upon (see attached). Any suggestions for changes or additions to this
calendar were Lo be requested from the international community (to be
communicated to the Chairman).
It was also suggested that a list of GLOBME T participant. should be com-
piled, together with a tentative operating schedule from each, which would help
in program co,fdination.
w^
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GLOBMET CALENDAR
1983:
	 1. December 6, 1983 - January 6, 1984
1984:	 2.	 March 15 - April 15
3. May 3 - May 10*
4. July 15 - August 15
5. October 16 - 26**
* rl Aquarids
	 Priority intervals for astronomers
** Orionids ^
In keeping with previous GRMWSP/CTOP policy, all stations are encouraged to
operate on Wednesdays, or periods surrounding Wednesdays, if they are unable to
operate continuously.
For stations operating once a month the suggested procedure is to center
operations on the Priority Regular World Day each month.
MESOPAUSE LEVEL DYNAMICS DATA SURVEY
Contact Person:
Name:
Address:
Country:
Telex Number:
Type(s) of wind data available: Meteor ( ), Partial reflections ( ),
Radiowave ( ), Coherent Scatter ( ),
Incoherent scatter ( ), Other
Zonal:	 Prevailing wind ( ), Diurnal ( ), Suaidiurnal ( ), Hour by dour ( )
Meridional: Prevailinv wind ( ), Diurnal ( ), Semidiurnal ( ), Hour by Hour ( )
Bibliography of Data 1%blications: List on a separate sheet
Intervals for which published data available: List on a separate• sheet
Ple.ise return, with GLOBMF.T Participaticn Survey, to:
Dr. R. G. Roper, School of Geophysical Sciences,
Georgia Tech, Atlanta, Georgia
	 10332 LISA
A_ i '
AP
G•
It	 ,
GLOBMET PARTICIPATION SURVEY
Contact Person:
Name:
Address:
Country
Telex N mbcr:
Do ye-, intend to participate in GLO19T T? (see MAP Han g
 ook No. 7, page 20 fo'
details of this project)
If yes, in r'-ich of the planted :ampaidnt, (see enclosed .alendar) will you
larticipate? (Please circle)
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
On which other dates during 1984 do you plan to
be operacionrl? Please list.
I
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ATTACHMENT 8. T11E MAP/GLOBUS CAMPAIGN 1983
D. Offermann
^ti i•
ABSTRACT
An internationel campaign of ground-based, airplane, balloon and rocket
experiments is prepared for September 1983 at Aire-sur" Adour (France) as part
of the Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP). The campaign is centered on the deter-
mination of stratospheric ozone and NO x constituents, atmospheric dynamics, and
solar irradiation. The sci^ntific objectives of the campaign are described.
The experimeital set-up is given as it presently stands, A schematic flight
sequence of sondes and belluons is also presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
MAP/GLOBUS is a project of the Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP). The
acronym stands for "Global Budget of Stratospheric Trace Constituents". Besides
laboratory and theoretical work, activities a:e centered on integrated field
measurements. An international campaign of ground-based, airplane one balloon
experiments is prepared for September 1933 at Aire- Sur- l'Adc.ur, France. Nine
highly instrumented balloon payloads are to be launched during the campaign, from
this place. Their measurements will be co-ordinated with those of a network of
eleven ground stations vi Western Europe. The same holds for 7 ozone sonde
release stations. A Caravelle airplane will be operated in connective, with one
of the balloons. A few meteorological rockets will be launched from Southern
Spain and Western France. Data from % number of satellite experiments are
available, too.
2. SCIENTIFIt, OBJECTIVES
The major scientific objectives of the campaign are the accural.v meabar e-
ment of ozone and its short-term variability together with the determination of
members cat the No, family as NO, NO , NON , 0, and HNO i . Related important
solar fluxes (including scattered fluxes) nhel
.
^ be measured as much as post, ble.
Other important trace species (LIO) shall be determined simultaneously.
A further scientific objective is the study of atmospheric dynamics,
especially of Lhe meteorological background. Therefore special analysis will be
performed Of the data of respective network stations and satellites. Local wind
and turbulence measurements will also be perforated.
The de'-ailed objectives of the oz.,ue measurements are the following:
(1) Improvement ct measuring accuracy of ozone instruments. Ttis shal l be
achieved b y (ireful instrument calibration before and after the balloon flights.
It is intended to use tLe same ozone source for calibration of different in situ
measuring instruments. As concerns Br .zwer'Mast ozunr sondPS,it is planned to
use the save preparation and ^ , aadlir.g procedure at all network stations. Ground-
based Dobson sFoctretreters shall be checked before the campaign..
(2) Determination of accuracy of ozone instruments. For Chic purpose various
in situ measurements on the same gondola shall be compared (gondola G3, see
Table 2). Comparison of in-bitu experiments on two gondolas fl y ing at short
distance shall also be tried lG2a and 68, details of the flight sequence are
giver. below). Different remote sensing measurements made on the came gondola
(GJ) wil: be compared, too.	 It shall furt',er be tried to check remote sensing
instruien a ver8us ir situ measurement&. The infrared experiment on gondola G1
ar.d the microwave experiment on G8 are suitable for this, as they employ azimuth
control system.. Finally, comp m rison of balloon measurements to those taken from
1 Y
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the ground at Observatoire de Haute Provence ai,d at Floirac could be tried if
balloon trajectories are favourable.
'	 (3) Determination of U j background field. The temporal and spatial structure
+	 of the ozone distribution shall be determined by a network of ground-based
stationz (see Table 1) and by regular releaseb of ozone sondes from a network of
respective stations (see Table 3). Satellite ozone data shall also be used,
(4) Reterence of ball„on 0 3 measurements to 0 3 backgroun, field. For this
purpose each of the balloon gondolas (e %^_epc the ion spectrometer payloads) will
include at least one standard Brewer/Mast sonae. For the same purpose there
will be launches of extra Brewer/Mast sondes from four network stations
simultaneocsl y with these b311oons.
l5) Time series study of height and absolute value of maximum 0
3 
density.
There appears to be a discrepancy between models and experiments as to the
altitude at which the ozone maximum occurs. Even riore important, the experiments
indicate a 20' luwe. O j density around that altituac than the models. This
important difference shall be checked by respective balloon flights (G1 through
G5, GS) together with Brewer/Mast sondes and lidar measurements.
(6) Study of diurnal variation of 0 . The diurnal variations of 0 3 density in
the stratosphere are not large (several percent at maximum). They are neverthe-
less important as they are quite different at 40 km and at the stratopause (and
above). This is due to the transition from a NO and Cl.controlled atmosphere
to a control by HO_ The diurnal variations shaft be studied during a high
altitude flight (40 km) of gondola G3, which shall be flown twice during the
campaign.
(7) Atmospheric dynamics. Ozone measurements are also intended to support the
determination of atmospheric dynamics during the campaign. This holds for
steady atmospheric conditions as well asfor possible disturbanc?s. Contributions
are expected from the continuous operation of the ground-station network, from
satellite data, and from regular and alert releases of ozone sondes from network
stations (see below).
The detailed objectives of the NO,. measurements are as follows:
(1) Determination of accuracy of NO instruments. Similarly,as with the ozone
measurements discussed above, this shall be achieved by intercomparison of
balloon measurements. Respective in situ experiments for the determination of
NO and/or NO 2 are on gondolas G2a and G8. Suitable remote sensing measurements
are taken from gondolas G2b, G4, and possibly G5. Comparison of balloon and
ground-based measurements is also possible. Measurements of gondola G4 will be
supported by a similar experiment on a Caravelle airplane.
(2) Study of diurnal variation of NO x . Measurements of NO
.,
 
during a full
diurnal cycle would be very important for the understanding of NO, photo-
chemistry. Part of this can be achieved during the campaign by extended
measurements of NO, and NO, and nearly simultaneous measurements of NO, NO.,, NO3
and possibly N 20 5 Nl, G2a, G2b, G4, G5, G8).
As there are N0, experiments on all of these six gondolas, score hints as
to short-ar.i medium-term variability of NO 2 may also be expected.
1
(3) NO,/NO and HNO 3/NO 2 ratios. Simultaneous measurements of NO and NO.,, and
HNO ,3 and NO 2 , respectively, will yield these • tios. The NJ,/NO measurements
will in part be accompanied by solar flux and ozone measurements. Model inter-
pretation of the NO/NO 2 ratio would require measurement accuracies well below
10%. This is presently not available. Nevertheless,such measurements are
ti
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considered important as long as discrepaLicies between models and experimental
results are a factor of 2 or larger.
Interpretation of the HNO 3/NO ,  ratio is difficult because of the
relati ,.ely long lifetime of HNU 3 . Thia measurement therefore should be taken
under undisturbed stratospheric conditions.
(4) HNO 3 mixing ratio. There is still a consider.ble discrepancy between cal-
culated and measured HNO 3 mixing ratios at altitudes above 30 km. HNO3
densities can be measured by gondolas G1, G2b, G4 an ,l -- at lower accuracy -- by
G7 (G6?). Respective results shall be intercompared.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
(a) Ground-Based Experiments
The eleven ground stations participating in tho campaign are listed in
Table 1. All stations will measure continuously i:i September 1983, if not
stated differently in Table 1, and if weather allows. To improve the accuracy
of total ozone measurements, the Dobson. spec-ometers will be checked before the
campaign.
A total of 16 instruments will be operated. Main emphasis is on ozone and
NO X determination. Important measurements of atmospheric structure and
dynamics will also be taken. Maximum distance between two neighboring stations
is about 900 km, but most stations are much closer to each other (100-500 km).
(b) Balloons and Airplane
Nine major balloon gondolas are to be flown during the campaign. (two of
them twice). Gondolas contain between two and nine different experiments.
Experimental arrangement fits the above scientific objectives as much as
possible. Details as to the gondola instrumentation and flight conditions are
given in Table 2 (modifications are still possible).
A grille IR-spectrometer is to be flown on a Caravelle airplane (F.
Karcher, CNRM). The instrument is able to measure column densities of 0 .1 , N,O,
NO,, HNO 3 , (and also of H)C, HC1, HF, COS, CO, CH;). The airplane is available
during the first half of September 1983 for an intercompariscn measurement with
the grille spectrometer on gondola G4.
(c) Ozone Sondes
,^ V
1
A network of seven ozone sonde release stations will be operated during the
campaign. Up to 180 ozone sondes are available. These sondes (mostly Brewer/
Mast sondes) shall be flown from the various stations for three purposes (in
accordance with the above-discussed scientific objectives):
(1) To establish the 03 background field by regular launches from all stations
every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday during the whole campaign. Launch time is
12:00 UT.
(2) Sondes will be flown on alert together with balloons G1, 62a, G2b, G3, G4,
G5, G8 from the stations E1 Arenosillo, Haute Provence, Hohenpeissenberg, and
Uccles. One sonde will be launched from each station, except for balloons G3
and G5: for each of these two balloons there will be 3 Brewer/Mast flights from
Haute Provence.. As said above, each of these balloons carries at least one
Brewer/Mast sonde itself. L1, this way ozone densities during balloon flights
can be referred to the 03 background field.
J 1
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(3) In case of peculiar atmospheric events (like passage of a cold front)
addi.tio-ial ozone sondes will be released on alert in a coordinated way from the
stations mer. zoned above and from Biscarosse. Launche^ shall be -erformed at 6
hourly intervals, starting 2 hours be:-ore the event, and continuing until it
ends.
The network stations and the number of ozone sondes available are
s,:mmarized in Table 3. All Brewer/Mast sondes shall be prepared in the same way
to guarantee comparability of the data.
(d) Radiosondes and Rockets
RadioGonde and rocket measurements will supply basic information gout
atmospheric dynawics during the campaign. This will be used in conjunc'ir.i with
the above-mentioned ground-based measurements and the satellite data (see
below).
Routine radiosonde data will be used for stratospheric weather forecast
r
	
	
during the campaign, and for 3D trajectory analysis afterwards. Twenty-seven
radiosonde stations are available for the: purposes in Western Europe. Extra
C- {
	
	radiosondcq will be launched from Bordeaux together with the balloons. These
are especially intended to improve the temperature determinations. They will be
_
	
	 tracked by radar and therefore will have accurate oltitude data. A total of
ten extra son::es are available.
Twelve Suuerioki rockets with Data Sondes will be launched from E1
Arenosillo, Spain (Cisneros, CONIE). They will measure temperatures and winds
C
	
	 from 55 km to 20 km. Launches will be coordinated with major balloon flights.
Further meteorological rockets will presumably be launched from Les Landes
and/or Brest.
(e) Satellite Measurements
Data from a number of satellites can be used for various aspects of the
campaign. Ozone densities or 0 ^ column densities as well as temperatures are
measured by NIMBUS 7, NOAA 6 + 7, DMSP (Block 5D-2), and SME. Futhermore, on
NIMBUS 7 there are experiments for measurements of solar radiation, NCO, CH
and Hz0. SME also takes measurements of solar UV irradiation, NO 2, and
possibly H2O.
4. FLIGHT SEQUENCE
Considering the scientific objectives as well as technical and logistical
constraints, a preliminary flight sequence was set up as shown in Table 4. It
will be tried to launch the balloons in groups as close together as possible.
Table 4 also shows the flights of extra Brewer/Mast sondes, extra radiosondes,
and rockets. Most ground stations are operated continuously as said above. The
flight sequence shown will be startea early in September 1983, as soon as turn-
around conditions are present at Aire-sur-1'Adour. All times given in Table 4
are approximate ones.
1
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Table 1. Ground-based experiments.
r
STATION EXPERIMENTER (INSTITUTION) _V TECHNIQUE/PARAMETER— — —
1	 E1	 Arenosillo Cisneros	 (INTA) 0-bson / 01
37°N,	 7°W
Biscarosse Lovisa	 (EERM) Dobson / 014&ON'	 I°W
Aire-sur-1'Adour Matthews/Flentje	 (CNRS/MPI) col.	 abs.	 /	 0 3 ,	 NO2
44`N,	 0°W
Florrac Baudry/de La Noe (CNRS) Microwave / 0 3 ,	 CO (during
45°N,	 2°W balloon flights:	 continuous
measurements; other days:
11	 -	 15	 UT approx.)
Uccles De Muer (IRM) Dobson / 03
51°N,	 4°F
Haute Provence Chanin	 (CNRS) Lidar / T,	 aerosol
44°N,	 6°E Crochet	 (Univ.	 T)Ll^ ST-Radar / T , v'
Jouve/March (FS Reims) IR spectrometer	 / NO,	 HC1,	 H1
Dobson / 01
Umkehr / 0.3
Megie/felon (CNRS) Lidar /	 03
Jung£raujoch Zander	 (Univ. Liege) IR spectrometer	 /	 HR,	 HC1,	 CH,
46.5°N,	 8°E CO,	 NO,	 NiO,	 H ) O,	 CO,,	 03
total, MM 3 ?
Zugspitze Rothe	 (MPI) Lidar /	 03
47.5°N,	 11°E
Garmisch-P Reiter MG) Lidar / aerosol	 (with co-
47.5°N,	 11°EI[ ordinated radiosonde and ECC
ozone	 sonde flights)
Hohenpeissenberg Attmannspacher	 (DWD) Dobson / 03
48°N,
	
11°E Brewer / 0 3 ,	 S02
(O I Umkehr)
Frascati Fiocco	 (Univ.	 Roma) Lidar	 /	 aerosol,	 trace gases
42`N,	 13°E M
t,.
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IDENTIFI-
CATION EXPERIMENTER GONDOLA FLIGHT
NUMBER (INSTITUTION) TECHNIQUE	 WEIGHT CONDITIONS
01 Nipple/Offexmann IR spectrom-ter	 350 kg 40 km float
(Univ.	 Wuppertal) (limb	 scan, altitude:	 day/
emission) night
Attmannspacher/ Brewer/Mast	 (03)
Mathews(DWD/CNRS)
G2a Fabian/Flentje Chemoiuminescence day flight,	 35 km
(MDI) (NO,	 NO 2 ) float	 altitude,
valve de6c^2nt and
ascent around noon
float	 into night,
slow descent
Attmannspacher/ Brewer/Mast	 (03)
Mathews(DWD!CNRS)
Kondo Chemoluminescence
(Univ.	 NagovaO (NO)
G2ti Pommer,au vis.	 t	 UV spectro — 35 km float
(CNF.S) meter	 (NO 2 ,	 0 3 ) altitude,	 2	 ascent
2 descent measure-
ments,	 valve
operation near noon
P.	 Simon UV photometer	 (03)
(IAS) albedo spectrometer
Attmannspacher/ Brewer/Mast	 (03)
Matthewb(DWD/CNRS)
G3 Matthews/Aimedieu Chemoluminsecence	 300 kg two day flights,
(CNRS) (03) valve descent
arcund noon	 (first
flight:	 35 km
second flight:
40 km)
f	 i
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Table 2. Balloon gondolas.
f
Matthews/Attmanns —	3 x Brewer/Mast
pacher (CNRS/DWD)
	
(03)
Robbins (NASA)	 Dasibi sonde (03)
Cisneros	 30 decnloration
(INTA)
	
tubes (0 3 )
Perov (TSAO)	 Rhodamin—B (0 3 )
43
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Table 2.	 Continued.
IDENTIFI-
CATION EXPERIMENTER GONDOLA FLIGHT
NUMBER (INSTITUTION) TECHNIQUE WEIGHT CONDITIONS
tt
P	 Simon (IAS) solar UV abs.	 (03)
Komhyr (NOAH) ECC (03)
Barat (CNRS) anemumeter (3D-
winu)
ti
G4 Louisr,ard Grille spectro- 430 kg 40 km float
(ONERA) meter 31.1,-ae,	 sunrise
an: day .light
Roscoe PMR (N0,	 NOS,
(Univ.
	
Oxford) N)05)
Attmannsnacher/ Brewer/Mast	 (03)
Matthews(DWD/CNRS)
G5 Rigaud star occultation 350 kg 40 km float
(Univ.	 P.+M.	 Curie) (0 31	 NO 3)	 N0,?) altitude,	 night;
aerosol no moon
Attmaenspacher/ Brewer/Mast	 (03)
Matthew•s(DWD/CNRS)
G6 Arnold	 (MPI) ion spectrometer
G7 Arils	 (IAS) ion spectrometer 340 kg da j lnight	 flight,
valve;	 slow
descent
Ackerman	 (IAS) "Cavente"
G8 Helten matrix isolation 400 kg two day	 flights,
(KFA Juelich) (NO 2)	 HO,) 35	 km	 float
brewer/Mast	 (0.3 ) altitude,	 valve
slow descent
Hans/Schurath N,)0 photolysis
(Univ.	 Bonn)
Harries microwaves	 (emission
(RAL) 03,	 H20)
Junkernann UV-photometers
(KFA) (solar	 flux,	 290-
315 nm;	 300-420 nm)
Attmannspacner/ Brewer/Mast	 (03)
Matihews(DWD/CNRS)
1f	 ^ v
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Table 3.	 Ozone sonde network.
EXPERIMENTER TYPE NUMBER OF
STATION (INSTITUTION) OF SC.NDC 1,AUNCHES
E1 Arfnosillo Lisneros ECC = 30
37°N,	 7°W (INTA) Mo/We/Fr + 8 on alert
Biscarose Lovisa/Karcher Brewer/Mast Mo/We/Fr	 (and 4 on
44°N,
	
1°W (EERM/CNRM) alert)
Aire-sur-1'Adour Attmannspacher/ Brewer/Mast 10	 (G1	 - G5,	 G8)
44°N,
	 0°W Matthews
(DWD/CNRS)
Uccles DeMuer Brewer/Mast < 40
51°N,	 4°E (IRM) Mo/We/Fr + on alert
Haute Provence Megie	 (CNRS) Brewer/Mast 30	 (+	 10)
44°N,
	 6°E (+ Attmannspacher) Mo/We/Fr + on alert
dt
r Cagliari/Elmas Brewer/Mast 1/week (Wednesday)
w
39°N,	 9°E
Hohenpeissenberg Attmanspacher Brewer/Mast < 40
48°N,	 ll'E (DWD) Mo/We/Fr + on alert
1
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— —	 _ Tabl_ 4. T'light sequence.
^	 LAUNCH TIME
I:	 (UT)
	
-	
- -	 --	
VEHICLE
1
4 • 0 h	 G nd la G30 .3
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Day .l, 0	 0
" 05:30 h radiosonde	 (at Bordeaux)
" 6 ozone	 sondes at	 (El. Arenosillo,
Haute Provence, Hohenpeissenberg,
Uccles)
" 12:00 h rocket	 (Superloki	 at	 E1
Arenosillo)
" 23:30 h Gondola G1
" 4 ozone sondes
"l ay 2, 03:00 h radiosonde
" 03:30 h rocket
" 04:00 h Gondola G8
" 4 ozone sondes
" 08:30 h cadiosonde
" 09:00 11 rocket.
" 10:00 h Gondola ,2a
" 4 czone	 so:ides
" 19:00 h rocket
Day `, 27:30 h Gondola G5
" 6 ozone sondes
Day 6, 01:30 h radiosonde
" 01:30 h Gondola G4
" 4 ozone sondes
" 02:00 h rocket	 (with G5)
" 04:30 h radiosonde
" 05:00 h rocket
" 05:30 -
06:30 h airplane
" 08:00 h Gondola G2b
" 4 ozone sondes
" 12:00 h rocket
Day 10, 06:30 h Gcndola G8 (second flight)
" 4 ozone
	
sor,des
" il:30 h radiosonde
" 12:00 h rocket
" 14:45 h Condola G7
" 17:30 h radiosonde
" 18:00 h roc'•:et
Day 11, 05:00 h ondola G3	 (second	 flight)
" 07:30 h radiosonde
A ozone sondes
" 12:00 h rocket
Lay 12, Gondola G6
4
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ATTACHMENT 9. GLOBAL OBSERVATIONS AND STUDIES OF STRATGSPHERIC
AEROSOLS (GOSSA) ANNUAL REPORT
M. P. McCormick, Coordinatori
The March/Alri.l 1982 eruptions of the voicaTLo E1 Chichon in Mexico (17.3°N,
93.2°W), have provided the GOSSA project with an excellent opportunity to make
' t
	
	significant contributions to atmospheric and climate research. The eruptions
have produced the largest stratospheric aerosol perturbation since at least the
1963 eruption of Agung and perhe..ps the largest in this century.
As coordinator of GOSSA, I F-ave been establishing contacts with various
investigators throuF^out the world community, informing investigators of
measurement opportunities, compiling a worldwide data set, and carrying out
large field programs to collect data on E1 Chichon.
A "Dear Colleague" letter (copy attached 9.1) was sent in February 1993 to
_	 investigators throughout the world to solicit their support in compiling a table
s
	
	 of information that describes their work and results on E1 Chichon. The table
is shown in Figure 1. Over 30 groups responded. This compilation is almost
completed; example pages are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
In addition, over the past year, NASA has sponsored five flight campaigns
to ootain data on Ei Chichon; Figure 4 lists these. I participated in four of
the five campaigns and in my role as coordinator of GOSSA, informed the
community of the details of these campaigns so that the worldwide data set could
be enhanced for future analysis. A "Dear Colleague" letter that describes the
May 1983 flight is attached as Attachment 9.2. These missions involved not only
the aircraft flights with it numerous sensors, but also coordination with
balloon launches, high altitude aircraft rendezvous, and satellite simultaneous
measurements.
Much of the E1 Chichon data will be presented at the IUGG meeting
during the special session )n E1 Chichon, Friday and Saturday, August 19-20.
In order to disseminate actual data and announcements of campaigns to
researchers not on the GOSSA mailing list, I have been reporting information,
and suggesting that others report information, to the Smithsonian Institution's
Scientiiic Event Alert Network (SEAN) Bulletin. This bulletin is published
monthly and can be obtained at a reasonable cost (telephone (202)-357-1511,
tel,x 89599 SCI N ET WSH). Excerpts are printed in EOS published by the American
Geophysical Union ((800) 424-2488).
Finally, I am attempting to organize a workshop on E1 Chichon (similar to
the one on Mount St. Helens) in the winter or spring of 1984,
^A
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ATTACHMENT 9.1. COSSA "DEAR COLLEAGUE" FEBRUARY 1982 FOR
COMPILING WORLDWIDE EL CHICHON DATA SET
Dear Colleague:
Over the past three years we have been experiencing a period of intense
volcanic activity with probably the largest enhancement to the stratospheric
aerosol that has occurred in our 1 = _etime. Starting with the eruption of Mt.
St. Helens in May 1980, a series of violent eruptions have occurred, which
include Ulawun in October 1980, Alaid and Pagan in 1931, the '4nystery cloud" in
January 1982, and the largest, the El Chichon eruption in April 1982.
As coordinator of the Global Observations and Studies of Stratospheric
Aerosols (GOSSA) project under the Middle Atmosphere Program (see enclosed
announcement and terms of reference), I am compiling a suc.m.:ry of the effects of
E1 Chichun on the str/tosphere. The enclosed Table 1 outlines parameters of
interest. Some of this information is presently being obtained by NASA in a
measurement progr&.. to investigate the possible climate effects and effects to
remote senscrs of the El Chichon stratospheric cloud. The program to date has
drawn on the series of mcasur#mnents listed in Table 2.
The objectives of the GOSSA project are to: (1) establish contact with
active groups involved in the measurement of aerosol properties; (2) disseminate
alerts corresponding to transient events and coordinated measurement programs;
j	 (3) cowmunicate the existence of data sets and their availability to interested
Il	 researchers; and (4) organize workshops.
I
As part of these GOSSA objectives, I am requesting your assistance in
expanding Tables 1 and 2 by providing a listing of your measurements and the
results of your measurements and analyses. Please provide a footnote for each
'	 entry in Table 1 that describes the bource of :he data, i.e. journal publication
or private communication, etc. The values have changed with time d-ld altitude,
so you may want to list your results by wonth or season and altitude. Please
f include with your response hard copies of your journal articleb, reports, etc.
A bibliography will be developed.
It is anticipated that a workshop on E1 Chichon will be held in the fall of
1983 which will produce a summLry report probably published by NASA. This
l	 document will satisfy part of the GOSSA objective of information L'x1;.u11i;e and
f	 your contribuLions are invited and will be acknowledged. Please let me know if
`	 ycu would be interested in attending and presenting your results at such a
workshop.
M. Patrick McCormick
Coordinator, GOSSA
s
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Tabie 1. Properties and effects of the E1 Chichon stratospheric cloud.
PARAMETER
Measurement date and
location (lat. snd
long.)
H	 of layer
max
H peak
GA, layer thickness
v (km -1 ), extinction
e
R 1 , lidar ratio
N 12 , dustsonde channel
ratio
CN count
Time to peak; decay
time
n(r), size distribution
r ; mean radius
Refractive index
(real, imaginary)
p 6 G), optical depth
Fluxes (a)
single scat. albedo
g asymmetry factor
Mass
Composition
!.T (strat);
,T (surface)
SO 2; OCS, 11 S
H 20, 0 3
Other gases
Global circuit time
11
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Table	 2.
MEASUREMENT LOCATION DATE PARAMETERS ALTITUDE
SAM	 iI	 satellite 64-80°N Operational 0	 0 .0^,m) To 30 km
` 64•	 .0°S 28 profiles/day F
R A/C	 lidar 42°N-12°N July	 1982 R	 (0.6943) 10-30 km
b•
r
(Electra)
A/C	 lidar 46°N-46°S Oct./Nov.	 1982 R	 k0.6943) 10-30 km1
(Electra) h0) 0.38- Column
t 4.0	 L;m Above A/C i
diffuse	 flux.
A/C 5°S-53°N Dec.	 1982 h(	 )	 visible Column r
(Convair 990) Jan.	 1983 4-12 um Above AiC t
diffuse	 flux 1
A/C	 lidar 31°N-85°N Jar../Feb.	 1983 R	 (0.6943) 10-30 km
(Electra) S(A),	 visible Colman
Above A/C
Dustsonde 40°N 1968-present N(r>),	 0.01, 0-30 km
0.5,	 0.25 j
0-30 km
s 23°N Oct.	 1982 N(r>),	 (0.01,
0.15,
	
0.25,
0.9^,	 1.2,	 1.8)
boiling point
48-inch lidar 37°N,	 76°W 1973-present R (0.6943 um) 10-35 km
ground based
i
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ATTACHMENT 9.2. GOSSA "DEAR COLLFAGUE" DESCRIBING MAY 1983 FLIGHT MISSION
Dear Colleague:
NASA is preparing to conduct a field mission aboard the CV-990 to
characterize the present spatial distribution of stratospheric aerosols produced
from the 1982 eruptions of E1 Chichon. The CV-990 aircraft will depart Ames
Research Center on the evening of 8 May 1983 and return on the evening of 20 May
1983. The present schedule is given in Table 1 (enclosed). The experiments to
be conducted, and their principal investigators, are listed in Table 2.
Latitudes from approximately 70'N to 60°S, mostly over the Pacific Ocean
longitudes, will be covered.
Yon are being made aware of this field m:asicn in the event that y,)ur
echedule permits you to make stratospheric aerosol or supporting measurements
from your home site during this period of time, thereby maximizing the worldwide
data set for fi.ture studies.
In addition to the above Pacific mission, a number of flights will be
conducted over the continental U.S, from apprexiiiately April 28 to 7 May 1983.
The exact times and locations of these flights are dependeot upon a series of
large balloon launches from Palestine, TX. Coordination with these aircraft
flights is also encouraged especially for continental U.S. investigators.
Flight details can be obtained from the undersigned or from Dr. David Thompson
((415) 965-5536. FTS 44:-5536) the science team leader for both the continental
U.S. and Pacific flight missions.
I hope that your schedules permit coordinated data gatherinb during these
missions and 1 look forwara to your future correspondence and cooperative
activities.
Sincerely,
M. Patrick McCormick
(804)-865-2065
FTS 928-2065
4
fv
J'S
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Table 1. Schedule for NASA CV-990 flight mission for May 1983*.
DATE LEAVE ARRIVE
MAY 1983 (LAT.,	 LONG.) TIME ( Z) (LAT.,	 LONG.) TIME (Z)
9 Moffett Fld.,	 CA 0630 Elmer.dorf	 AFP,,	 AL 1625
(37°N,	 122°W) (61°N,	 150 "W)
11 Elmendorf
	
AFB,	 AL 1.440 Hickhan .AFB,	 HI 2050
(21°,	 158 °w)
11 Hickham
	
AFB,	 111 1415 Pago Pago 2015
(14°S,
	 111°W)
14 Pago Pago 0135 Christchurch,	 NZ 0750 (5/15)
(44°S,	 173°E)
18 Christchurch,	 NZ 0000 Christchurch,	 NZ U520
14 Christchurch,	 NZ 0055 Pago Pago 0550 (5/18)
18 Pago Pago 2340 Hickhan	 AFB,	 III 0455 (5/19)
20 Hickhan, AFB,	 HI 2055 Moffett	 Field,	 CA 0300 (5/21)
-'As of 4/26/83
Table 2.	 CV 990 experiments for May 1983 flight mission.
EXPERIMENT	 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR AFFUTATION	 I
Lidar
	 (2	 ^'s) M. P. McCormick NASA Langley
Diffuse/Direct	 Solar Radiometer J. J. DeLuisi NOAA Boulder
IR Filter Wedge Spectrometer F. C. Witteborn NASA Ames
Nec	 Flux Radiometei F. P. -1.	 Valero NASA Ames
Visible Sun Photometer J. D. Spinhirne NASA Goddard
I
SO 	 Spectrophotmerer2/ 
0
W. F. J.	 Evans AE Canada
1
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Figure 1. Properties and effects of the El Chichon stratospheric cloud.
PARAMETER
Measurement date
and location
(Lat. and Long.)
H
max 
of layer
H peak
AH, layer thickness
a (km -1 ), extinction
e
R,, lidar ratio
N 12 , dustsonde
channel ratio
CN count
Time to peak;
decay time
n(r), size
distribution
F, mean radius
Refractive index
(real, imaginary)
•	 A6 (a), optical depth
Fluxes (n)
w 0 , 
single scat. albedo
g asN=netry factor
Mass
Composition
AT (strat);
AT (surface)
S0 2 , OCS, H 2 S
H 2O, 03
Other gases
Global circuit time
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Figure 4. E1 Chichon flight campaigns.
DATE AIRCRAFT FLIGHT PATH
July 1982 Electra New York to coast of
Venezuela
Oct./Nov.	 1982 Electra North Dakota to
Southern Chile
4
1	 December 1982 Convair 990 Alaska to Panama
1	
Jan./Feb.	 1983 Electra Florida	 to Greenland
j	 May	 1983 Convair 990 Alaska to South of
iNewZealand
LAT. COVERED
42 0 N to 12°N
46°N to 461S
53 °N to 51S
25°N to 76°N
72°N to 56°S
.1
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ATTACHMENT 10. GRATMAP
The first meeting of the GRATMAP (Gravity Waves and _Turbulence in the
Middle Atmosphere Program) Steering Committee will be held during the
XVIII General Assembly in Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany. The present
membership of the Steering Committee is as follows:
Dr.	 B. R.	 Balsley USA
Prof. S.	 A.	 Bowhill USA
Dr.	 M. -L.	 Chanin FRANCE
Prof. D.	 C.	 Fritts USA
Dr.	 M. A.	 Geller
	
(Coordinator) USA
Dr.	 J. Klostermeyer FRG
Prof. R.	 S.	 Lindzen USA
Prof. A.	 H.	 Manson CANADA
Prof. H.	 Tanaka JAPAN
Dr.	 J. Teitelbaum FRANCE
Dr.	 R. A.	 Vincent AUSTRALIA
Dr.	 R. F. Woodman PERU
plus member(s) USSR
to be determined
One purpose of this meeting is to discuss the conclusions of the SCOSTEP/
URSI/MAP Meeting on Technical Aspects of MST Radar that was held in Urbana,
Illinois, during the period May 23-27, 1983, and the U.S. Agency sponsored
Workshop on Gravity Waves and Turbulence in the Middle Atmosphere to be held
near Fairbanks, Alaska during the period July 18-22, 1983. The other purpose of
this meeting is to plan future activities of GRATMAP. These may include
recommending research activities to MAP investigators, holding MAP workshops
and/or symposia on the subject, or other activities that will advance our
knowledge of middle atmosphere gravity waves and turbulence and their inter-
actions with large scal ,
 middle atmosphere dynamics and structure.
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ATTACHMENT 11. MAP PROJECT ON MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE ELECTRODYNAMICS (MAE)
N. C. Maynard (Chairman)
The MAE-3 campaign was successfully completed in March as part of Project
Antarqui from the Punta Lobos Range in Peru. This series of rockets attempted
the first 24-hour time sequence of middle-atmosphere electrodynamic measure-
ments. Four Nike-Orion payloads intermingled with six Super Arcas payloads for
electric field and conductivity measurements, and five falling spheres and four
datasondes for wind measurements were distributed throughout the period from 11
AM local time on March 8 to 8 AM on March 9. Good data were obtained from all;
however the electric field measurements were lost on one Nike-Orion when the
nosecone failed to eject. Two of the Nike-Orions were instrumented with X-ray
detectors to look for changes in conductivity from the presence of X-rays from
SCO-X.
Large mesospheric electric fields were not seen over this period with the
exception of the Ar,:as flight just before sunset (nine payloads had functional
electric-field instruments). This one flight was low in apogee due to rocket
underperformance and thus did not completely penetrate the layer. Thus, at
least on this day, large mesospheric electric fields were not a common feature
of the equatorial mesosphere. Data at the millivolt/meter level were also
obtained in the nighttime D region and in the nighttime electrojet. Good
conductivity measurements were obtained over the complete sequence. Indica`ions
of a population of very low mobility ions were seen. The conductivity increases
from the effects of SCO-X were observed as the X-ray source became visible after
midnight and reached its zenith near dawn. Analyses of results are in progress.
Principal investigators participating in this campaign were R. A. Goldberg (X-
rays), L. C. Hale (electric fields and conductivity), A. Kudecki (Jicamarca
radar), N. C. Maynard (electric fields), J. Mitchell (conductivity), and F.
Schmidlin (neutral winds).
MAE-4 will be an intercalibration campaign for middle atmosphere electric-
field measurement techniques. Two salvos, each of four different rockets and
techniques, are planned from Wallops Island this Fall. One salvo will be during
pre-dawn hours, and the other will be during post-dawn hours. Payloads for this
series are now under construction. Principals are the same as above with the
exception of Kudecki.
A future summer high-latitude campaign is presently in the planning stages
(possibly in 1986). Kiruna is a possible site. The emphasis will be on neutral
wind - large electric field relationships an.i noctilucent clouds. We are
particularly interested in adding to the campaign measurements of heavy ions and
charged aerosols.
A Steering Committee for the project has been appointed. Members are N. C.
Maynard (Chairman) (USA), A. Brekke (Norway), R. A. Goldberg (USA), L. C. Hale
(USA), and H. Volland (FRG). The Committee will meet in Hamburg on August 24.
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ATTACHMENT 12. MINUTES OF SECOND EXPERIMENTERS
MEETING FOR THE PROJECT MAP/WINE
U. von Zahn
During the second experimenters meeting for the project MAP/WINE the
following topics were discussed and most of them decided upon as listed below.
1. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN MAP/WINE (U. VON ZAHN)
(a) Meteorological Rockets
i
At ARR the falling spheres will be launched on Viper SA boosters which
extend the altitude range of measurements to about 95 km. The USSR will
contribute to MAP/WINE about 140 metrocket soundings. On the other hand, NASA
derided not to contribute any hardware to MAP/WINE. In consequence of this, we
had to forego our plans for metrocket launches from Thule, Greenland.
(b) Soviet Contributions towards MAP/WINE
The USSR has decided to join the MAP/WINE project and has committed major
resources in the way of metrockets, sounding rockets, and ground-based experi-
ments for MAP/WINE. Details are described in the MAP/WINE Campaign Handbook,
pp. 17, 18 and 24-30.
2. STATUS OF FACILITIES AND RESOURCES
(a) Ground-Eased Installations
Dr. Rottger announced formation of a MAP/WINE Working Group within the
EISCAT Scientific Association. All scientists interested to perform or use
EISCAT measurements related to the MAP/WINE campaign Ehould get in contact with
Dr. J. Rottger, if they have not done so already (see pp. 43-46 of Campaign
Handbook).
The SOUSY radar will measure in the vertical and 3 different, off-vertical
directions (pp. 39-41 of Campaign Handbook).
The Tromso photometer experiment will be moved to ARR for the MAP/WINE
campaign.
Further details on ground-based installations ca.i be founu in the Campaign
Handbook.
(b) Airborne Experiment
Basically because for reasons of cost the airborne microwave radiometer
measurements (pp. 61/62 of Campaign Handbook) will be performed in conjunction
with one or both launches of MT-Payloads before Christmas 1983.
(c) Metrockets
The regular radiosonde ascents from Bodo and Stavanger will be used to
analyze and complete the profiles outained from the metrockets at ARR and Lisca,
respectively. The possibilities to use special high-altitude bal.00ns for those
radiosondes which fly simultaneously with metrockets will be investigated by
Dr. E. Thrane.
Different opinions were voiced regarding the preferred local time for the I
%I
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routine launchings of the metrockets (p. 17 of Campaign Handbook). A decision
has to be taken during the next experimenters meeting.
Only datasondes will be launched from ESRANGE. They will be launched from
a Loki-tube available from the range and tracked by the range radar. An early
{ilot launch was recommended.
(d) Sounding Rockets
Due to limitations of the star sensors it was agreed to lower the nominal
spin rate of the MT-payloads to 4 + 1 rps.
The latest information on the apogee of the MT-payloads is for the
BUGATTI version 123.9 km; and the IOMAS version 121.4 km. Additional
information, presented during the meeting, has been incorporated into the
Campaign Handbook.
(e) Satellite Remote Sensing Data
Prof. C. A. Barth of the University of Colorado has agreed to support the MAP/
WINE campaign with observations and data from the Solar Mesosphere Explorer
satellite.
	
Specifically, for the period Dec. 1, 1983 to Mar. 15, 1984 he will
do the following: (1) transmit temperature-?atitude data via telefax to Prof.
K. Labitzke in Berlin to assist in our stratalert effort; and (b) supply geo-
physical SME data to the University of Bonn where Dr. K. H. Fricke will maintain
a SME data bank for European scientists. Prof. Barth will make 1982 and 1983
SME data available to this data bank as the normal analysis proceeds.
3. MF^ /WINE SCIENCE OBJECTIVES
An extended and fruitful discussion took place on the MAP/WINE science
objectives. The results were incorporated into the Campaign Handbook, pp.
12-16.
One additional detail not spelled out in the Campaign Handbook is the
following: the CNIRPS instrument (pp. 79-83 of the Campaign Handbook) aboard
the MT-payloads will measure besides temperature profiles H 2O profiles on 6
flights and 0, profiles on 2 flights.
4. LAUNCH CRITERIA; SCHEDULE OF OPERATIONS
The schedule for launches of MT-payloads befor e Christmas 1993 was con-
firmed and the start of metrockets soundings in western Europe shifted to
December '_, 1983 (p. 17 of Campaign Handbook).
A number of details for the rocket soundings after Christmas 1983 were
agreed upon (see pp. 11118 of Campaign Handbook). Quite a few questions,
however, were left unanswered and will have to be decided during the next
experimenters meeting in Hamburg.
5. OPERATIONS OVER THE CHRISTMAS PERIOD
The last metrocket launches before Christmas will take place on December
21, the first after Christmas on December 28 (see p. 35 of Campaign Handbook).
In the case that a major midwinter disturbance develops in late December 1983
one MT-payload would be launched on December 29 and Salvo D (-u:sturbed) on
December 30, 1983 (a. 18 of Campaign Handbook). Again, further details have to
be d_scussed and agreed upon during the 3rd experimenters meeting.
A number of MAP/WINE participants have already decided to stay over
.1
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Christmas at AAR, e.g., Dr. Philbrick (AFGL), Mr. Langfermann (GSH Wuppertal),
Mr. Klein (Univ. Bonn) and myself.
Please let Mr. R. Bjurstrom and me know early if you would like to join the
arctic Christmas party!
6. CAMPAIGN HANDBOOK
Its content and schedule of preparations was discussed and agreed upon.
Since then, the Campaign Handbook has been printed and mailed.
7. NEXT Mr.ETINGS
It was agreed to hold the last pre-campaign experimenters meeting during
the IUGG conference in Hamburg (August 1983) and the first post-campaign
experimenters meeting during the second week of the COSPAR conference 1984 in
Graz, Austria (first week of July 1984).
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ATTACHMENT 12.1. EXPERIMENTERS MEETING FOR THE PROJECT MAP/61NE
Dear Colleague:
Most of us will attend part or the entire IUGG conference in Hamburg. This
^.	 event therefore provides us with a relatively easy means to assemble for a last
pre-campaign MAP/WINE meeting. Henceforth I am calling for the
3. MAP/WINE *.xperimenters meeting
Saturday, August 20, 1983,
in Hamburg, Congress Centrum,
starting 9:00.
The meeting room will be announced separately (the latest in the registration
room of the LUGG conference).
It is hoped that the general meeting can be livited in time to the morning
of August 20, and that discussions on subjects, which concern only a few
participants, can be shifted to the afternion of August 20.
The agenda of the meeting shall include:
(1) Status of ground-based, airborne, rocket-borne, and satellite-borne
experiments.
(2) Launch criteria for the two major salvos. Launch sequences within salvos.
Launch criteria for remaining MT-payloads and metrockets. This topic will
be the main discussion point of the meeting.
(3) Special projects based on metrocket soundings: Science objectives and
launch criteria.
(4) Alert and travel arrangements after Christmas 1983.
(5) Future conference presentations.
(6) Miscellaneous items.
I presume that the MAP/WINE meeting at Andoya on June 30 and July 1, 1983
.ill answer most of the yet open technical and organizational questions. What-
ever item is left-over from this meeting, shall be included in topic (6) of the
Hamburg meeting.
Last, but not least, I enclose the abbreviated minutes of the 2. experi-
menters meeting in Interlaken. They are abbreviated because many of the results
of this meeting were incorporated into the Campaign Handbook. The latter has
been sent out since 2 weeks ago and you all should nave received your copy by
now. If this is not the case, please let me know.
i^
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ATTACHMENT 13. MST RADAR COORDINATION (MSTRAC)
B. B. Balsley and S. K. Avery
As a result of discussions at the Workshop on Technical Aspects of MST
Radars held in Urbana, May 1983, it was proposed that a group be initiated under
MAY to serve as a forum for data exchange discussions and MST activities coor-
dination. The proposed name of this group is MST Radar Coordination (MSTRAC),
and approval has been requested from the MAP Steering Committee. The under-
signed have acceptea the responsibility of chairing this committee for a one-
year period.	 The remaining membership will be informal and will consist of
potential data users and representatives from the data "source" community.
One of the points that was brought out at the Urbana meeting was the need
for an exchange of MST/ST radar data between sources and users. A number of
existing facilities (Arecibo, Chatanika, Jicamarca, Millstone Hill, Platteville,
Poker Flat, Sunset, and Urbana, and possibly Sousy) have agreed in principle to
provide a sample data set for distribution to interested users. A typical data
set might include, for example, horizontal velocity (u,v), signal strength,
spectral width, and noise levels. Interested users should contact specific
facilities regarding the availability of such data. Pertinent addresses are
listed on the attached addendum.
A copy of your request should be forwarded to the MSTRAC --o , r.ittee prior to
the Hamburg symposium this coming August. At some time during the Hamburg
meeting we propose to meet with the available memberf. of the user/source
community. At that meeting we will: (1) Attempt to assess the interest in this
data exchange program; and (2) Discuss possible data formate for future data
exchange.
The success of the above efforts will be examined during the coming months.
We will also help to facilitate any cooperative efforts that have been proposed
during this period. Future directions will be determined based on the response
to the above program.
Dr. Ben Balsley 	 Dr. Susan K. Avery
NOAA/Aeronomy Laboratory 	 CIRES, Campus Box 449
Boulder, CO 80303 USA	 University of Colorado
(303) 491-3892	 Boulder, CO 80309 USA	 ti
(303) 492-6940
e
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ADDENDUM
MSTRAC DATA EXCHANGE CONTACTS
Arecibo:
Chatrnika:
Jicamarca:
Millstone Hill
Platteville:
PoKer Flat:
Sunset:
Urbana:
Dr. Ronald F. Woodman
Instituto Geofisico del Peru
Apartado 3747
Lima, Peru
Dr. B. J. Watkins
Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska
903 Koyukuk Avenue N
Fairbanks, AK 99701 USA
Dr. Ronald F. Woodman
Instituto Geofisico del Peru
Apartado 3747
Lima, Peru
Dr. P. K. Rastogi
Department of Electrical Engineering
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, OH 44106 USA
Dr. Ben Balsley
NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory, R/E/AL3
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80303 USA
Dr. Ben Balsley
NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory, R/E/AL3
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80303 USA
Mr. John L. Green
NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory, R/E/AL3
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80303 USA
Dr. S. A. Bowhill
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Illinois
1406 West Green Street
Urbana, IL 61801 USA
1n
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ATTACHMENT 14.
John B. Gregory, Former Member, MAP Steering Committee
On my retirement from university life, and my consequent resignation from
the Steering Committee of MAP, I would like to express my pleasure in the
progress of middle atmospheric studies to date, and my confidence in their
future.
irs
MAP was initiated as a worldwide economic recession was developing.
Nevertheless, projects have been funded. Such disadvantages as have resulted
from the recession have been mainly delays to proposed projects, rather than
failure to implewent them, and this will not greatly affect the success of
middle atmospheric studies in the longer term.
Our planning of the program was as comprehensive as we then knew. By
emphasizing scientific objectives, we encouraged our colleagues to develop
activities as the) saw b-st, and they responded with new and innovative
projects. This is in the best traditions of international science.
So far, one theme has emerged which was not foreseen in the Planning
Document; perhaps there are others. An studies to date, incluaing my own, have
shown, the neutral middle atmosphere is responding much more strongly to the
longer-term variable output of the Sun than had been realized. Furthermore, the
solar signature is being modified by the inherent variability of the global
circulation. Since the time scale undoubtedly includes the 11-year cycle, one
implication is that MAP-like studies will be required for at least the next
quarter century, and on a global scale with additional attention to the tropics.
These studies will make possible the completion of a statement of the influence
of the variable component cf solar output on the planet's atmosphere. This is a
great goal, central to SCOSTEP. Those of us who took part in the initial
discuasions, under IUCSTP, leading to MAP, and I here record the initiative of
Dr. E. A. Lauter of Kuhlungsborn, send every encouragement to you who will com-
plete this task.
I conclude by expressing my deep appreciation of the cooperation of many of
you and my lasting pleasure in the friendships I have made during my association
with W.P.
Sincerely,
John Gregory
Professor Emeritus,
University of Saskatchewan
QT
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ATTACHMENT 15
Dear Prof. Bowhill,
The General Assembly of IAGA in 1985 will be h-ld in Prague. We would like
to include a MAP-related symposium (like the MAS Symposium in Hamburg) into the
scientific programme of the General Assembly. Please be so kind as to include
I his item into the agenda of MAP Steering Committee meeting in Hamburg in August
1983. We will be present in Hamburg during the IUGG General Assembly, but not
during the MAP Steering Committee meeting. As regards the date of the
symposium, it is to be fixed in coordination with the date of the expected MA1'-
related symposium during the IAMAP General Assembly.
Sincerely yours,
Dr. J. Lastovicka
Member of Local Organizing
Committee
Czechoslovak Representative
in MAP
Prof. Dr. V. Bucha
Chairman of Local Organizing
Committee
Member of IAGA Executive
Committee
^rr
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ATTACHMENT 16
For MAP Steering Committee Meeting, August 13-14, 1983, Hamburg
REF. REPORT OF THE MAP DATA MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
G. K. Hartmann, I. Hirota and J. H. Allen
Mainly because of the well-known aversion against questionnaires, a feeling
which we very much share too, our last questionnaires, mailed to the individual
Principal Investigators (PIs) yielded insufficient information. After dis-
cussions at Urbana/Champaign and at WDC-A-STP at Boulder we would like to
suggest and discuss the attached two new questionnaires. T ' first to be mailed
directly to all national MAP representatives the second — after completion of
the first -- to be mailed to all PIs. The first should be mailed in autumn this
year and the second in spring 1984 if they are approved and/or modified Dy the
MAP Steering Committee.
REF, t?PDATING OF MAP HANDBOOK AND PREPARATION OF DATA CATALOGUES
(To all national MAP representatives)
Dear
Mainly because of the well-known aversion against questionnaires, a feeling
which we share too our last questionnaires, mailed to the individual Principal
Investigators (PIs) yielded insufficient information. Thus we have to make
another, different attempt.
1. We did extract from the MAP Handbook (ti Data Inv-3ntory) all your national
projects and listed them in Appendix 1. Please check whFther they are
correct and complete.
2. If we don't get a reply by the end of November 1983 we will assume that
everything is o.k. Otherwise we would like to ask you to send us the up-
dated version, which will be used for an updating of the MAP 1984 Handbook.
3. Havint, these answers we' Ii again start to send the questionnaire 2 --
Appendix 2 -- to the individual PIs. If there is no reply they will not
be mentioned in the first issue of the MAP Data Catalogue.
4, Since we would also like to learn your views on the role of WDCs from the
MAP stardpoint, we include questionnaire 1 which was modified and approved
by the MAP Steering Committee in August 1983, together with some recommenda-
tions selected from the CODMAC report.
Please send your questionnaire 1 response and the corrected list --
Appendix 1 -- to:
Joe H. Allen
WDC-A for STP, NOAA, D63
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80303 USA
Maay thanks for your efforts and cooperation in this matter.
Yours sincerely,
G. K. Hartmann., J. H. Allen, I. Hirota
l
J.
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QUESTIONNAIRE I
a) Role of WDCs from standpoint of MAP activities
Please indicate the order of importance of each of the following options with
I = least important and 5 = most important. Comments relative to these items or
other, unspecified alternatives are welcome. Also, comments about items on
Form A or B may be added below. In 1979, MAP participant responses were essen-
tial it creation of the MAP Directory. The results from this request for more
detailed information should make possible a useful, quantitative summary of MAP
data activities. Responses to this Form may guide the existing WDC system in
using the other information aad in deciding whether to continue past services or
place emphasis on redirecting efforts to service new needs.
Priority Rating
( ) Continue "traditional" data collecting, archiving, and exchanging on
request (major efforts devoted to data of matrix element B-III-3); see
questionnaire 2.
( ) Organization of workshops at WDCs.
( ) Issuing Data Inventories for data held away from WDCs, including data that
is not processed up to the standard III-3; see questionnaire 2.
( ) Issuing Data Catalogues for data held at WDCs (primarily III-3).
( ) Advice or other services.
Date	 Signature
1	 ;
L) Recommendations
1. From CODMAC
Data Management and Computation Vol. 1: "Issues and Recommendations" by
Committee on Data Management and Computation (CODMAC)
Space Science Board
-Assembly of Mathematical and Physical Sciences
National Academy Press
Washington, DC 1982, USA
k Available from: Space Science Board, 2101 ^,onstitution Avenue, Washington,
DC 20418, USA) .
	 j
a) We recommend tnat greater emphasis be given to documentation of space-science
and application data to make them interpretable and useful to scientists not
directly associated with initial acquisition of data. Included in such docu-
mentation should be information and software to extract physical units from the
raw data. Those who gather the data should also be responsible for assessing
their validity as part of the documentation.
b) In some cases, data acquired from past missions have not been properly
archived. We recommend that under scientific overseers, NASA vigorously pursue
the archiving and preservation of such space-science data that should he
permanently stored, and data no longer required for future scientific use be
purged.
c) We recommend that more emphasis be given to production of user-oriented
catalgoues and browse files for space-science data.
2. See also: G. K. Hartmann "Problems of Data Bases in Geophysics",
MPAE-L-100-83-01, 1983.
4
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Dear MAP Colleagues,
Tne two Co-Chairman: Dr. G. K. Hartmann, and Dr. I. Hirnta and the
secretary J. H. Allen drafted the following questionnaire 2 as a first step for
the preparation of a Data Catalogue. This questionnaire was modified and
approved by the MAP Steering Committee in August 1983. Mainly because of the
well-known aversion against questionnaires, a feeling whicn we very much share
too, our previous questionnaires, mailed to the ind 4 vidual Principal
Investigators (PIs) yielded insufficient information, nevertheless we have to
optimize the future MAP Data Activities (MAF DA) because of the increasing
economic constraints under which all programs must operate.
If we don't get a response from you within the next two months you will not
be mentioned in the MAP Data Catalogue.
Many thanks for your efforts and cooperation.
Please send your questionnaire 2 response to:
Joe H. Allen
WDC-A for STP, NOAA D63
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80303 USA
Yours sincerely,
G. K. Hartmann, 1. Hirota, J. H. Allen
zJ
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QUESTIONNAIRE 2
MAP Project
Name of PI:
Tem poral duration (t) and s patial covera ge (x) of the measurements
Please indicate the appropriate element of this 3x3 matrix into which your MAP
data snould be placed. If you have more than one experiment, please copy this
:orm and use a separate sheet for reporting about each experiment. Although a
single program may involve launching six rockets from one location during an
extended period of time, the experiments would be "Local" and "Instantaneous",
i.e. classified I-1.
x I II III
t LOCAL REGIONAL GLOBAL
1.	 Instantaneous e.g.	 ground,	 bal- (rocket,	 salvo,in- ?
(< day) loon or	 rocket strument network)
2.	 Short
	 term ground aircraft Low-altitude
(weeks	 to months) satellite,
Space Trans-
portation
System	 (STS)
3.	 Long term ground	 (e.g. e.g.	 national Ground network
(years) Dobsen network) ionosonde net orbiting
satellite	 (s)
Please indicate with	 if data are obtained by remoting sensing and with "o"
if obtained in situ. Please indicate by () if the data are to be used in
deriving a product such as a contour map.
month	 year
Data already available since:
Data will be available from:	 (estimated)
Technical format and scientific status of MAP data
Please indicate into which element of this 3x3 matrix a given percentage of your
data probably will be placed (rough estimates are satisfactory and should total
100%). Only data processed into category III-3 are likely to be collected by,
catalogued, and distributed by the WDCs. Data in other elements may be listed
in Data Inventories maintained there and efforts made to assist in their inter-
national exchange; however, the resources required for extensive data processing
to improve the technical format or convert a mass of data into a sur, • ary product
may preclude such WDC support for MAP projects.
x	 I
q
1
-r
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I II III
Scientific
Only	 for	 PI	 use,	 i.e Also for	 "Regional Also for World\
individual evaluation, Data Center" use, Data Center,
Technica small datography,	 pre- i.e.	 refined,	 broad i.e.	 broad
(format) edited data. evaluation, medium evaluation,
datography large datography
1.	 Only	 for	 PI
use,	 i.e.
local,	 in-
dividual
	 for-
mats
2.	 Processed
for collection
in Regional
Data Centers
3.	 Processed
for deposit
with World
Data Centre,
i.e.	 in inter-
national
exchange format
If less than 5% of the collected data will be processed to the level III-3,
please estimate the additional resources required (only as percentage of total
experiment cost) in order to increase the quantity of type III-3 data to 10% and
indicate that value here
Date	 Signature
f
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ATTACHMENT 17. MAP PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE REPORT
C. F. Sechrist, Jr.
1. COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP
C. F. Sezhrist, Jr.
R. D. Bojkov
S. C. Chakravarty
V. V. Viskov
2. MAP NEWSLETTER
During 1982, three issues of the MAP Newsletter were published as Special
Issues of the Upper Atmospheric Programs Bulletin which is funded jointly by the
NASA Upper Atmospheric Research Program and the High Altitude Pollution Program
of the Federal Aviation Administration.
During the meeting of MAPSC in Ottawa in 1982, it was proposed by Dr. A. P.
Mitra, Chairman of the S-ientific Advisory Committee of the Indian Middle
Atmospheric Program, that India publish future issues of the MAP Newsletter.
The first issue, published in March 1983, was edited by Drs. S. C.
Chakravarty (ISRO) and C. V. Subrahmanyam (NPL), and printed at INSDOC, New
Delhi. The Newsletter will be issued every three months, approximately.
Contributions for the MAP Newsletter should be sent to:
Dr. S. C. Chakravarty
ISRO Headquarters
Cauvery Bhavan
Bangalore 560009
INDIA
3. HANDBOOK FOR MAP
Volumes 1 through 7 have been published and distributed.
Volume 8 contains MAP Project Reports by DYNAMICS, GLOBUS, and SSIM. It
includes MAP Activities in Czechoslovakia, and the MSG-7 Report. It will be
distributed during the latter part of August 1983.
4. FUTURE VOLUMES OF THE HANDBOOK FOR MAP
VOLUME	 EST. PUB. DATE	 TOPICS)
9	 9/83	 MST Radar Workshop held in Urbana, Illino;s,
in May 1983
10	 10/83	 Symposium on Ground-Based Studies, held in
Schwerin, GDR. in May 1983
11	 11/83
	
MAPSC Meeting (Hamburg, 1983), DYNAMICS Work-
shop Report, Equatorial Observatory Study, etc.
12	 12/83
	 Ground-based Techniques, Guest Editor:
R. A. Vincent
13	 2/84	 Satellite Techniques, Guest Editor:
C. B. Farmer
%
.I
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14 4/84	 Balloon Techniques,	 Guest	 Editor:
	
D.	 G.	 Murcray
15 6/84	 Rocket Techniques, 	 Guest	 Editor:
R. A. Goldberg
5. CONTRIBUTORS TO MAP HANDBOOK (VOLUME 12) ON GROUND-BASED TECHNIQUES FOR
MEASURING MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE PARAMETERS.
Editor:	 Dr.	 R.	 A.	 Vincent
Dr. B. H.	 Briggs	 "On the analysis of 	 spaced sensor
r,!cords
Drs. M. L.	 Chanin and A.
	 Hauchecorne	 "Lidar studies of temperatures and
densities"
Dr. G.	 Fiocco	 "Lidar studies of aerosols"
Dr. B.	 R.	 Clemesha	 "Lidar studies of alkali metals"
Dr. G.	 J.	 Fraser	 "Partial
	
reflection spaced antenna wind i
measurements"
Dr. F. Jacks	 "Fabry-Perot interferometer measurements
of temperatures and winds" 1It
Dr. A.	 Manson and C.	 Meek	 "Partial
	
reflection D-region electron
densities" fi
Dr. J.	 Mathews	 "Incoherent
	
scatter radar studies of	 the
mesosphere"
Drs. G. Megie and J. Pelon 	 "Lidar measurements of ozone and minor
constituents	 in the middle
atmosphere"
Dr. J. Meriwether
	 "Optical methods for nighttime observa-
tions of mesospheric temperatures
from the ground"
Dr. J.	 Noxon	 "Cptical	 -tudies of nitric oxide"
Dr. J.	 Oiivero	 "Microwave studies of composition and
structure"
Dr. R.	 G.	 Roper	 "Meteor wind radars"
Dr. J.	 Rottger
	
"MST radar techniques"
Dr. R.	 Schminder and D. Kurschner 	 %F radio observations of mesospheric
winds"
Drs. R. Woodman,	 M.	 P.	 Sulzer and	 "Coding techniques for radar studies
D.	 T.	 Farley	 of	 the middle atmosphere"
6. CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE MAP NEWSLETTER I
More contributions on a regular basis are urgently needed. 	 News items from
Project Coordinators,	 Study Group Chairmen,	 el al. are needee in order to .1
publish the Newsletter on a regular schedule.
7. SUGGESTIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE HANDBOOK FOR MAP
The Publications Committee welcomes	 suggestions of future topics for
volumes of	 the Handbook for MAP.	 Suggestions and	 contributions	 should be aer;t
to: Prof.	 C.	 F.	 Sechrist,	 Jr., Aeronomy Laboratory,	 Department of Electrical
Engineering, University of	 Illinois,	 1406	 West Green	 Street,	 Urbana,	 IL	 61801
USA.
q
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ATTACHMENT 18. SCOSTEP/URSI/MAP WORKSHOP ON TECHNICAL
ASPECTS OF MST RADAR
Urbana, Illinois 61801 USA
May 23-27, 1983
1. INTRODUCTION
More than 50 scientists from ten nations participated in the Workshop. On
the first day, keynote papers were presented in a combined session on the nine
subjects:
1. Meteorological and dynamical requirements for MST radar networks
2. Interpretation of radar returns from clear air
3. Techniques for measurement of horizontal and vertical velocities
4. Techniques for srudyind gravity waves and turbulence
5. Capabilities and limitations of existing and planned MST radars
6. Design con.iderations for high-power VHF radar transceivers
7. Optimum radar antenna configurations
8. Data analysis techniques
9. MST radar data-base management
The following three days were devoted to contribut,ins and discussions on
the subtopics of these nine subjects. More than 100 positiuu papers were
presented during the three-day period when two simultaneous sessioiie were held.
Resolutions and recommendations were made in each of the sessions. On the
morning of May 27, concluding remarks by the convenors of the nine topical
sessions were presented. The resolutions and recommendations were discussed.
It was decided that a second Workshop on Technical Aspects of MST Radar will be
held next year at Urbana, Illinios.
The keynote papers, positions papers and recommendations and resolutions
will be published as a volume of Handbook for MAP.
2. TOPIC 2, INTERPRETATION OF RADAR RETURNS FOR CLEAR AIR
Draft recommendation from discussion in Topic 2:
R ecognizi ng the importance for an accurate characterization of the spectrum of
refractive index irregularities for the efforts to anderstand mechanisms of
turbulence generation and to measure with MST radar, winds, turbulence and
sthbility; Noti ng the spectral sampling capability of steerable, multiple
wavelength radars we Recommend that: Multiple frequency radar observations
t	 supported by in situ measurements be rarried out with exisiting equipment such
1{	 as at Arecibo and other radar facilities.
!1!	 3. TOPIC 6, DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS -- RECOMMENDATIONS
Transmitter deeigns for operation at higher frequencies -zuch as 200 MHz and
400 MHz should be investigated for use as portable ST systems and for faster
recovery times for lowering the minimum altitude capabilities of MST systems.
A/D converters with a minimum of 10-bit resolution should be utilized in
all future r;.dar systems to optimize the dynamic range capabilities of new MST
radars.
4. TOPIC 8, DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Draft Recommendation:
The Group, Noting with concern that many MST cbservatortes have inadequate
9
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data processing facilities, and with pleasure that major advances in developing
powerful but low cost digital equipment have been made in recent years,
Recommends that existing observatories investigate the cost effectiveness of
upgrading their computing facilities and that adequate attention be given to
this topic in planning new facilities.
5. TOPIC 9, MST RADAR DATA-BASE MANAGEMENT
A note prepared as a result of discussion during Topic 9:
A study is currently taking place at Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory with
the aim of providing a central data-base for all geophysical data derived from
both UK satellite and ground-based measurements. Those people interested in the
study are asked tc contact Dr. P. Dickerson and Dr. G. Harrison of the
Geophysics and Radio Division.
Draft Recommendation from Group 9: Establishment of MSTRAC
Considering that there are many issues of cowmon concern to scientists in various
countries involved in MST and ST radar activities; and noting that many
countries are now planning new MST and ST radar facilities, we recommend that
a new group, MST Radar Coordination (MSTRAC) be established as a project
initially under MAP, with a chairman, vice-chairman, and informal representation
from all current and planned MST or ST radars and from the data user community.
Draft Resolution from Group 9:
Tape Format Considerations: To further the aim of exchanging high quality
data conveniently, we further recommend a tape format to be chosen that will
meet certain criteria:
- Flexibility concerning the number of parameters, the sample frequency and
integration time, and the number of ranges.
- Inclusion of both the parameter and its uncertainty.
- Inclusion of information about the assumptions used to drive the parameters
and the uncertainties.
- Sufficient flexibility to enable the inclusion of data obtained with other
techniques.
Exchange Tape Format: Recognizing the desire of scientists involved in MST
research to exchange data (both raw and processed) more easily and conveniently,
we recommend that an exchange tape format be adopted at an early date, such as
the first or second MSTRAC meeting.
1
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ATTACHMENT 19. INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON GROUND-RASED STUDIES
OF THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE, SCHWERIN (GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC)
May 10-13, 1983
J. Taubenheim
7	 The International Symposium on Ground-Based Studies of the Middle
Atmosphere was held in Schwerin, GDR, on May 10-13, 1983, under the co-sponsor-
ship of SCOSTEP and LAGA, in collaboration with COSPAR. It was organized by the
Academy of Sciences of the German Democratic Republic, Central Institute of
Solar-Terrestrial Physics, in cooperation with the National Committee on Geodesy
and Geophysics. The Scientific Program Committee was chaired by J. Taubenheim.
The symposium was attended by about 80 participants, 37 of these coming
from 13 foreign countries, e.g., USSR, USA, UK, FRG, Canada, and e.?v!ral other
European countries. They included th- Vice-Chairman of the International MAP
Steering Committee, Prof. K. Labitzke, the President of ICMUA and Convenor of
the GLOBMET Project, Prof. R. G. Roper, the Chairman of the MAP Commission of
the USSR, Prof. A. D. Danilov, and many prominent other scientists in the field
of middle atmosphere science.
The 44 papers were grouped into topics (a) Diagnostics of the Middle
Atmosphere from D-Revion 0b-;vr •.atlons (invited speakers A. U. Daniloe, M.
Friedrich and J. Taubenheim and 5 contributed papers); (b) Winter Anomaly
(invited speaker Z. Ts. Rapoport, and 4 contributed papers); (c) Seasonal Varia-
tions, Transitions, and Disturbances (invited speakers K. Labitzke and E. A.
Lauter, and 4 contributed papers); (d) Dynamics and Theoretical Models (invited
speakers A. I. Ivanovsky and G. Schmitz, and 4 contributed papers); (e) Winds
and Waves, and Their Tracking by Ground-Based Methods (invited speakers R. G.
Roper, Yu. I. Portnyagin, A. H. Manson and E. S. Kazimirovksy, and 3 contributed
papers); (f) Low— Thermosphere Phenomena (invited speaker N. N. Shefov, and 3
contributed papers), and (g) Solar-Terrestrial Influences Upon the Middle
Atmosphere (invited speakers J. K. Hargreaves, E. A. Lauter, J. Lastovicka, and
5 contributed papers).
In addition to this program, Dr. R. G. Roper held an informal meeting on
the GLOBMET Project, ?nd most of the participants from abroad took the
opportunity to visit the Observatory of Ionosphere Research of the CISTP at 	 I
Kuehlungsborn.
The Symposium has pointed out the valuable contribution which ground-based
investigations, with their particular ability of long-term continuous monitoring 	 •
of atmospheric processes and parameter variations on various time scales, can
render to the scope of the present Middle Atmosphere Program. It made obvious
that significant progress in middle atmosphere science is to be expected from a
growing interplay between the approaches of aeronomy and meteorology. Lively
discussions indicated that the Symposium was a useful forum for the exchange of
information and ideas in the wide spectrum of problems of the middle
atmosphere.
k
Extended Abstracts of all papers presented at the Symposium will be
published in a special volume of the "handbook for MAP", issued by SCOSTEP
:y
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ATTACHMENT 20. INTERNATIONAL MAP SYMPOSIUM IN KYOTO 1984
November 26 -30, 1983
Kyoto, Japan
1. THE SYMPOSIUM
This symposium will be held in conjunction with MAP (the Middle Atmosphere
Program), an international scientific cooperative program for the period January
1, 1982 - Derember 31. 1985 held under the aegis of the Scientific Committee on
Solar Terrestrial Physics (SCOSTEP).
The general aim of this symposium is to provide s review and to discuss the
scientific achievements that have taken place thus far during the period of MAP
and to aid in establishing closer and more fruitful cooperation .n the latter
phases of this global enterprise.
The symposium is intended to be as comprehensive as possible with respect
to the current interests of MAP, with some emphasis on specific MAP proje(-ts and
other relevant topics.
The symposium will be supported by the Radio Atmospheric Science Center,
Kyoto University.
The organization of the symposium is being handled by the Organizing
Committee in the MAP Committee of Japan with an Advisory Board, Local Committee
and Program Committee acting with the approval of the International MAP Steering
Committee.
The symposium is co-sponsored by SCOSTEP, URSI, IAGA, IAMAP and COSPAR.
2. THE PROGRAM
The scientific program will have the following five topical sessions to be
convened by scientists indicated therein.
(1) Climatology of the Middle Atmosphere: Prof. K. Labitzke (Berlin Free Univ.,
W-st Germany), and Prof. I. Nirota (Kyoto Univ., Japan)
(2) Large-Scale Wave Dynamics: Prof. J. M. Forbes (Boston College, USA), and
Prof. T. Matsuno (Univ. of Tokyo, Japan)
(3) Gravity Waves and Turbulence: Dr. M. A. Geller (NASA/GSFC, USA), and Prof.
S. Kato (Kyoto Univ., Japan)
(4) Transport Processes of Trace Species and Aerosols: Dr. M. P. McCormick
(NASA/LARC, USA), and Prof. A. Ono (Nagoya Univ., Japan) 	 •9
(5) MAP in the Antarctica: Prof. T. Hirasawr, (Polar Res. Inst., Japan), and
Prof. Y. iwasaka (Nagoya Univ.. Japan)
Each sebsion will be composed of invited keynote talks and ccntributed
papers. The balance between invited and contributed talks will depend upon the
response of interested scientists and finally on the convener's decision. No
parallel sessions are anticipated. Informal roundtable discussions on specific
subjects can be arranged as needed.
3. PUBLICATIONS
Accepted papers will be published in Proceedings after the symposium.
Details will appear in the second circular.
N
f	 4. ACCOMMODATION
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The symposium will be held at the Kyoto Kaikan (Assembly Hall) near the
11rian Shrine in the middle of the Kyoto city area, Japan.
5. SCHEDULES
Scientists who are interested iii attending this Symposium and wish to
receive further notifications are asked to return. the Preliminary Rexietration
Form so that it will be received by 30th September, 1983.
' t
	
	
The second circular including the call for papers will be sent out in
December 1983. The d-adline for paper submission will be in April, 1984. The
acceptance of contributed papers will be announced by the end of May, 1984.
The third circular describing details of session schedules, accommodations
and other symposium information will be sent in June, 1984.
6. CORRESPONDENCE
All correspondence and further inquires should be sent to:
Prof. Susumu Kato
Chairman of the Organizing Committee of the
International MAP Symposium in Kyoto 1984
Radio Atmosphcric Science Center
Kyoto University
Gokanosho, Uji, Kyoto 611, Japan
Telephone:	 (0774) 32-3111, ext. 3331
,k
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ATTACHMENT 21. DRAFT RESOLUTION OF MAPSC
NOTING the decision of SCOSTEP to designate a period of Middle Atmosphere
Cooperation (MAC) from 1 January 1986 through 31 December 1988 for
intens: •ie observations of the middle atmosphere and also noting the
culmination of development of several powerful techniques during the
period of MAP.	 1
THE MAPSC CALLS ON all countries now to plan their scientific participation
for the MAC period.
•
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ATTACHMENT 22. FIRST DRAFT RESOLUTION
CONSIDERING the great scientific importance of understanding the special
dynamical characteristics of the equatorial middle atmosphere -- like equatorial
waves, breaking of tides, gravity wave non-linearities and critical level
interactions -- and
CONSIDERING further the paucity of data and poor understanding of the above
dynamical processes which have a vital influence on middle latitude atmospheric
processes, it is RESOLVED that one or more Equatorial Atmosphere Observatories
be set up as early as possible through the joint effort of interested scientific
groups. A typical observatory would comprise at the very minimum a relatively
sensitive MST/ST radar, a sensitive lidar and a partial-reflection system. It
is further RESOLVED that the observatories be set up with 5° of the geographic
equator at a suitable location like the midwestern Pacific or the 75° meridian.
Such a chain would benefit from existing latitudinal chains of middle atmosphere
observing stations.
CONSIDERING the valuable scientific information that can be gathered at other
near-equatorial locations, it is RESOLVED that a major scientific effort should
be made to intensify the observationb at all other low latitudes by setting up
additional facilities if necessary.
BACKGROUND OF RESOLUTION
Within a few degrees of the equator there are a number of atmospheric
procesaes in the troposphere, stratosphere and mesosphere that are both poorly
observed and poorly understood: (1) the temporal and spatial variability of
atmospheric circulation patterns, specifically including the vertical circula-
tion component; (2) the generation, propagation and dissipation of equatorial
waves, gravity waves, ant tides; and (3) vertical exchange processes that inject
emportart, long-lived atmospheric components such as oz,,ne and water vapor into
the equatorial stratosphere and mesosphere. Improved understanding of these
processes and their interrelationship is crucial to an improved understanding of
such localized phenomena as E1 Nino, :-he southern oscillation and oceani-
atmospheric energy exchange, as well as global weather and climate dynamics in
general.
In particular, it is now well recognized that the dynamical motions and 	 •i.
injection/ transport of minor constituents in equatorial atmosphere play a vital
role in influencing the atmospheric processes at middle latitudes.
•
Greatly improved information on all of the above processes is possible
using existing technology. Observatories using a number of cowplementary
ground-based systems can provide high temporal and spatial resolution on winds,
waves, turbulence, density, temperature, and minor constituent structure
throughout most of the atmosphere up to the lower thermosphere. Specific
systems include HST/ST radars, lidars, partial reflection or meteor wind radarb,
as well as conventional weather balloons and sounding rockets.
While conplete coverage of the	 entire equatorial	 region with
	
all	 of the
above	 technit,ues	 is	 clearly	 not feasible,	 it	 is	 possible	 by	 a	 judicious choice
of systems and	 location to make use	 of	 already-existing facilities 	 and thereby
maximize	 information gain with a min_mum of	 attendant	 costs.	 Because	 of the
extent
	
of	 the needed data base in both	 technique and geography,
	
such an effort
is	 clearly	 international	 in	 scope, and will	 require	 careful	 planning and co-
operation.
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Preliminary cor-iderations point to the desirability of establishing one or
more equatorial observatories (comprisin- az the very minimum a relatively
sensitive MST/ST radar, a sensitive lidar, and a partial reflection system)
either in the area of the central-western Pacific or near the 75°W meridian.
Either location would benefit from a meridional chain of already-existing
facilities, i.e., meteor radars 	 Kyoto and Khabarovsk, partial reflection
radars iu Adelaide, Christchurch -id Scott Base, the MST radar at Kyoto and the
ST radar at Adelaide for the cent..-al-western Pacific site; and incoherent
scatter/MST/ST radars at Jicamarca and Arecibo for the 75°W site. Either chain
would yield a unique data set (a zeroth-order, non-orograp ic data set in the
western Pacific and/or a data set incorporating extensive orography at 75°W near
.
	 the Andes). The latitudinal limits of the equatorial observatories should not
exceed + 5° of the geotiraphic equator to assure accurate measurement of the
equatorial wave morphology.
We recommend that consideration of such observatories be given prompt high
priority attention, in order to facilitate rapid scientific advancement in this
very important area.
In addition, observatories in other equatorial locations like India should
be intensified and coordinated as far as possible with those of the equatorial
observatories. This will greatly contribute to the overall understanding of the
latitudinally varying processes linking tae equatorial atmosphere to the
temperate latitude atmosphere and to th-2 understandin,, of the longitudinal
structures/inequalities.
.1
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A'.' ACHMENT 23. REPORT ON WORKSHOP ON TIDES IN THE 14FSOSPHERE
AND LOWER '11!ERMOSPHERE
Susan Avery
The workshop was held under the auspices of ICMUA and was convened specifi-
cail, to consider coordinated global observations of tides and their possible
theoretical interpretation.
Observations
The first session concentrated on observations made during a core period of
19-23 November 1981. Results were reported from 8 stations using either meteor
or partial reflection wind techniques and some information was also available
from measurements made at Arecibo and Jicamarca. Data for each station were
discussed in short presentations which emphasized the representativeness of the
tidal amplitudes and phases in comparison with observations made in other cam-
paigns. There was general consensus that the core period was essentially un-
disturbed and Lhat the mean circulation was representative of early solsticial
conditions. Intercomparison of observations made at the same latitude but dif-
f r ent longitudes showed that the tidal phases could differ by several hours.
A comparison of data taken at stations in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres
showed significant differences in the tidal structures, especially for the
diurnal tide.
Shorter presentations were also given on observations taken at stations
which were established subsequent to the November campaign. Information from
these stations can be expected to add significantly to future campaigns.
For ease of comparison, the tidal amplitudes and phases measured at each
station at a mean height of 90 km were plotted as a function of latitude. These
were compared with theoretical curves which summarized the predictions of cur-
rent tidal models due to three different groups.
Theoretical Studi
Although there has been much progress in the modelling of tides in recent
years, several areas requiring additional research were emphasized. These in-
clud od the studies of nornmigrating tides, the breaking of tides in the meso-
sphere, longitudinal asymmetries in ozone and water vapor heating fields, and
the interaction of tides with gravity waves and planetary waves. Reca't studies
show that longitudinal surface heating asymmetries can excite nonmig ating
modes. In particular, convection over the oceans produce diurnal variations.
Another theoretical problem that should be addressed is the relative impor-
tance of reflection of tides and the interaction of tidal modes. This is moti-
vated by several observations at all latitudes that show amplitude nodes and
associated 180' phase jumps. 	 Arguments were presented that suggested that the
reflection mechanism was more important than mode interaction in describing
these opservations.
Panei Discussion - Interpretation of results
A panel discussion on the possible interpretation of the results concen-
trated first of the consistency of the observations. There was general 	 ree-
ment that the observations were remarkably consistent as a function of latitude
but there were a number of significant deviations from theory. At high lati-
tudes the 'theoretical amplitudes for the semidiurnal tide were significantly in
excess of the observed amplitudes. The predicted variations in phase as a
82
function of latitude were, however, in better agreement with the results.
Possible reasons for these discrepancies were discussed and it was felt that the
models may underestimate the role of damping. There was also a vigorous dis-
cussion of what might be better ways to compare observations with theory since
the latter are based on seasonally averaged conditions. The final part of the
discussion centered on the need for stations in new locations with some prefer-
ence for the equatorial regions in order to better define the contribution of
asymmetric tidal modes.
Panel Discussion - Data Analysis Techniques
The panel discussion on data analysis techniques centered on two topics:
the fit span required to extract tides and the advantages and disadvantages of
bandpass filtering, Groves analysis, and Fourier fits. It was generally agreed
that a minimum data set length of four days is needed to determine the "mean"
tidal structure. Two reasons for a four-day minimum were discussed. These
were: the time it takes to set up a global tide, and geophysical noise. No de-
-ision was made as to which mechanism was more important. For studying variabi-
lity, one-day or two-day fits to the 12- or 24-hr oscillation will diagnose the
time variations. Another technique that will analyze variability is complex de-
modulation.
The discussion on various tidal analysis techniques was lively. It was
recognized that most meteor radars require the Groves technique to extract the
tides from the data. However this assumes a model fit in height and time. Tem-
poral Fourier analysis at each height was regarded to be a beater method than
the "Groves technique" since it treats the data at each height independently.
Bandpass filtering must be used with caution since the interpretation of the re-
sults depends critically on the number of components retained after filtering.
To test the various routines that are used, it was suggested that each of
us use a common set of simulated data. This received a favorable response.
Future plans
The workshop concluded with recommendations that further global campaigns
be made in December 1983 and June 1984. It was resolved that the results of
these campaigns be discussed in a workshop to be held in conjunction with the
MAP symN sium in Kyoto during November, 1984.
I
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R	 ATTACHMENT 23.1. WORKSHCP ON TIDES IN THE MESOSPHERE AND
LOWER THERMOSPHERE
	
Date:	 Wednesday, 17 August 1983, Hamburg, Germany
	
Sponsored by:	 (ICMUA), Working Group on Tides in the Mesosphere and Lower
Thermosphere
	
Convener:	 Dr. Jeffrey M. Forbes (ICMUA, IAMAP)
Program Committee: Dr. Jeffrey M. Forbes (ICMUA, IAMAP)
Dr. Robert A. Vincent (ICMUA, IAMAP)
Dr. Susan K. Avery
Wednesday 17 August
SESSION 1:	 Presentations of Data Pertaining to the November,
1981,
	
Global Campaign
Chairman:	 R.	 A.	 Vincent
R. A.	 Vincent Introauctory Remarks
S. K. Avery Summary of Global Measurements at 90 Km
A. H.	 Manson,	 C.	 E.	 Meek,	 M.	 J. Tidal Variability and Mean Winds during the
Smith,	 and J.	 B. Gregory Early Winter	 (Oct. —Dec.)	 of	 1981,	 lncluding
the Global Campaign Interval, 	 at	 Saskatoon
(52°N,	 107 ` W); with some	 Intercomparisons
R. G.	 Roper Meteor Winds over Atlanta
J. Rottger Measurements of Tidal Winds with a VHF
Radar at Arecibo
T. Aso,	 J.	 Rottger,	 Y.	 Maekawa, A Comparison of Stratospheric and Meso-
P. Czechowsky,	 R.	 Ruester,	 C. spheric Wind and Tides Observed Simultane -
Schmidt,
	
I.	 Hirota,	 R.	 F.	 Woodman, ously with VHF Radars at Jicamarca and
and S.	 Kato Arecibo
R. A.	 Vincent Adelaide and Kyoto Observations:	 Asym-
metric Behavior
S. K. Avery .'oker Flat Meteor Winds
R. R.	 Clark :;omparison Between Durham and Urbana Meteor
Winds
G. J.	 Fraser Tidal Measurements at Christchurch 	 (44°S)
and	 Scott	 Base
	 (78°S)
J. L.	 Fellous Tides at Monpazier	 (45°N)	 in Winter
C. A.	 Reddy Tidal Winds from the	 Indian Meteor Radars
M. L.	 Chanin Lidar Observations of Tides
I
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SESSION 2: Interpretation of Campaign_ 	 Results; Methods of Data
Analysis; Announcements
Chairman: R. G. Roper
S. Kato	 Summary of Theoretical Model Predictir.ns
e
F. Vial, J. L. Fellous, H.	 Reflection of Tidea in Mesospheric; Tempera —
	
Teitelbaum	 ture Profiles
G. V. Groves
	
	
Thermal Excitation of Atmospheric Tides:
Asymmetric and Nonmigrating Aspects
PANEL DISCUSSION I: Interpretation of Results
Chairman: G. Elford; panel: R. G. Roper, S. Kato
PANEL DISCUSSION II: Methods of Tidal Analysis
Chairman: S. K. Avery; panel: R. R. Clark, A. H. Manson, R. A. Vincent
R. A. Vincent	 Announcements of Future Activities
I
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ATTACHMENT 24. GRATMAP MEETING 	 8-24-83
Present:
Members	 Observers
M. A. Geller (Chairman)	 USA	 J. Mathews	 USA
S. A. Bowbill	 USA	 S. Kato	 Japan
B. B. Balsley	 USA	 S. Fukao	 Japan
R. Vincent	 Australia	 R. Roper	 USA
A. Manson	 Canada	 T. Van Zandt	 USA
H. Tanaka
	
Japan
H. Teitelbaum	 France
M. '.. Chanin
	
Prance
J. Klostemneyer	 FRG
A. A. Chernikov	 USSR
The GRf.TMAP Steering Committee aiscussed two reports. One is a result of
• MAP workshop un MST radars that was held in Urbana, Illinois. The othe. was
• workshop on gravity waves and turbulence that was held in Alaska. It was de-
cided that Dr. Geller would extract the main conclusions of these reports for a
GRATMAP write-up to appear in a MAP Hanabook. The Alaska report would be an
appendix to this write-up. This will be circulated to all GRATMAP Steering Com-
mittee members before being given for publi=ation.
There was discussion about ongoing investigations of gravity waves and tur-
bulence, particularly about MAP-WINE, the Japanese Antarctic rocket program, and
a program iL the USSR to study the atmospheric response to large conventional
explosions.
It was also decided to attempt to hold a GPATMAP workshop following the
Kyoto 1984 MAP meeting for a period of 2-3 days. A formal request for this
workshop will be sent to Dr. Kato by Dr. Geller asking if such a workshop may be
held in connection with the Kyoto 1984 meeting.
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ATTACHMENT 25. .MAP PRO.iECT ON MIDDLE ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRODYNAMICS (MAE)
MiILutes of Steering Group, 8/24/83
On the evening of Aug-:st 24, 1983, the MAP Steering Group on MAE convened
for a short meeting. In attendance were R. Goldberg, L. Hale, and A. 9rekke who
make up a majority of the membersnip.
The agenda included an overview of the project and its objectives, a dis-
c
	
	 cussion of preliminary results from project CONDOR conducted in Peru in Match
1983, and plans for the next facet of the program, to be conducted at Wallops
Island, VA this coming Fall. It was determined that Project CONDOR had been
quite useful scientifically, and would also permit some diagnostic evaluation of
the electric field measuring techniques.
The group agreed unanimously to make the following recommendations.
1. That MAP support activities in this field by endorsing future rocket
and balloon programs coordinated with ground-based techniques.
2. That MAP help implement the organization of two workshops proposed by
the MAE Working Group II-A of IAGA. The workshops would be concerned
with
(a) Development of an experimental program to conduct validation and
intercomparison studies of various instrumental techniques used to
study MAE.
(b) Development of global atmospheric electrical parameters toward a
r geoelectric index.
R. A. Goldberg
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ATTACHMENT 26. SUMMARY OF MSTRAC MEETING (Ol)
An initial meeting of MSTRAC was scheduled during the Hamburg IAGA/IAKU
.Joint Meeting (August 1983) for a twofold purpose:
1) To 'issess the interest of the MAP community with regard to an inter-
change of sampled data from a variety of MST/ST radar facilities. Such an
interchange could occur between facilities or between a specific radar facility
and Pn interested analysis group.
2) To discuss possible data formats for the distributed data.
Seven scientists were able to be present at this meeting and their names
and institutions are addended to this summary report. Apart from the attendees,
a total of eight separate expressions of interest in the program were reported.
This list is also attached.
Witt, regard to the first purpose o f the meeting, the collective number of
attendees and requests for data indicated that MSTRAC could fill a need to
initiate communications between data users and facilities (it should be
stressed that the purpose of MSTRAC is primarily to initiate and coordinate such
ar. interchange and not to function es a general clearing house for data inter-
cl:ange).
Regarding the second purpose, a number of points were brought out during
the disr_13sion or the possible data formats for interchange, and these are
listed below. They should be considered only as a consensus of the attendees.
Fur t her comments and opinions would be welcomed.
1) The initial data interchange is intended to acquaint interested members
of the scientific community with the data-gathering methods of individual facil-
ities. Additional interchange of a more extensive data set should be initiated
between the interested parties and not through MSTRAC.
2) the initial data 0— uld be considered as "free" data, namely, to be ex-
amined and analysed b^ the user a. needed. In the event that this process re-
sults in a publication, it is suggested that a preprint be sent to the originat-
ing facility as a courtesy. This also helps to prevent I	 novice user from
falling in^o the morass of artifactual errors well known to the experimenter but
possibly not known to the neophyte user.
3) Insofar as possible, the data set format should consist roughly of orte-
minute data points of the first three spectral moments (echo power, mean veloci-
ty, spectral width) or their equivalents in the time domain. Noise levels
should also be included if possible. The sampled data set would then comprise a
few days of data at a number of heights in the troposphere, stratosphere, meso-
sphere, or any combi.iation thereof.
4) Finally, it was suggested that MSTRAC attempt to determine a catalog of
existing data at each of the facilities that could be of soma- use for possible
intercomparisons. Pertinent inquiries toward this end will oe made during the
next few months.
MSTRAC Meeting Hamburg LAu ust 24, 1983)
Attendees
S. K. Avery, USA
B. B. Balsley, USA
S. A. Bowhill, USA
• .
•
.11 	 k,gv )
as
W. G. Elford, Australia
S. Fukao, Japan
S. Kato, Japan
L. Thomas, United Kingdom
Reauests Received
it
Ginzburg
J. Lastovicka
K. K. Mahajan
Narayanan
kamanaMurty
B. V. RamanaMurty
Y. V. RdmdnaMurty
Yang
Zhuang
Gorki State University, U.S.S.R.
Geophysical Institute - Prague, Czechoslavkia
N.P.L., India
India
N.P.L., India
Pune, India
Fed. Republic Germany
Beijing, China
Beijing, China
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ATTACHMENT 27. MINUTES OF THRID EXPERIMENTERS MEETING OF PROJECT MAP/WINE
(HAMBURG, AUGUST 20, 1983)
The agenda of the Third Experimenters Meeting of the Project M.1P/WINE is
t	 attached to these minutes. It is used in the following as a guideline for my
report on the results of the meeting.
(1) Recent Developments
Many of the recent developments are described in the attached document "Planned
Activities for the Field Campaign..." (status: Sept. 1, 1983). Some items, not
mentioned in the Planned Activities Document are:
a) A correction to the minutes of the 2. Experimenters Meeting is that the
CNIRPS instruments aboard the M-T payloads will measure 4x ozone and 4x
water vapor.
b) It has been confirmed that F. Schmidlin of the NASA Wallops Flight Facility
will participate in the MAP/WINE campaign in Scandinavia and that he will
also conduct processing and analysis of MAP/WINE meteorological rocket data
at Wallops.
c) Two enclosed data questionnaires inform you about the participation by G.
Keating and J. I.astovicka in the MAP/WINE project.
d) Through hardware and software contributions by the AF Geophysics Labora-
torv, the University of Bonn, and the DFVLR/Mobile Raketenbasis it will be
possible to evaluate the metrocket data at ARR and FU Berlin will be per-
formed via telefax,
e) There are a number of changes and additions to the MAP/WINE Mailin6 List, a
revised edition of which is enclosed.
f) For European scientists the following data from the SME satellite Are
available through Dr. K. H. Fricke, Physikaiiaches Institut, Unive-sitat
Bonn:
ozone from airglow	 Jan. 1 - ,une 29, 1982
ozone from UV	 Jan. 1 - JUne 29, 1982
temperature (36 to 50 km) 	 Jan. 1 - Apr. 30, 1982
More data are fortliccming in the near future.
(2) Status of Preparations
Basically all planned activities are on schedule.
(3) Dates of Arrival of Personnel of the Ranges
M-T
	 BUGATTI	 Nov. 1
"	 IOMAS
	
Nov. 5
M-E
	 Dec. 5
M-I	 Nov. 28
M-S
	 ( Nov. 10)
M-W	 ?
via
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Agenda Items 4 - 8
Results of the discussions on these agenda items have been incorporated in the
Planned Activities Document (with status of Sept. 1, 1983).
(9a) Next Experimenters Meeting
It was agreed to schedule the next (4th) Experimenters Meeting for the Monday
and Tuesday following the COSPAR 1984 Conference, that is July 9 and 10, 1984 at
the Institut fuer Nachrichtentechnik and Wellenausbreitung, Technische
Universitat Graz, Inffeldgasse 12, Graz, Austria.
9b First Maio r Presentation of MAP/WINE Results at an International
Conference
It was agreed to have such a pres?ntation during the 5th Scientific Assembly of
IAGA (jointly with ICMUA) in Pregue, Czechoslovakia in the period August 5-17,
1985.
For preparation of the presentations we will need a workshop (° 5th MAP/WINE
experimenters meeting) before the deadline of abstracts to the IAGA confer-
ence, preferably in central Europe. This workshop shall last 3 working days. I
will be grateful for your suggestions, where and when to arrange this workshop.
(10) Miscellaneous
a)	 Dr. Witt suggested a number of launch constraints for the M-W payloads.
The conditions preferred by him are now incorporated in the "lanned Activi-
ties Docinent. It will need further contact between Dr. Witt and me to
find out how strict these launch constraints have to be met for launches of
M-W payloads.
bi	 Dr. Thrane accepted the task of making sure that the radiosondes from Bodo
and Stravanger will be launched on special high-altitude balloons on the
days of M-T payload launches.
c) Beginning December 15, 1983 the Meteorologische Institut, FU Berlin will
add one of the following 4 messages to its regularly issued stratalerts:
- MAP/WINE not concerned.
- Salvo D perhaps after (December ...)
- Salvo D scheduled for (January ...)
- Salvo D launched on
	
(January ...)
d) Some discussions took place on the details of how the participants in the
MAY/WINE field campaign will be notified after Christmas 1983 when it was
decided that at least one representative of each participating nation will
be contacted by phone and/or TWX from ARR as soon as a decision I;as been
reached to resume the launchings. Quite a number of details have yet to be
worked out, however.
e) Dr. E. Thrane made a brief presentation of his proposed "EPSILON Program"
which is aimed at a study of turbulence in the mesosphere and lower thermo-
sphere in the autumn of 1986. Anyone interested in this program should get
in contact with Dr. Thrane.
U. von Zahn
a
..
Third Fxperimenters Meeting of Proiect MAP/WING
(Hamburg, Augurt 20, 1983; building A,)
room A 11
AGENDA
1. Welcome and report on recent developments (by von Zahn)
2. Status of range preparations
IR instrumentation
lid-ir i-istrt=entation
MS" radar
payik ads
3. Dates of arrival at the ranges of pe:sonnel and payloade
4. Sequenca of launches within the sal•+os
5. Launch conditions for
- salvos
- M-T Payloads
- falling epheres
6. Launch constraints
7. Stratalert operations and travel
S. EISCAT in MAP/WINE
9. Future experimenters meetings and conference presentations
10. Erailon-program
Close of meeting	 the latest at
(J .I
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9:00 a.m.
',:15 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
11:45 a.m.
12:00 nuon
12:15 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
1:00 P.M.
Ouly the start time of the meeting should be considered firm.
•
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MA11 WINE Data Specification
I am proposing to share with scirutists partir.ipat,ng in the project MAP/
WINE the following geophysical and/or meteorological data:
Name: Jan Lastovick.d, Geophysical Insti'ute, Cs.echosl. Acid. Sci., Bocni II,
141 31 Prague 4, Czechoslovakia
Telephone no.: Prague - 162548
Telex no.:	 111546 ionp c
Parameter(s) to be measured:	 (a) A3 HF radio wave absorption
(b) SID monitoring
(c) AJ LF radio wave absorption
?arameter(s) to be derived from the measurement(s):
conditions in the lover ionos;here
Instrument ur-a for measurement: radio wave receivers
Location(s) of observation: (a), (b) - Panska Ves, (c) - Pruhonice near Prague
Altitude range:	 about 60-100 km integral information
Altitude resolution:
Time period of measuremenr's): 	 continuous (since 1960)
t	 Frequency of repetitive measurement during ubservation period:
continuous measurements
Special conditions for the observations:
only daylight
	
(a)
	
yes	 not applicable
only nighttime
	
not applicable
- only clear sky	 not .'applicable
- only weekdays	 not applicable
only on ),pecial 	 not applicable
- essentially daylight	 (b)	 yes
essentially nighttime (c) 	 yes
The data, which I expect to make available for MAP/WINE data exchange, will be
processed en Lhe following type of computer:
The preferred means of data transfer is 	 - number listings	 no
- punched cards	 uo
- magnetic tapes	 no
if yes, which Lype
- grcphs, mnps	 nu
- other means
	
	 Table of
SID events and of
half-hour (a) or
routine special-in-
terval ( c) average
absorptions. Copies
of original re-
cords, if required.
I estimate the time after collecting the raw data required to prepdia ' he data
into a form suitable for exchange to be:
Information is regularly available: ( b) - -)nce a day
(a), (c) - once a uonth
If required, may be available:	 ( b) - immediately
(a), (c) - once a day
15 August 1983 _	 _	 .1. 1.81i!ovicka
Date	 Sigrature
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MAP/WINE. DATA SPECIFICATION
I am proposing to share with scientists participating in the project MAP/
WINE the following geophysical and/or meteorological data:
Name: G. M. Keating, NASA Langley Research Center, MS 401 B, Hampton, VA 23165
Telephone No.: (804) 865-2084
Parameter(s) to be measured:
3115 A S 3600 A backscattered radiation
Parameter(s) to be derived from the measurement(s):
total column ozone b albedo
Instrument used for measurement:
spin-scan imaging system aboard D y namics Explorer I
Location(s) of observation:
Polar orbit about 20,000 km above Atlantic Ocean allows ozone and
cloud images every 12 minutes covering North A*:antic and Europe.
Altitude range:
column measurement
A ?titude resol--lion-
Ozone variations high correlated with dynamics near tropopause.
Spatial resolution 100 Ian
Time period of measuremenL(s):
Nov. 83 - March 84 with bes, measurements in March 1984.
Measurements obtained on dayside from morning to evening.
Fregoenc.- of repetitive measurement during observation period:
12 mi«utes
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Planned Activities for the Field Campaign of the Project
"Winter in Northern Europe (WINE)"
of the "Middle Atmsophere Program (MAP)"
(Status:	 Sept. 1, 1983)
Abstract: This report summarizes the currently plzinned a^tivit:_d during the
winter 1983/84 for the project "Winter in Northern Europe (WINE)" )f the "Middle
Atmosphere Program (MAP)". It delineates the observational periods and launch
criteria for the planned ground-based, air-borne, balloon-borne, rocket-bo-ne,
and satellite-borne observations.
1 . INTRODUCTION
The project MAP/WINE is aimed at the study of the structure and dynamics of the
middle atmosphere above northern Europe from about 50°N to 80°N during the win-
ter seas„n 1983/84, The project MAP, / WINE will be concentraring on the follcwing
science goals:
(a) To measure the morphology of small-scale dynamic features, such as turbu-
lent structures, gravity waves, and tidal waves in the winter mesosphere, to
study the control exerted by gravity waves and tides on the mean flow in the
mesosphere, and to develop improved parameterizations of the _nteractions of
small-scale dynamic processes with mesospheric temperature, structure, and mean
flow.
(b) To studv sudden stratospheric warnings, their cause, the time history of
their large-scale spatial structures, end in particular their effect on the
mesosphere temperature and dynamics.
(c) To study the effects of dynamics and temperature structure on the distribu-
tion of minor constituents, including ionospheric plasma, in the middle atmos-
phere.
(d) To intercompa:e established and recently dev l oped remote sensing and in-
situ techniques for measuring mesospheric parameters.
A more extended outline of the MAP/WINE science background and objectives, as
well as a listing of the parameters to be measured during the MAP/WINE campaign,
has been given by von Zahn (ESA SP-183, pp. 147-159, 1983). This report shall
summarize the currently planned activities during the winter 1983/84 MAP/WINE
campaign, It delineates the statue of preparations, observational periods, and
launch criteria for the planned experiments and observations.
2. GROUND-BASED OBSERVATIONS
2.1 Overview
Various methods will be employed to measure density, temperature, a number of
dynamics parameters, and selected trace constituents of the middle atmosphere by
means of ground-based methods. These experiments shall start routine data re-
cording on November 1, 1983 and operate until March 15, 1984.
2.2 Optical Methods
2.2.1 Passive Techniques
The following airglow emissions will be measured during any clear night of the
observation period:
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(69 °N)
(69°N)
(68°N)
(69 °N)
(58°N)
(69°N)
(68°N)
- OH*	 spectruphotometer at Andeites, Norway
interferometer
	 at SkiboLn, Norway
spectrometer
	
at Kiruna, Sweden
interferometer	 at Kiruna, Sweden
spectrophotometer at Lists, 	 Norway
- OT	 interferometer
	
at okibotn, Norway
interferometer
	
at Kiruna, Sweden
IR t
- 0,010 radiometer	 at Kiruna, Sweden
	 (68°N)
- N-,+
	interferometer	 at Kiruna, Sweden	 (68°N)
Furthermore, the total amount of ozcie will be measured by means of a Dobsou
epectrophotomete. at Oslo (60°N).
2.2.2 :.etive Techniques
In order to determilLe middle atmcsphere density and temperature profiles from
the measurement of Rayleigh backscatter, l;dar experiments will be operated at
- Hei3s Island (81 °N)
- Skibctn,	 Norway (69°N)
- Andoya .	Norwz; (69°N)
- Aberystwyth,	 UK (52°N)
- Garmisch, FRG (48°N)
- Obs.	 Haute Proveace,	 France (44°N)
- Bedford,	 US (42°N)
All these stations are alreaav in operation, except ier the ores at Andoya and
Bedford. The preparations for the latter twe are on schedule, however , and they
are expected to start their measirements before or at November 1, 1983.
The station in Andoy.t ;.s de.igued to measure in addition temperature profiles
for the altitude region 80 to 100 km from the measurement of the Doppler width
of the Na(D^) hyperfinestructure lines.
2.3 Me thods Employing Radio Waves
Active (radar) techniques for measuring electron density, wind, and turbulence
in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere are employed at various locations.
Ordered in terms of theiz transmitted frequencies these are:
2.3.1 Spaced Antenna Drifts Radar and Partial Reflection Radar (0.1 to 3 MHz)
Designed to measure the wind vector and/or turbulence in the altitude region
from 60 to ?20 km the following existing etations participate in MAP/WINE:
- Ramfjord, Norway
	 (70°10.)
Gorki, USSR	 (56°N)
Irkutsk, USSR	 (54°N)
Saskatoon, Canada
	 (52°N)
- Collm, GDR
	 (510N)
i
2.3.2 Microsonde and Ionosonde (0.2 to 10 MHz)
Designed to measure electron density profiles vs, virtual height in the iono-
sphere a microsonde is operated at Aberystwyth, UK (52°N) and numerous iono-
sonaes are in operation in western and eastern Europe.
w
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2.3.3 Meteor Wind Radar (appr. 40 MHz)
Designed to measure profiles of the wind vector in the 80 to 110 km altitude re-
gion the following existing meteor wind radar facilities participate in MAP/
WINE:
- Heiss Island, USSR	 (81°N)
- Obninak, USSR	 (550N)
- Sheffield and Aberdeen, UK 	 (53°N/56°N)
- Kuhlungsborn, GDR	 (54°N)
- Volgograd, USSR	 (48°N)
2.3.4 MST Radar (53.5 MHz)
The SOUSY MST radar of the Max-Plank-Inst?tut fur Aeronomie is currently being
installed on the island Andoya, about 4 km south-west of the Andoya Rocket Range
(ARR). It will have the capability of measuring in the vertical and in ' diF-
ferent otf-vertical directions (towards the north-west, north, and north-east).
Routine operational data taking by this installation is foreseen to start about
November 15, 1983.
2.3.5 Incoherent Scatter Radar (933 MHz)
The tristatic UHF system of the EISCAT facility near Tromso, Norway (70°N) will
be in full operation during the winter 1983/84. In support of MAP/WINE science
goals it can be used in particular to determine temperature, wind vector, and
electron dansity in the lower thermosphere with a height resolution down to 1
km. The steerability of the UHF system will allow to measure the geographical
distribution of some scalar parameters within some 100 km distance around
Tromso.
Within the EISCAT Sci. Association a MAP/WINE Working Group (chairman Dr. J.
Roettger) has been set up to enhance and coordinate the MAP/WINE related activi-
ties involving EISCAT.
3. AIR-BORNE OBSERVATIONS
A DFVLR jet plane carrying the air-borne microwave radiometer of the Max-Planck-
Institut fur Aeronomie / Universitat Bern will arrive at Kiruna on December 12,
1983. It will be available for measurements of middle atmosphere temperature,
water and ozone profiles jointly with a M-T payload (see 5.3.3) sounding in the
period from December 13 through 15. This M-T payload shall contain the ion mass
spectrometer.	 .
4. BALLO('N-BORNE OBSERVATIONS
Radiosonde data will be received from many stations via the appropriate WMO
channels. For processing and analyzing the data obtained from metrockets at
Andoya and Lists, the radiosonde ascents from Bodo and Stavanger, respectively,
<	 ere of particular importance. A special effort is under way to have the
stations at Bodo and Stavanger launch their radiosondes on special high-altitude
bal'oous (reaching at least 30 km/10 mb) on the days of the M-T payload launch-
ings.
At ESRANGE such high-altitude balloons are launched routinely once a week to ob-
tain information on high-altitude winds. These balloons will also be made a-
vailable in connection with the launchings of sounding rocket salvos D and R
(see 5.3.2). If supplemented by radiosondes and appropriate TM equipment at the
ground, these soundings would also yield pressure and temperature information.
A
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5. ROCKET-FJRNE OBSERVATIONS
f
	 5.1 Meteorological Rockets
5.1 .1 Overview
Both the US and the USSR carry out regular metrocket soundings from a number of
launch sites. On behalf of MAP/WINE the number of soundings carried out by the
USSR will be increased beyond the normal level. Furthermore, a regular schedule
of metrocket launches for MAP/WINE will be instituted from two Norwegian sites.
With respect to the science objective of MAP/WINE, the data obtained from met-
i'
	 rocket soundings are essential
- to enhance and support studies of large-scale dynamic processes in the
stratosphere and
- to enhance and support studies of small-scale dynamic processes in the
mesosphere.
The planned metrocket soundings can loosely be subdivided into
- routine launchings, taking place at one or more fixed days each week,
- special MAP/WINE launchings, supporting studies of special geophysical
events such as sudden stratospheric warnings or enhanced gravity wave
activity.
Routine launchings will take place from the following sites (only those north of
40°N are listed):
Heiss Island, USSR
	
81°N / 58'E
Andoya, Norway
	
69'N / 16'E
Lista, Norway
	 58'N / 7°E
Primrose Lake, Canada
	
55 ` N /IIO'W
Shemya, US
	
53°N /175°E
Volgograd, USSR
	
48°N / 46°E
Akhtopol, Bulgaria	 42°N / 28'E
The launch site at Lista will be installed and operated especially for the MAP/
WINE project. A total of 5 metrockets will be launched in addition from ESRANGE
(68°N/21'E) in support of the sounding rocket salvos D and n (see 5.3.2). The
nations supporting these metrocket launchings are the 	 , USSR, and Fed. Rep. of
Germany.
At all Scandinavian and US sit e the payloads will consist of datasondes which
	 Y
provide information on w'^ i below about 70 km and temperature below 65 km when 	
.1
in darkness (below ou km when sunlit). Only at the An^oya Rocket Range ad-
ditional m-'.;,,ckets will be launched carrying passive talling spheres (more than
50 " .sus) which allow to extend the density measurements up 	 95 km altitude
and wind measurements to 90 km.
5.1.2 Routine Launchings in the Time Period November 1, 1983 until March 15,
1984
During the MAP/WINE observational period (Nov. 1, 1983 until Mar. 15, 1984) rou-
tine launchings of metrockets will take place according to the following sched-
ules:
S^
;c•.
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Heise Island	 each Wednesday; twice weekly in Jan. and Feb, 1984
Andoya	 Dec. 1983: datasondes each Wednesday and Saturday (except
for Dec. 24)
Jan. 1984: datasondes each Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday
falling spheres each Tuesday, Thursday, and
Sunday
Feb. 1984: Same as in Dec. 1983
Lists	 Dec. 1983: each Wednesday and Saturday (except for Dec. 24)
Jan. 1984: each Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday
Feb. 1984: each Wednesday and Saturday
Primrose Lake
	
each Wednesday
Shemya
	
each Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
Volgograd	 each Wednesday; twice weekly in Jan. and Feb. 1984
Akhtopol	 each Wednesday; twice weekly in Jan. and Feb. 1984
Launchings at Andoya and Lists are planned close to 210U MET, those at Primrose
Lake and Shemya close to local noon.
5.1.3 Special Launchings
As indicated in Table 1 metrockets will be launches in connection with the MAP/
WINE sounding rocket salvos D and R, The launch sequences are defined in 5.3.2
(a).
Additional metrockets will be launched in connection with the flights of the M-T
payloads from the Andoya Rocket Range (see 5.3.3(b)).
A (t.b.d.) number of additional metrocket launches will take place at Heiss
Island, Volgograd, and Akhtopol in support of studies of a sudden stratospheric
warming.
fable I
Use of meteorological rockets and chaff payloads
at the Andoya Rocket Range, Lists, and ESRANCE
Range
	
Project
	
Data-	 Falling	 Chaff
	
sondes	 spheree
ARR
	
(a) Routine soundings 	 30	 30
(b) Salvos	 2	 4	 4
(c) M-T launchings	 about	 3	 about	 3	 !0
(d) Optional programs	 14
(e) Spares *)	 5	 7	 4
Total	 40	 58	 18
Lists
	
(a) Routine soundings 	 30
(b) Salvcs
(c) M-T launchings
(d) Optional programs
(e) Spares
	
5
Total
	 35
I
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ESR	 (a) Ruutire soundings
(b) Salvos	 4
(c) M-T launchings
(d) Optional programs
(e) Spares	 1
Total	 5
*) Spares estimates:
approx. 15% for datasondes and for falling spheres,
approx. 30% for chaff payloadb.
5.1.4. Optional Launchings
About 14 falling sphere systems are available at ARR for optional launchings.
The MAP/WINE Wcrking Group recommended the following priorities for the science
objectives of such programs:
(1) Obtain falling sphere soundings once a day throughcut a sudden
stratospheric warming, in particular in the days between the salvo D
and salvo R.
(2) Study the spectrum and propagation properties of gravity waves in the
mesosphere through a series of falling sphere launches with temporal
separations in the order of 20 minutes.
5.1.). Test Launchings
Two test launches of the VIPER 3A/falling sphere system and one of the stretched
Super Loki/chaff system will be performed at the NASA Wallops Flight Center dur-
ing the week of September 12, 1983.
One test launch of the Super Loki/datasonde system will be performed at each ARR
and Lista on November 30, 1983.
5.2 Chaff Clouds
I	 On a number of occasions clouds of chaff will be produced and track-A by radar 	 1P
to determine mesospheric winds, including their vertical components. 18 such
payloads will be available at Andoya, and 14 ea,h at Heiss Island and Volgograd.
These numbers are clearly not large enough to include chaff launchings into the
routine launching program. Hence they are destined for the special launch pro-
grams.
The chaff payloads available at Andoya will all be launched in conjunction with
the sounding rocket salvos D and R, as well as with the other M-T payloads (see
Table 1). Due to the use of a btretched Super Loki booster it is expected that
these experiments will give quantitative information on horizontal and vertical
winds in the (80) to 95 km altitude region.
5.3 3ound'nx Rockets
5.3.1 Overview
For launch from ARR and ESRANGE a total of 16 —.4 -r sounding rockets are avail-
able for a study of the winter mesosphet° and lore* thermosphere. Their instru-
t
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mentation is briefly listed in Table 2. Tea payloads are designated for launch
from ARR. :he remaining six will be launched from ESRANGE, because they all
carry recovery systems.
The 16 payloads divide into five different types: 4 types come in pails of two
payloads each ( that is M-E, M-I, M-S, and M -W) and one type is available eight-
fold (M-T). Of the latter, 6 payloads will be used to study structural, dynami-
cal, and compositionai parameters of the altitude region conditions. The re-
maining 5 pairs of payloads will be arranged in 2 salvos, these salvos shall be
launched close to the peak of a sudden stratospheric study conditions during the
recovery phase after the sudden warming. It is designat?d salvo R (for "re-
covery").
Major stratospheric warnings are relatively rare events, occurring on average
once every two winters. Of all those recorded so far, about 50% started to de-
velop in the last week of December. Therefore, in order to maximize our chances
for a study of a major stratospheric warming two demands on the overall campaign
organisation are to be observed:
- all payloads shall be full, integrated and checked -out at their respec-
tive ranges before the Christmas break in range operations. This is
to allow reasonable dense launch schedules right after Christmas in the
case that a sudden stratospheric warming is then occurring,
- the (unavoidable) Christmas break in launch operations shall be kept as
short in time as possible.
5.3.2 Salvo Launchings
(a) Launch Sequences
TM and/or radar tracking times for the various payload types are estimated as
follows:
M-T	 6 min
M-E	 30 min
M-I	 15 min
M-S	 45 min
M-W	 15 min
M-M(d) = datasonde
	
45 min
M-M(s) = falling sphere
	
20 min	 y
M-C	 = chaff cloud	 30 min	 i
The sequence of launches during the two salvos shall be as follows:
ARR:	 M-C, M-M(d), M-M(s), 14-T, M-E, M-M ( s), M-C
ESR:	 M-M(d), M-I, M-W, M-S, M-M(d)
For ARR the salvo is estimated to take about 3.5 hr. At ESR the sequence of M-W
and M- S launches may be reversed ir, order to accommodate better the lunar launch
constraints of M-W.
•
At the two ranges the payloads M-T and M-I should be launched simultaneously
(within a fei minutes). All other launches shall take place as close in time as
possible to the M-T and M- I launches. To this end the M-T payload shall not be	 ^3
tracked by radar, but rely on slant range information for trajectory reconstitu-
tion. The time separation of the M-T and M-E launches shall again be as short
as possible (primarily determined by ;he necessity to switch the range telemetry
station from M-T to M-E channels).
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(b) Trajectories
The launch azimuth and elevation of the M-T and M-E payloads shall be chosen
such that both payloads sample about the same volume at their downlegs near
the 100 km level.
(c) Launch Criteria
Launch criteria for	 the salvo D are:
-	 launch at or after Decembet	 29,	 1983
- the
	
temperature at
	
the 90 km level above Andoya, 	 as monitored by 	 the OH*-
spectrophotometer and the Na hyperfinestructure lidar, has dropped 15 K
below its mean level 30 days previous :o the launch date. 	 To obtain a
maximum amount of	 information on the behavior of the mesopause tempera-
ture the above-mentioned two experiments will be kept 	 in operation also
throughout
	
the Christmas period.
-	 t,,e radiances from the 	 channel	 26	 (centered at 4 mbar) of	 the	 SSU aboard
the NOAA satellites have risen at	 least	 15 mW/m'sr cm l	over a time
period of
	 5 days.	 The	 implied temperature rise must not necesse-ily
occur over Scandinavia,	 rather	 than anywhere north of 40"N &r.d in the
longitude band 0°	 to 90° E.
- zero to moderate geomagnetic activity
Launch constraints for 	 the M-T and M-I payloads within salvos D and R are
- solar zenith angle	 >102°
-	 local	 time:	 after 1800 MET
- no clear
	
sky required
- no constraint due to position of the moon
Launch constraints for	 the M-W payloads within 	 salvos D and R are
-	 solar zenith angle	 >100°
-	 lunar zenith angle	 >	 85°
- auroral	 conditions:	 green	 line	 intensity <	 10 kR.	 No auroral arc in
launch direction
In the event	 that no sudden stratospheric warming develops,	 launching of	 salvo
D will
	
take place February	 1,	 1984.
d
(d)	 Stratalert
v
To trigger	 the	 launches of	 salvo D and R a dedicated alert 	 system for	 sudden
stratospheric warmings will be set up and operated by K. Labitzke 	 (Freie Univer-
sitat Berlin) and myself.	 Evaluations of	 the	 stratospheric	 and,	 as	 far as	 pos-
sible,	 the mesospheric meteorological 	 situation will be done	 daily on	 the	 basis
of
-	 satellite remote	 sensing data,	 in particular from the NIMBUS	 7,	 NOAA,	 and
SHE	 satellites,
- ground-based measurements of the mesosphere and mesopause	 t^^nperatures,
and
-	 in situ measurements by radiosondes and metrockets.
In the case	 that
	
a	 sudden	 stratospheric warming develops right	 after Christmas
1983 a	 sLratalert would be 	 issued about	 1500 MET at	 December 27,	 1983 by	 the
project	 scientist via	 telephone and/or	 telex.	 This alert would	 trigger	 all
persons participating in 	 sa:vo D launchings	 to travel	 to the	 ranges on December
28.	 Metrockets would be already	 launched on December 28.	 Salvo D would follow
on December 29.
q
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In the unlikely, but not impossible case that absolutely no sudden stratospheric
watmings occur, persons would stay home at standby until January 23, 1984 the
Latest. Under these circumstances once weekly launches of M-T payloads would
be resumed (see 5.3.3) on January 25, 1984. L-u..^hing of salvo D would then
occur February 1 and that of salvo R. two to three w-eks after salvo D, depending
on the meteorological conditions,
5.3.3 M-T Payloads
(a) Composition and Launch Criteria of M-T Payloads
Launch Date	 Type of	 Geomagnetic
No.	 or Allocation	 Spectrometer	 CNIRPS	 Activity
1	 Dec 7 BUGATTI 03 0.1	 to	 0.5	 dB
2	 Dec 14 IOMAS H2O 0.5 dB
3	 salvo D DUGATTI H2O 0 to moderate
4	 salvo D + 4 da y s IOMAS (tbd) 0.5	 dB
5	 salvo D + 9 da y s (tbd) (tbd) • 0.5	 dB
6	 salvo r IOMAS 03 0 to moderate
7	 clear sky program BUGATTI 03 0.1	 to 0.5	 dB
8	 spare (tbd) (tbd) tbd
Payloads no. 7 and 8 could be launched at any date during the field campaign at
ARR, except for the time period Dec. 16 through Dec. 28, 1983.
Further launch constraints for M-T payloads, whic;i also apply to their launches
within salvos D and R, are:
- solar zenith angle < 102°
- local time: after 1800 MF.T
- no constraint due to position of the moon
- clear sky much desired, but not required for payloads no. I through 6
- clear eky required for launch of payload no. 7
As indicated above, a clear sky is not a requirement for launching the M-T pzy-
loads no. I through 6. At lease one payload, however, shall be launched with
clear sky and only after the CH*-spectrophotometer, the Na-lidar
'
and the MST
radar have obtained continuous data for more than 3 hours. This M-T payload
shall contain the BUGATTi mass spectrometer and a CNIRPS instrument measuring
ozone.
(b) Launch Sequence for M-T Payloads
For each of the M-T payloads no. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 the launch sequence shall
be
M-C, M-T, M-M(s), M-M(d), M-C
(c) Trajectory Reconstitution
The first two M-T payloads (launched in December 1983) shall be skin-tracked by
the MPS-36 radar. This will allow a comparison. o° the trajectories obtained
from the radar and from the slant range system incorporated in the payloads. In
subsequent launching, of the M-T payloads, the radar will be used to track
either falling spheres or chaff clouds launched near-simultaneously with the
flight of the M-T payloads.
I
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(d) Miscellaneous Items
All M-T payloads are equipped with an ejectable, split nose cone of new design.
The nominal spin rate of the payloads tae been chosen as 4 * I rps. The current
estimate on the apogee of the M-T payloads is for the
BUCATTI version	 123.9 km
IOMtiS	 version	 121.4 km
5 .3.4 Soviet SoundinZ Rockets
About 15 MR-12 sounding rockets will be launched from Heise Island, P ,SR in
January/February 1984 in close coordination with the launch activities at ARR
and ESRANCE.
6. SATELLITE-BORNE OBSERVATIONS
Quick-look data from the satellites NIMBUS 7, NOAA, and SME will be transmitted
to the Freie Universitat Berlin within 24 h after sampling the data. There they
will be analyzed, jointly with the ground-based and metrocket data, to provide
a picture of the meteorological state of the stratosphere and lower mesosphere
in the Northern Hemisphere. This information will be transmitted via telefax to
the project office at the Andoya Rocket Range for use in the day-to-day campaign
planning.
U. von Zahn
,
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Mailing List	 for the MAP/WINE Protect
(Status: Sept.	 1,	 1983)
Andoya Rocket Range, Norway Reg Dir M.	 Otterbein,	 FRG
Dr.	 F. Arnold,	 FRG Dr. S. V.	 Pakhomov, USSR
Dr.	 H. Auchter,	 FRG Dr. C. R.	 Philbrick,	 USA
Dr.	 K. D.	 Baker,	 USA Dr. B. S.	 N.	 Prasad,	 India
Dr.	 J. J.	 Barnett,	 UK Dr. Z. C.	 Rapoport,	 USSR
Prof. C.	 A.	 Barth,	 USA Prof. E.	 Raschke,	 FRC
Dr.	 R. D.	 Bojkov,
	
Switzerland Dr. D. Rees,	 UK
Dr.	 G. Brasseur,	 Belgium D:. R. Reiter,	 FRG
Dr.	 R. Bjurstrom,	 Norway Dr. 0. Rohrig,	 FRG
Prof. P.	 Blum,	 FRG Dr. J. Rottger,	 Sweden
'	 Prof. S.	 A.	 Bowhill,	 USA Dr. R. Ruster,	 FRG
Di.	 A. Brekke,	 Norway Dr. F. J.	 Schmidlin,	 USA
Dr.	 M. L.	 Chanin,	 France Dr. G. Schmidt,	 FRG
Prof. P.	 Crutzen,	 FRG Dr. R. Schminder,	 GDR
Dr.	 P. Czechowsky,	 FRC Lt. Col. P.	 Soliz,	 UK
Dr.	 A. F.	 Dahl,	 FRG Prof. F.	 Speth,	 FRG
Prof. A.	 D.	 Danilov,	 USSR Dr. A. Szillinsky,	 FRG
Prof. A.	 F.bel,	 FRG Dr. J. Taagholt,	 Denmark
Dr.	 H. Fischer,	 FRG Prof. J. Taubenheim,	 GDR
Dr.	 M. Friedrich,	 Austria Prof. L.	 Thomas,	 UK
Dr.	 K. U. Crossmann,	 FRG Dr. F. V.	 Thrane,	 Norway
Dr.	 A. Gundersen,	 Norway Dr. G. Thuillier,	 France
Dr.	 G. K. Nartmann,	 FRG Dr. J. L'lwick,	 USA
Dr.	 A. Hauchecorne,	 France Dr. A. llrbar,	 Austria
Dr.	 A. Helger,	 Sweden Dr. V. V.	 Viscov,	 USSR
Dr.	 J. A.	 Holtet,
	
Norway P-of. H.	 Volland,	 FRG
Dr.	 C. M.	 Keating,	 USA Prof. Volvovsky, USSR
Dr.	 D. J.	 Kelley,	 USA Dr. H. U.	 Widdel,	 FRG,
Dr.	 S. S.	 Khodkin,	 USSR Dr. E. R.	 Wi l liams,	 UK
Dr.	 J. Klostermeyer,	 FRG Dr. G. Witt,	 Sweden
Prof. H.	 Kohl,	 FRG Prof. U. von Zahn,	 FRC
Dr.	 D. Krankowsky, FRC Dr. Zdarsky, FRG
Dr.	 K. F.	 Kunzi,	 Switzerland
Dr.	 A. A.	 Kumit,ov,	 USSR
Prof. K.	 Labitzke,	 FRG
Dr.	 S. H.	 H.	 Larsen,	 Norway
Dr.	 J. Lastovicka,	 Czechoslovakia
Prof. C.	 H.	 Liu,	 USA
Dr.	 A. H.	 Manson,	 Canada
Dr.	 H. G.	 Mueller,	 UK
Prof. D.	 Offermann,	 FRG
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ATTACHMENT 28. IGBP PROPOSAL,
From a talk by Academy member Herbert Friedman leading off a symposium, "The
Legacy of the IGY," during the 120th annual meeting of the National Academy
of Sciences, Aptil 1983.
The success of the International Geophysical Year O GY) has prompted contem-
porary geoscientists to consider the possibility of a second generation ICY,
to which we have tentatively given the name International Geosphere-Bioapherc
Program (1G-BP). Biosphere studies were essentially neglected during the ICY
but concern for the envirormlent has hei,htened our awareness of the need for
scientific understanding of atmospheric pollutants and biogeochemical cycles,
and of the links between geophysical and biological processes.
IGBP is still an unstructured concept. 	 It is essential that the programs
be global in character to derive substantial benefits from international cooper-
ation. The science involved must have strong cross-disciplinary content to con-
nect the diversity of scientific subdisciplines that constitute the whole of
geoscience.
It is possible to frame scientific programs of a global character with well
defined emphases in several major categories, i.e., solar-terrestrial relation-
ships, lithospheric dynamics, oceans and atmosphere, and the biosphere. Within
each of these major blocks of geoscience the value of organized international
cooperation is unquestioned. In each major block many special projects are al-
ready Manned or under serious discussion. The question we raise is whether a
general umbrella plan for all of these major blocks of geoscience can be formu-
latea to enhance the cross-disciplinary exchange of ideas in such a may that the
totality of scientific progess will be greater than the sum of the constituent
parts.
If we search for cross-disciplinary connections they turn out to be more
common than uncommon. Let me offer some examples, usi ­. a „ ^_1+ widely separated
elements as the sun and the earth.
*We learn about the interior of the earth from seismology. In the past
decade, solar physicists have taken their cue f.um seismrlogists and used obser-
vations of solar vibrations to learn about the interior of the sua.
*NASA has on the drawing board a project called "Starprobe” wi,ich will ap-
proach within four solar radii in a highly eccentric orbit and measure the mass
aistribution of the solar interior just as geosatellites have done for the earth
and lunar orbiters for the moon.
*Solar magnetism is - laced to its internal Epin and convection much as we
believe terrestrial magnetism derives from rotation and convection in the
earth's liquid core. Solar magnetism reverses every 22 years, terrestrial mag-
netism every million years. The similarities, in principle, of the physical
processes are impressive.
Unlike the ICY, which was planned to run less than two years, the IGBP m,+st
be designed to cover one or two decades because many of the natural geosphere-
biosphere cycles are that lung or longer.
IGY contributed greatly to intern.tional understanding, but the stimulus
for international cooperation has been wearing thin over the years. I believe
we should try to revive it again.
y
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ATTACHMENT 29. REPORT ON THE ICSU COLLOQUIP.1 ON GLOBAL CHANGE
Warsaw, August 3, 1983
by Juan G. Roederer
The origin of the Colloquium goes bacl. to reflections on the IGY and post-
IGY programs at the ICSU General Assembly in 1982, and to discussions by several
groups on the desirability of exploring a major international program which
would focus on the intera::t:.ons among physical, chemical and biological process-
es that link the principal components of the geosphere-biosphere system, namely
the atmosphere, the oceans, the lithosphere and the solar-terrestrial chain.
The program would have a strongly interdisciplinary character, would build on
and strengthen ongoing programs with congruent objectives, would incorporate
latest developments in techniques, instrumentation and data handling and analy-
sis capability, and would have as central ultimate goal the enhancement of our
ability to manage more intellig_ •ntly the processes releva— to biological pro-
ductivity and human habitability.
The declared objective of the Colloquium was to initiate a discussion among
a small group of people concerning a scientific strategy for a program along the
a F.:e-mentioned lines that would be attractive to the international scientific
:ommunity and make pertinent recommendations to the ICSU General Committee.
;he Colloquium consisted of formal presentations and a general discussion.
The formal part started with a report by J. G. Roedereron a Workshop held by
the US National Academy of Sciences the week before, on the subject "Toward an
International Geosphere-Biosphere Program" (IGBP), which concluded that "a major
program focussing on the interaction between the intervening systems of the geo-
sphere-biosphere and their dynamic change is of sufficient scientific and prac-
tical importance, that consideration of this issue by ICSU during the next 12
months is warranted and thus should be supported". This presentation was fol-
lowed by a presentation by R. West from LAU, who emphasized t`:e importance of
comparative planetology for a comprehensive study of global. change. Dr. H. J.
Bolle reported on existing and planntd COSPAR-sponsored programs relevant to the
subject under discussion. Academician N. M. Emanuel presented four suggested
biological problems of relevance, and E. A. Flinn discussed the International
Program on the Lithosphere and its implications on the proposed program under
discussion.
During the general discussion, consensus was reached on the following
points:
1. Desirability of defining a major program which would be carried out under
ICSU auspices before the end of the century, concerning global change and re-
lated processes in the geosphere-biosphere, including the impact of human acti-
vity on the system.
2. The program should be truly interdisciplinary, focus on interactions be-
tween components, not limited to just a few disciplines and not necessarily
limited to the natural sciences only.
3. The program should only include those tasks that demand international co-
operation and concentrate on studies that cannot be carried out in traditional
fashion.
4. The program, while interdisciplinary, should focus on a very limited num-
ber of major areas or projects, and have a well-defined time-scale. However,
individual disciplines may set up "satellite" or "tributary" projects feeding
crucial information to the main international program.
v
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5. The program should pay special attention to new techniques, especially
for handling and analysis of large data bases on an international basis.
6. The program should involve developing countries and if possible help pro-
mote scientific activity and education in these countries.
The following steps and courses of action were recommended to the ICSU
General Committee:
(i) That a study be undertaken to define such a program
(ii) That a small group of persons be charged with
(a) making an inventory of existing and planned relevant programs and their
interrelations
(b) identifying areas which are not adequately covered
(c) select those areas which conform to the above-mentioned key points 1-6
(d) define the program in detail after appropriate consultation
(e) organize a Symposium on Global Change to take place prior to the 20th
General Assembly of ICSU in Ottawa in 1984.
(iii) Based on the comments from ICSU members and on the work of the Symposium,
a comprehensive recommendation for further action would be addressed to the
General Assembly.
The ICSU General Committee endorsed these recommendations on August 4 and
established the ad-hoc group with T. F. Malone and J. G. Roederer (both USA) as
chairman and co-chairman, respectively, and the following initial core of mem-
bers: E. Ayensu, H. Rolle, E. Flinn, J. LaRiviere, W. Manshard, R. Stewart and
R. West (ex officio). Additional members will be appointed from within and out-
,	 side ICSU.
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	 ATTACHMENT 30. XVIII GEN "7 RAL ASSEMBLY OF THE IUGG
Hamburg, August 15-21, 1983
Excerpts of the ICMUA President's Report
"...Both the Solar/Terrestrial Relations Group (Dr. A. D. Belmont) and the
Middle Atmosphere Climatology Group (Prof. K. Labitzke) are holding organiza-
tional meetings at this Assembly, as is the Noctilucent Cloud Group (Dr. 0.
Avaste), which is also preparing a "State of the art" report and planning a
workshop to be held in Tall'n in August, 1984.
The Working Cruup on Tides in the Middle Atmosphere (Dr. J. M. Forbes) is
holding its first workshop during this Assembly. In addition to chairing this
working group, Dr. Forbes is also chairman of ATMAP, Atmospheric Tides in the
Middle Atmosphere Project, a MAP committee. ATMAP will coexist with the ICMUA
Working Group, with the latter having somewhat different and longer term goals,
including the development of models, providing contributions to reference atmo-
spheres, development of improved and standardized methods of data analysis, and
coordination with other ICMUA working groups and interests.
ICMUA is making a large contribution to this Assembly in its involvement in
two symposia, co-convened with IAGA; IUGG Union Symposium 14 (your President is
co-convenor with Dr. Rex Megill of IAGA) and the Middle Atmosphere Science Sym-
posium (co-convened by our Secretary, Dr. Adolf Ebel, and Dr. Paul Simon repre-
sent--ng IAGA)."
ATTACHMENT 30.1. MINUTES OF THE SUB-COMMISSION ICHUA-CLIMATOLOGY
OF THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE
Prof. K. Labitzke
ICMUA-Climatology
The group which was established via correspondence, met for the first time on 23
August, and 9 members attended.
At first the objectives of the group were discussed. There was general agree-
ment that i.t would be useful to collect available information to compile a
climatology of the M.A. mean state and variability. This would be a needed ad-
dition to any reference atmosphere, as e.g., the new CIRA (COSPAR INTERNATIONAL
i	 REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE) for which some members of the group are also contributing.
As a first part of this climatology, Dr. A. H. Manson (Canada) will begin com-
piling a Climatology of Annual Zonal and Meridional Winds Cross-Section Data
(Height/Time), based on several sets of redar observations (60/80-105 km), which
are available froir different NH and SH stations. These will be of use for Tidal
and Gravity Wave modelling, General Circulation Model output comparisons, and
satellite-derived geostrophic wind comparisons.
It is tentatively planned to ask the MAP Steering Committee to publish this re-
port as a MAP Handbook.
Membership:
The group wants to invite Dr. M. L. Chanin (France) and Dr. G. J. Fraser (New
Zealand) as members.
^^ I
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ATTACHMENT 31. IAGA INTERDIVISIONAL COMMISSION ON THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE
The IAGA Interdivisional Commission on the Middle Atmosphere, at its
Businebs Meeting during the IUGG General Assembly in Hamburg on 19 August 1983,
discussed its future activities. Prof. J. Taubenheim (GDR), former Co-Chairman
of this Commission, was appointed new Chairman, and Dr. P. C. Simon ( Belgium)
sew Co-Chairman. In addition to its already existing Working Group on
"Irradiances Relevant to Aeronomic Processes in the Middle Atmosphere"
(Chairman: P. C. Simon), which held a meeting at Hamburg, also, the
Interdivisional Commission approved the formation of two new Working Groups:
"Aeronomic Processes of the Middle Atmosphere" ( Chairman: G. Megie, France),
and "Global Survey of Chemical Processes and Related Airglow Phenomena in the
Middle Atmosphere" ( Chairman: G. E. Thomas, USA). Further, the meeting
considered a proposal to establish a working group on "External Forcing of the
Middle Atmosphere" (e.g., forcing by events of solar origin, and by long-term or
quasi-periodic variations in solar UV radiation and otter agents, etc.),
provided that there is a sufficient response of interest from she international
scientific cocmunity. Comments and announcements of interest to the latter
proposal are welcome, and should be sent to Dr. J. Lastovicka ( Geophysical
Institute, Bocni II, to-14131 Prague, Czechoslovakia), who has agrees to serve
as a co-chairman of the proposed working group, or to Prof. J. Taubenheim
(Central :nstitute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics, DDR-1199 Berlin, GDR).
^^I
ATTACHMENT 32. MAP STEERING COMMITTEE
Room 05, Building A, University of Hamburg
Hamburg, FRG
0900-1700, August 13-14, 1983
TENTATIVE AGENDA
e	 1. Opening Remarks
2. Approval of Agenda
3. Minutes of Ottawa Meetings
y . MSG Reports:	 MSG-5	 Ions and Aerosols - Arnold/McCormick
MSG-6	 Scientific Aspects of an International Equatorial
Observatory - Kato
MSG-7
	 Penetration of Solar Radiation into the Atmosphere
- Frederick
MSG-8	 Atmos pheric Chemistry - Witt
MSG-9	 Measurement of Atmosphere Parameters by Long Duration
Balloon Flights - Blamont
5. Proposals for new MSGs
6. MAP Project	 Reports:	 AMA - Hirasawa	 GOSSA - McCormick
ATMAP - Forbes	 GRATMAP - Geller
CAMP - Witt	 MAE - Maynard
CLIMAT - Russell	 OZMAP - Heath
DYNAMICS - Labitzke 	 SSIM - Simon
GLOBMET - Roper	 WINS - von Zahn
GLOBUS - Offermann
7. New MAP Project:
	
MSTR_1C
8. Comments	 by National Representatives Present at the Meeting
9. Regional Consultative Group Report - Chanir.
i v
10. Data Management Committee Report - Hartmann/Hirota
11. Publicationz Committee Report - Sechrist
12. Workshop Reports.	 -rMP-1, Oxford - Labitzke
Technical Aspects of MST Radar, Urbana-Bowhill/Liu
13. Symposium on Ground-Based Studies of the Middle Atmosphere Report -
Taubenheim
14. Future Workshops/Symposia:	 COSPAR,	 First Achievements of MAP, Graz
.iune	 1984 - Labitzke
MAP Symposium, Kyoto,
	 November 1984 - Kato
IAGA,	 MAP Symposium,	 Prague,
	 1985
15. Middle Atmosphere Cooperation (MAC)
16. Date and Location of Next MAPSC Meeting
:	 17. Other Business
r, A
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ATTACHMENT 52.1. SECOND MEETING OF THE MAPSC
Friday, August 26, 1983
	 1230, Room A 05
AGFNDA
1. Approval of draft condensed minutes of August 13-14 meeting (distributed)
2. Report of Subcommittee on resolution for MAC -- Simon
3. Report of MSG-6, Scientific aspects of an international equatorial observa-
t
	 tory, meeting held on August 22, and presentation of recommendation --
Kato
4. Reports of other Project and Working Group Meetings, and presentation of
recommendations, if any
(a) PMP-1 (meeting of August 17) -- Labitzke
(b) MSG-7 Penetration of bolar radiation into the atmosphere (meeting of
August 22) -- Frederick
(c) MSG-8 Atmospheric Chemistry -- Witt
(d) ATMAP (Wg kshop on August 17) -- Vincent
(e) CLIMAT (meeting of August 24) -- Russell
(f) GRATMAP (meeting of August 24) -- Geller
(g) MAE (meeting of August 24) -- Goldberg
(h) MSTRAC (meeting of August 24) -- Balsley
(i) SSIM (meeting of August 22) -- Simon
(j) WINE (meeLing of August 10) -- Labitzke
(k) Any other reports
5. Any other business
V
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PART 2
Research Recommendations for Increased U.S. Participation
in the Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP)
Prepared by the Panel on the Middle Atmosphere Program
^ .0
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The Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP) is a cooperative international scien-
tific venture spanning the years 1982-1985. The middle atmosphere is somewhat
loosely defined as that region between the upper troposphere and the lower
thermosphere, an approximate range of 10 to 100 1® in altitude.
Within the United States, the Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Research of
the National Research Council, through its Panel on the Middle Atmosphere Pro-
gram, is concerned with fostering U.S. participation in MAP and with facili-
tating the effectiveness of MAP. Liaison between the Panel and various federal
agencies is accomplished through the Interagency Coordination Committee for MAP;
appointed by the U.S. government Subcommittee on Atmospheric Research.
The present report is the second report of the Panel on the Middle A[me-
sphere Program. The first report, issued in 1980, offered possibilities on how
U.S. research efforta could fit into the international MAP structure. The
present report identifies specific scientifi- problems in which increased atten-
tion is required to support the objectives of the international MAP. As such,
it is intended to be useful to agency planners within the United States, as well
as to the international MAP community.
This report was reviewed and endorsed by the Committee on Solar-Terrestrial
Research in April 1983 prior to review by a group approved by the National Re-
search Council's Report Review Committee. The Panel on 4AP is indebted to mem-
bers of the Interagency Coordination Committee for MAP, the Committee on Solar-
Terrestrial Research, and the various reviewers for their valuable comments and
suggestion during the course of this study.
INTERNATIONAL MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE PROGRAM
The Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP) is an international cooperative scien-
tific venture, and the major MAP Objective is
. to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the structure,
chemistry, dynamics, and energetics of the middle atmosphere.
MAP was formed under the auspices of the Scientific Committee on Solar-
Terrestrial Physics (SCOSTEP) of the International Council of Scientific Unions
(ICSU). It was designed to span the years 1982 to 1985 and is guided by the MAP
Steering Committee of SCOSTEP.
MAP was established to facilitate international plane for coordinated ob-
servations of the middle atmosphere (-10- to 100-1on altitude). To a large de-
gree, many of the observational programs existed before the establishment of
MAP. Therefore the main role of MAP was to broaden and strengthen the level of
participation in such programs rather than to initiate new ones.
DOMESTIC PROGRAMS
Within the United States, many of the pre-existing middle atmosphere re-
search programs have been initiated and funded by government agencies that have
rather sharply focused objectives. The range of objectives for mic:dle atmo-
sphere reseArch of ar.y given agency are encompassed in, but are more narrowly
focused than, the international "MAP Objective." Because of thib, there is no
'V
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designated lead agency for implementing MAP goals and programs. More signifi-
cantly, perhaps, there have been no designated agency funds allocated in direct
support of international MAP research. However, many U.S. scientists partici-
pate in international MAP activities in order to enhance their individual re-
search objectives.
The United States officially participates in MAP through the Committee on
Solar-Terrestrial Research (CSTR) of the National Research Council (NRC). The
CSTR, which serves as the U.S. National Committee for SCOSTEP, established a
Panel on the Middle Atmosphere Program to enhance the effectiveness of MAP, both
	
r
	
nationally and internationally.
Complimentary to the NRC MAP Panel, the U.S, government Subcommittee on
Atmospheric Research ( of the Committee on Atmospheres and Oceans) created an
Interagency Coordination Committee for MAP. This group (see Appendix) is com-
posed of representatives from each of the interested federal agencies and is
working with the MAP Panel to address the scientific problem areas identified in
this report.
APPROACH TO RECOMICENDATIONS
Given the above U.S. and international MAP structure, the panel was faced
with the problem of how best to enhance the effectiveness of MAP. Because the
MAP Objective is centered on the encouragement of sound scientific understand-
ing, the panel decided that all of its deliberations and activities would be
centered about that objective. It was reasoned that progress toward the MAP
Objective would ultimately serve all middle atmosphere interests of the agencies
through the fostering of improved scientific understanding.
The panel alas realized that many well-conceived programs of middle atmo--
sphere research are already in place. Furthermore, meaningful, up-to-date re-
views of the state of middle atmosphere science have been published recently
(e.g., NASA, !979; WMO, 1981). The panel, therefore, decided to emphasize those
areas in which progress toward fulfillment of the MAP Objective is likely to lag
unless incremental resources and attention are devoted to them.
Thus, this report contains no direct assessment of the existing programs in
which significant progress toward development of middle atmosphere understanding
is being achieved. However, the ongoing research must be regardec as the
cornerstone of this report. Without such a strong base of research progress,
it would be meaningless for the panel to attempt to identify those special sub-
jects in which increased research attention is required.
Consequently, the recommendations should not be interpreted as a threat to
impede engoing (and already planned) research. This consideration should be em-
phasized since some important problems are conspicuously absent from the list
of recommendations below, simply because they are currently receiving signifi-
cant attention from the scientific community and the funding agencies. Impor-
tant examples include theoretical studies, comprehensive thref -dimensional
modeling, measurement of "fast chemistry" species, laboratory spectroscopy and
che•aical kinetics, the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite program (LIARS), and
satellite temperature soundings. If the research funding in any of these funds-
r.ental areas were to be significantly reduced, the incremental research priori-
ties established by this panel would change drastically.
Finally, it cannot be overemphasized that these recommendations are based
on a perception of important problems in which progress would likely lag behind
that in other areas. There is no implication that these problems are easy to
solve or present high-leverage opportunities. In some cases the opposite is
true. These problems are highlighted here because they are difficult areas in
.!
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which real progress is required before a satisfactory comprehensive understane-
ing of the middle atmosphere can be claimed.
The ordering of research priorities was determined by the following pro-
cedure. At a meeting of the MAP Panel, informal reports from panel members
representing each of the U.S. MAP Initiatives (Panel on thi Middle Atmosphere
Program, 1980) were presented and discussed. From these d ,cussions, a large
initial list was reduced to nine basic problem areas identified as being of
special interest and scientific importance for the MAP Objective. This list of
problem areas was then defined more clearly for presentation to the panel at a
later date. Each panel member then chose about five problems in order of pri-
ority; the choices by each member were backed by an analysis of the justifica-
tion for the priorities chosen. This process led to the research priorities as
listed and explained below.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INCREASED RESEARCH
In this section the recommendations fur increased research are set into
three broad categories: highest priority, high priority, and important. In
this context, these designators represent the degree of consensus among the di-
verse panel members relative to the MAP Objective and the perceived need for
greater scientific and funding attention.
Highest Priority
The Upper Mesosphere: Radiation, Chemistry, and Dynamics
Of all the unsolved problems of the middle atmosphere, more seem to occur
in the upper mesosphere than in any other region. These problems include, for
example, the reversed meridional temperature gradients ant associated closed-off
zonal jets, the temperature lapse-rate change, ozone chemistry, ion chemistry,
non-LTE (local thermodynamic equilibrium) infrared radiation, interaction with
the lower thermosphere, and the "deferred" shortwave-heating phenomenon. These
unsolved problems provide serious barriers to our comprehensive understanding of
this region.
C'ne general reason for the accumulation of problems here is that radiative,
chemical, and dynamical equations used to model the regions below the upper
mesosphere all contain simplifications, which, in one form or anoin:r, invoke
"scal,-separation" approximations. At upper mesospheric heights, these approxi-
mations tens to break down. This implies that the theories and modeling for
this region require special attention beyond that usually required for the re-
gions above or below it.
Another set of difficulties that arises in the upper mesosphere is related
to measurement errors. This region is higher than can be casily and inexpen-
sively reached with in situ instrumentation. Unfortunately, measurement capa-
bilities of satellites also tend to be diminished here, for a variety of
reasons. These difficulties have led to a situation where both the quentity and
quality of measurements raise serious barriers against a reliable determination
of the structure of this region.
A particularly noteworthy example of measurement problems throughout the
mesosphere is provided by the severe difficulties in determining the ozone
climatology of thet region. Although a great number of ozone measurements have
been made in the upper mesosphere, the scatter in the measurements is so large
as to raise serious questions about their valic!ity. Because of this, any analy-
sis approach that cannot separate out the incorrect measurements will lead to
confusing results. Owing to the importance of ozone in the mesospheric thermal
and chemical structure, either better measurements or better analyses rust be
I
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forthcoming. Without this, our knowledge of the chemical and radiative effects
in this region will remain seriously incomplete.
Perhaps the MAP period provides an opportune time to begin a more concen-
trated interdisciplinary approach to the solution of these problems. Improve-
ments in measurement and theory of the upper mesosphere will require careful
planning before a valid research strategy can be developed.
Nature of Middle Atmosphere Gravity Waves and Turbulence
The contribution of gravity waves and their breaking into turbulence ap-
pears to occupy a more important role in the large-scale dynamics of the entire
middle atmosphere than previously assumed. Not only can the dissipation of such
waves exe:t a large influence on the zonal flow, but also they can contribute
directly to the dissipation of the larger-scale disturbances. Until the struc-
ture and morphology of such waves and their associated turbulence can be identi-
fied, it will be extremely difficult to construct quantitatively acceptable
parameterizations of their net effects for use in dynamical models of the middle
atmosphere.
Another problem in which the contribution of gravity waves might be im-
portant is in the transport of trace Lunatituents and heal in the middle atmo-
sphere. The breakdown of such Waves into turbulence may influence transport in
at least two significant ways. First, the presence of turbulent "patches" would
act to provide a mechanism for irreversible transport of trace constituents or
heat. Second, the deceleration of zonal momentum produced by dissipating gravi-
ty waves can contribute to enhanced excitation of a significant meridional mean
motion of air parcels. This systematic large-scale effect could prove to be
even more important than the local transport effect.
One -)f the major unsolved questions concerning gravity waves and turbu-
l ence cor,erns their relative importance in the 30- to 60-km region. Below
30 km, mcisurements suggest a relatively minor role in comparison to larger-
scale motions, whereas above 60 km, such effects are important and possibly
dominant. To claim a proper understanding of the 30- to 60-km region, it is
essential that the role of gravity waves, their s. ociated turbulence pro-
duction, and their impact on larger-scale motions be clarified.
With the successful development of the mesosphere- stratosphere-tropusphere
(MST) radar and lidar systems, it now appears that the required smaller-scale
information might be obtainable in these previously inaccessible regions of the
middle atmosphere. However, experience strongly suggests that improved theo-
retical frameworks will be required to facilitate a meaningful analysis and in-
terpretation of the forthcoming data. Without significant support of the re-
-ired complementary theory and analysis, the new measurement capabilities could
fall far short of their potential.
Long-Term Measurement of Climatically and Chemically Important Quantities
A number of questions concerning -- l imatically and chemically significant
anthropogenic perturbations are of re&_ concern in the middle atmosphere. This
is because the thermal response to various anticipated perturbations (e.g.,
CO 2
 and 0 3 ) are expected to be large in this region. Thus, long-term measur
men ts can provide an invaluable baseline for evaluating change over a period of
years. Without this, we will be unable to determine the character of such
changes, or, indeed, if they happened at all.
At first glance, it may appear to be inappropriate that a special period
such as that of MAP be used as a forum for initiating a long-term measurement
activity. A counter argument is that the enhanced attention to the middle
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atmosphere because of MAP might provide the stimulus required to set in place
at least a well-posed minimum network. Also, it should be pointed out that even
the MAP Objective implicitly requires this, simply because the unperturbed
middle atmosphere no longer exists. Thus, an understanding of the middle atmo-
sphere as it is already requires an understanding of how it may be changing
owing to altered conditions. Furthermore, even if there were no expectation of
systematic long-term trends, it would still be important to understand the
mechanisms leading to middle atmosphere variability on time scales ranging from
yearly to at least that of the 11-year solar cycle.
Although there is a long list of items for which sustained measurement is
desirable, there appears to be an irreducible set that needs to be considered:
1. Measurements of 0 3 , temperature, and ultraviolet solar flux. This
combination is necessary for separation of 0 , and CO 2 signals.
2. Measurements o f stratospheric aerosol content and its radiative prop-
erties (size, chemical composition, index of refraction, for example).
V,is allows assessment of effects of volcanic perturbations. This is
;.articularly relevant for the MAP period in view of the recent massive
stratospheric injection from the eruption of E1 Chichon. The strato-
sphere will be quite anomalous in this sense throughout the MAP period.
In fact, a number of remote-sensing instruments have received contami-
nated readings owing to the dust effects.
3. Measurements of radiatively important long-lived ozone chemistry pre-
cursors (N 2 0, CH` , CFCL3 , CFCL 2 and H 2O, for example).
may allow determination of t9e changing input to ozone chemistry as
well as their independent greenhouse radiative effects. Time series
of profiles from the ground to the middle/upper stratosphere at se-
lected locations should prove to be invaluable in this regard. It is
also of special interest that the NIMBUS-7 SAMS satellite has recently
obtained preliminary middle stratospheric measurements of CH  and
As in most, if not all, such problems of a global character, individual
groups or agencies cannot solve them in isolation. Much intergroup, inter-
agency, and ,_ver international planning and cooperation is required. It is the
panel's view that this process must be accelerated and that increased insti-
tutional (and personal) commitments must be made. Optim-.= planning, to the de-
gree that it is even possible, will require an unusual level of interaction and
cooperation among theorists, modelers, data analysts, statisticians, instru-
mentalists, and administrators.
High Priority
Increased Analysis of Available Data
It is, perhaps, surprising to argue for a more complete analysis of available
data during the special MAP period in which great emphasis is being placed on
the acquisition of more data. The fact is, however, that previous successful
efforts to obtain data have nearly always been followed by serious underutiliza-
tion of the available data. It is reasonable to assume that, unless special
steps are taken, history will repeat itself. In thib case, the assessment of
our previous measurement efforts could be significantly improved through a
greater commitment to analyze such data.
Through a widely varied set of personal research experiences, the members
of this panel are aware of the many reasons why such data sets tend to remain
underanalvzed.
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First, measurement programs tend to be conceived and carried out by scien-
tists with strong interest in measurement technique. These skills are not
necessarily the same ones that result in strong analysis and interpretation of
data.
Second, all data sets tend to contain serious problems in terms of measure-
ment accuracy and sampling density. This often leads to an understandable un-
willingness to spend the considerable time and effort required to extract the
information available from a given data set. It is normally much more exciting
to plan for a new data set that will not contain the problems in the previous
set. A serious flaw in such reasoning is that often it is only careful analysis
efforts that allow fuller understanding of the earlier defici :ncies. Analysis
also provides a sharper understanding and focus of the scientific issues that
should be addressed thraugh such data sets. Without such intensive effort, many
of the mistakes made earlier will merely be repeated. It is eucouuraging that
there is beginning to be an increased awareness of theau problems on the part of
som- agencies. This slowly increasirg agency awareness needs to be accompanied
by a stronger commitment toward data analysis on the part of Lhe scientific
community.
In many caces the data available for more intensive analysis span a decade
or more. This implies that considerable information can be gained on the longer
time scales commensurate with the interannual variability, as well as to long-
term means of basic and derived quantities. Some obvious possibilities for in-
creaeed attention rre:
1. Quasi
-
geostrophic dynamical climatology from satellite -measured tem-
perature data;
2. Ozone climatology from satellites, balloons, and rockets;
3. Statistical and time - series analyses from the meteorological rocket
network;
4. Statistical and time - series analyses of various types of radar data.
Also, efforts must be made to bridge the gap between radar signals and
traditional quantities, such as temperature, win,16, and trace - constitu-
ent mixing ratios.
Water Transport near the Tropical Tropopause
After all the studies of the past 30 years, the precise mechanisms leading
to the observed desicated stratosphere have yet to Le identified with clarity.
It is still agreed that significant "cold-trapping" of upward-moving air in the
vicinity of the tropical tropopause provides a central mechanism for the removal
of water. However, there remain a number of opinions as to the space and time
scales of motions domina t ing this removal et very low temperatures ( say, -83°C).	 .1
It is difficult to see how much further progress can be made without implementa-
tion of properly focused measurement programs. This would involve coordinated
measurements of three - dimensional wind components, temperature, and a number of
trace constituents, in addition to the required measurements of water vapor and
ice. Such measurements would most profitably be made by properly instrumented
aircraft. However, supplemertal measurements from balloons, lidars, and radars
could prove to be invaluable for advancing an overall understanding of transport
in this region.
The water budget problem is given high priority because the amount of water
(and its poAsible changes) is an important contributor to tle photochemical and
radiative balances in the stratosphere. This importance is magnified when one
considers the probable high sensitivity of the lower stratosphere water content
to relat i vely modest. ( a few degrees) changes in mean temperature near the tropi-
cal tropopause. Finally, progress on this problem provides another test of our
understanding of transport of trace constituents with complex source and sink
r^-
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distributions.
Important
In this ca • egory are topics considered by the panel to be important al-
though less so than the previous topics.
Improved Trace-Constituent Measurements in the 30- to 80 -km Region
Our understanding of trace constituent transport in the lower to middle
stratosphere has been greatly improved by the availability of observations of a
number of constituents. For the region above 30 km, however, only a few con-
stituents (e.g., H 0 and CH ) have been measured directly; there have been
doubts about the reliability of even these. In addition, the chemistry of the
sources and sinks of these constituents remains rather uncertain (in this case,
owing to the remaining uncertainty in determining OH amounts).
An important test of our overall theoretical understanding might be ob-
tained through good measurements of tracers of opportunity. Possible candidates
might be transient CO 2'
 SF 6- CF 2 CLCF 3 ( CPC-115). For all three gases,
concentrations are building up owing to anthropogenic sources. SF 6 a.,d CO ha
no significant chemistry below 80 km, while CFC-115 has a relatively inefficient
(but understood) s •.ratospheric photodest - uction. Careful balloon or rocket grab
grab samples or satellite detection could go a long way toward improving our
knowledge here, especially when the results are carefully analyzed and compared
against independeut three-dimensional model simulations.
Structure of Tropical Waves and Their Sources
It is generally accepted that low-latitude waves of various kinds are of
central importance for understanding the tropical middle atmosphere and that
virtually all such waves originate in the troposphere. However, we still lack
an adequate knowledge of the structure of these waves, let alone their ultimate
source mechanisms. Studies of caany types are going t-) be required before full
understanding can be claimed. The varied approaches cf direct observation,
linear analysis, mechanistic models, and general circulation models are needed
if we are to effect real progress.
Measurement of Solar Ultraviolet Spectral Irradiance
A significant barrier to modeling the atmosphere above 30 km at a quantita-
tive level is t_.e large uncertainty in our knowledge of the absolute spectral
irradiance in the ultraviolet. At shorter wavelengths the uncertainty becomes
particularly large. The difficulty of measuring ultraviolet irradian c e accu-
rately is compounded by the increased natural and systematic variations in the
solar output at shorter wavelengths. Quantitative modeling of radiation and
chemistry in these regions requires accurate mean values of spectral irradiance
as well as their systematic variations.
To obtain the desired information requires high absolute accuracy and safe-
guards against instrument calibration degradation ever extended time periods.
This has now become a well-recognized problem within MAP, and a special com-
mi.tee has been formed to address it. However, we include it on this list be-
cause of its absolutely fundamental role in a number of radiative and chemical
problems ( see re •ommendation on long - term measurements).
Solar Protons: Effect on Temperature and Neutral Chemistry
1
Although solar-proton flux "events" exert a number of well-documented and
scientifically interesting effects on the middle atmosphere, their net influence
1` Y^
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on the mean thermal structure and neutral chemical balances remains controver-
sial. If the various hypothesized connective links can be established with some
acc%racy, their physical effects can be examined in radiative-chemical-dynamical
models of the neutral atmosphere. The Quantification of such effects may re-
quire some extremely well-planned observational experiments.
COMMENT
The panel would like to re-emphasize that many of the research topics
identifit-d here are ones in which rapid progress is difficult. In virtually
all cases, considerable extra study and planning will be needed before well-
posed specific plans of action can emerge.
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PART 3
GRATMAP ACTIVITIES
At the May 1982 MAP Steering Committee in Ottawa, GRATMAP (GRllvity Waves
and Turbulence in the Middle Atmosphere Program) was approved as a MAP
project. A GRATMAP Steering Committee was subsequently established and held its
first meeting in Hamburg during the August IUGG Meeting. The Steering Committee
membzrship is as follows:
Member	 Country
Dr.	 B.	 B.	 Balsley USA
Professor	 S.	 A.	 Bowhill USA
Dr.	 M.-L.	 Chanin France
Dr. A. n.	 Chernikov USSR
Professor	 D.	 C.	 Fritts USA
Dr. M. A.	 Geller	 (Coordinator) USA
Dr.	 J. Klostermeye: FRG
Professor R.	 S. Lindzen USA
Professor A. H. Manson Canada
Professor H. Tanaka Japan
Dr. H. Teitelbaum France
Dr.	 R. A.	 Vincent Austrslia
Dr. R. F. Woodman Peru
At the Har_burg meeting of the GRATMAP Steering Committee, the three main
items of business were as follows:
(1) discussion and endorsement of those recommendations relating to the
study of gravity waves and turbulence that emerged from the MAP Workshop on
Technical Aspects of MST Radar that was held in Urbana, Illinois, curing the
period May 23-27, 1983;
(2) discussion and endorsement of the recommendations that emerged from
the United Sta gs Agencies sponsored Work p '^n on Gravity Waves and Turbulence
in the !fiddle Atmosphere that was held in )'.aka during the period July 18-22,
1983;
(3) discussion and endorsement of holding a GRATMAP Workshop for 2-3 days
during the week following the 1.984 International MAP Symposium to be held in
Kyoto, Japan, during the period November 26-30, 1934.
Each of these three subjects is discussed in the following in more detail:
s
MAP Workshop on Technical Aspects of MST Radar
.1
Urbana, Illinoi?, USA
May 23-27, 1983
The GRATMAP Steering Committee endorses the following recommendations that
are relevant to the study of gravity waves and turbulence, that resulted from
this meeting:
(1) We recommend increased activity toward using in situ aircraft, bal-
loon, and rocket tech.iques to achieve simultaneous measurements of
atmospheric turbulcnt parameters with ST and MST radars.
(2) Given thet MST radars are powerful major ground-based facilitieu bitt
that they produce incomplete observations of atmo p oheric parameters
by themseLves (e.g. wind only and the 40-60 kw gap), we recommend
that other ground-based instrument ,ion !e.g. lidar, meteor radar,
t	 ^`
n ^^
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and partial reflection drifts) be collocated with major MST radar
facilities.
(3) Gi^en that gravity wave periods down to several minutes exist and
that time averaging the radar signals before recording data is an ir-
reversible process, we recommend that signal averaging before re-
cording be done for as short times as is practical. In most cases,
this should be a fraction of a minute. ST and MST radars should be
capable of range resolutions on the order of 150 m. The coarser the
vertical resolution of MST and ST radars, the more d.fficult results
are to interpret due to multiLle ret::rns in the beam.
(4) Velocity variance measurements are preferred over G 2 measure-
ments to characterize the energetics of atmospheric nturbulence.
Narrow beam width (-1°) systems are required to obtain measurements
of v' 2 that can be easily interpreted.
(5) It ii desired to obtain simultaneous spectra of horizontal and
vertical velocitieo versus frequency and horizontal and vertical
wavelengths to resolve theoretics. models.
(6) We urge that networks of ST and MST radars be set up for a variety of
spacings and representative of a variety of geophysical conditions to
measure gravity wave parameters.
(7) We recommend that observational programs be planned to increase our
understanding of gravity wave sources.
(8) Given the importance of understanding gravity wave drags on the
large-scale flow ; we recommend that MST radar facilities deter-
mine u'w' as a function of season and geographical location.
(9) We recommend that rotary spectral analysis be Employed at MST site:,
to better understand the climatology of upward and downward propa-
gating gravity waves.
In addition to these recemmendations, we also agree on the importance of the
following scientific issues for the study of gravity weves and turbulence:
(1) ST radar find effective diffusivities of `0.1 m 2 s- 1 in the
tropical lower stratosphere. This is about one order of magnitude
larger than previous analyses of aircraft observations have indi-
cated. This dibcrepaacy is preseatly unresolvea and deserves.
further attention.
(2) There commonly exist long-lived thin layers of large horizontal ex-
tent (-100 km) in both the stratosphere and mescsphere. This re-
quires theoretical explanation.
(3; Given the fast that the VHF radars commonly probe eddy sizes that are
comparable to the thickness of thin turbuient layers, it is question-
able if the formulations of homogeneous and isotropic turbulence can
be used to interpret these observations. Further work is rewired
or. this situation.
(4) Much of the analysis of gravity waver ta'ce place on the rather rare
.ccasions when significant energy is fou:id in almost monochrumatic
wave a^tivity. Given that these events occur infrequently, it is
gaestionable whether their analysis yields resnitd that are represeLL-
tativ.t_of avers a atmospheric behavior.
in
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Alaska Workshop on Gravity Waves and
Turbulence in the Middle Atmosphere
July 18-22, 1983
The GRATMAP Steering Committee examined and endorsed the document "Re-
search Status and Recommendations from the Alaska Workshop on Gravity Waves
and Turbulence in the Middle Atmosphere." A copy of this document is attached
to this GRATMAP report as an Appendix. In particular, we strongly endorse the
"Future Research Needs" section of this document.
Proposed GRATMAP Workshop in Kyoto
The GRATMAP Steering Committee endorsed holding a GRATMAP Workshop for 2-3
days in the week following the Kyoto 1984 International MAP Symposium. Contact
has been made with Dr. S. Kato, the Chairman, of the Symposium Organizing Com-
mittee, to seek his assistance in makinh the physical arrangements for this
workshop.
Topics to be covered at this workshop include the following:
(.) intercomparison of gravity wave and turbulence -.limatologies at dif-
ferent locations as a function of time of year, meteorological con-
dition, etc.
(ii) discussion of needed observations of gravity waveF and turbulence;
(iii) discussions of the appropriateness of GRATMAP campaigns.
.1
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APPENDIX A
RESEARCH STATUS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE ALASKA WORKSHOP
ON GRAVITY WAVES AND TURBULENCE IN THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE
D. C. Fritts ! , M. A. Gellert , B. B. Balsley 3 , M. L. Chanin4,
I. Hirota 5 , J. R. Holton 6 , S. Kato 7 , R. S. Linazen 8 , M. R. Schoeberl2,
R. A. Vincent 9 , and R. F. Woodmanl0
Prepared at
Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701
l Geophysical Insitute, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, AK 99/01
2Laboratory for Planetary Atmospheres, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD 20771
3Aeronomy Laboratory, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Boulder, CO 80303
4 Service d'Aeronomie du C.N.R.S., Verrieres le Bui.sson, France
5 Geophysical Institute, Kyoto Uriversity, Kyoto 606, Japan
6 Department of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, WA
98195
] Radio Atmospheric Science Center, Kyotc University, Uji bll, Japan
8 DPpartment of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139
9 Physics Department, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Australia, 5001
16 Iustituto Geofisico del Peru, Sector Education, Aparcado 3747, Luna 100,
Peru
ABSTRACT
Recently, a small group of atmospheric scientists met to discuss gravity
wave and turbulence processes in the middle atmosphere. Our objectives were
both to review the current theoretical understanding and observational capabili-
ties in this fieid and to suggest additional studies that would further our
knowledge of these processes and their effects of tFc large-scal p circulation of
the middle atmosphere. It is hoped that our review and recommendations will be
useful in he design of future programs for studies of middle atmosphere dy-
namics.
While our current theoretical understanding of Gravity wave and turbulence
processes in the middle atmosphere is fairly primitive, it is likely that theo-
retical and modeling studies will contribute important quantitative information
on gravity wave excitation, propagation, and dissipation mechanisms and effects
over the next few !ears. Likewise, our knowledge of gravity wave and turbuience
morphology, par.meLers, snd processes will likely expand substantially following
the installation, and particularly the combination, of Various observing systems. 	 a
1P,.
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INTRODUCTION
The influence of small-scale motions on the large-scale circulation is one
of the most challenging asects of the study of the general circulation of the
atmos phere. It is well known that small-scale moist convection is an essential
feature of the tropospheric general circulation, but it is less appreciated
that gravity waves and turbulence are essential contributors to the general cir-
culation of the middle atmosphere. It is possible to produce a qualitatively
correct simulation of the tropospheric circulation (at least outside the
tropics) without including moist convection. But in the mesosphere, the me-
ridional temperature distribution and the mean meridional wind cannot even
qualitatively be simulated without incorporating the drag that gravity waves
exert on the mean flow. In the stratosphere, the role of gravity waves is less
obvious, but there are indications that gravity wave crag may be important in
the winter polar stratosphere.
Some of the evidence supporting the role of gravity waves in the middle
atmosphere described above is reviewed in the remainder of this section. Then
in Section 2, we briefly describe two types of models that have been used in
previous studies of the middle atmosphere. A discussion of the characteristics
and the likely middle atmosphere effects of gravity waves is provided in Section
3. Section 4 describes a variety of observational systems that have been em-
ployed for gravity wave and turbulence studies. Also presented are a discussion
of their present and likely future capabilities, and a review of some of the
observational results obtained to date. ;inally, Section 5 provides a dis-
cussion of the saodeling, theoretical, and observational (both measurement and
equipm-nt) needs identified by the workshop participants.
It p rude model o' the middle atmosphere structure can be obtained by calcu-
lating the zonally s ymmetric middle atmosphere temperature structure that cor-
responds to radiative equilibrium (see Figure 1) and the resulting mean zonal
geostrophic wind (see Figure 2) following GELLER (1983). Compared with observa-
tions, this radiative equilibrium state predicts too warm (cold) a summer
(winter) mesopause. Also, magnitudes of both the summer and winter mesospheric
jets are too large, and the vertical shear of the mean zonal wind fails to re-
verse in the upper mesosphere. Heridional and vertical motions are abs?nt in
this radiative and geostrophic equilibrium solution.
Figure 3 shows the results of the same calculation but with aii appropriate-
ly chosen Rayleigh drag incorporated to approximate the effects of gr vity wave
dissipation (GELLER, 1983). In this case the simmer stratcpause is cooler and
the winter stratopause is warmer than the summer mesopause. These features are
in line with existing observations. Furthermore, the mean zonal jet structure
closes with altitude ir both hemispheres and has wind speeds more consistent
with observations. Recent models also yie:d a summer to winter meridionbl flow,
with upward motior (with accompanying expanLion cooling) in the summer hemi-
sphere, and downward motion (with accompanying compression heating) in the
winter hemisphere. Such res„lrs indicate that the middle atmosphere
temperaLure, zonal wind, and constituent structure (through the induced
meridional and vertical motions) strongly depend on zonal momentum drag
pro:esses. This momentum is presumably transported upward from soirees in the
troposphere.
Outcide the tropics gravity waves appear to be essential for understanding
the annual cycle of the large-scale circulation. In the equatorial middle atmo-
sphere the semiannual and quasi-biennial oscillation are of much stronger
amplitude than the annual cycle. For the quasi-biennial oscillation and the
stratospheric semiannual oscillation, it is believed that large-scale equatorial
whveo are the primary drivers. However, there is alFO a strong semiannual
oscillation near the mesopause (peak amplitude a' 80 I-a) which is likely to be
^	 ' ,yr' l^ 1	 '^,;r µms`
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driven by gravity waves and tides. However, to date no suitable mesuspheric
observations of gravity waves and turbulence in the equatorial zone have been
made.
Gravity waves are thought to be mainly responsible for the vertical trans-
port of momentum. The reasoning behind this is that the drag processes are re-
quired in both winter and summer, and gravity waves are present in both seasons.
The other fading candidate, planetary waves, is known to be very weak in the
summer.
The action of gravity waves is schematically indicated in Figure 4. In the
absence of dissipation or reflection, a gravity wave grows exponentially with
height (as indicated below Lhe height of wave breaking) so that, eventually, the
conditions for shear or convective instability reault. At this point, the wave
is assumed to lose energy through the production of turbulence so that the
amplitude remains constant in the absence of varying u. This causes a departure
from exponential growth and a divergence of the vertical flax of horizontal mo-
mentum, causing an FcceleraLion of the flow towards the phase seed of the wave.
For a gravity wave spectrum of tropospheric origin, the result is a deceleration
ui tho large-scale flow.
2. MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE MODELS
We may distiugu.sh
 between two types of middle atmosphere models -- the
mechanistic models and the general circulation models. General circulation
models (GCI;s) attempt to simulate all aspects of the large-scale circulation,
while mechanistic models are designed to focus on only a limited range of dy-
namical processes. For middle atmosphere studies, mecht_.,istic models typically
do not seek to faithfully reproduce the details of the tropospheric circulation
but rather specify the tropospheric forcing near the bottom of the middle atmo-
sphere. Examples of this type of model are the work3 of MATSUNO (1971),
SCHOEBERL and STROBEL (1978), and HOLTON and WE1RBEIN (1980). The middle atmo-
sphere general circulation model, on the other hand, seeks to explicitly model
the entire troposphere-middle atmosphere system. An example of this type of
model is FELS et al. (1980).
a. Mechanistic Models of the Middle Atmosphere
Although all mechanistic models are simple when compared to GCMs, there is
a wide spectrum of mechanistic models ranging from one-dimensional wave-mean
flow interaction models to three-dimensional primitive equation models.
The minimum model which appears to be required to rcnaider the effects of
internal gravity waves on the general circulation of the middle atmosphere is
a zonally symmetric, quasi-geostrophic beta-plane channel model. In such a
modal the mebi wind and temperature are coupled through the thermal wind equa-
tion, and compensation for gravity wave driving in the momentum and thermody-
namic energy equations occurs in the form of an induced mean meridional circu-
lation. Such models have been used by MATSUNO (1982) with a wave-damping para-
meterization, and HOLTON (1982) with LINDZEN'S (1981) wave-breaking para-
meterization. In these models, only a single meridional mode was allowed so
that the meridiona: scale (and hence the Rossby depth) was imposed. However,
despite their simplicity such models appear to be very useful for atudying the
response of the mean mid-latitude circulation to parameterized gravity wave
driving.
Attempts to simulate the full latitudinally varying, zonally symmetric sul-
stice circulation have been made by MIYAHAFA (1993) and HOLTON (1983).
Miyahara's model utilized the viscous wave-damping parameterization of MATSUNO
(1982), but with a more restricted wave spectrum. Holton adopted LINDZEN'S
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(1982) wave breaking parameterization. Both models were successful in simu-
lating the gross features of the zonal mean circulation in both the stmimer and
winter hemispheres although important differences between models and observa-
tions remain. Holton's model also incorporated a single zonal harmonic forced
planetary wave in the tinter hemisphere in some experiments, and he found drz-
matic effects due to the modulation of gravity wave transmission by planetary
wave-mean flow interactions. Holton, however, did not consider any zonal de-
pendence of wave breaking which should occur in the presence of nonzonal gravity
wave sources and large-amplitude planetary waves; nor did he consider the re-
fraction of gravity wave ray paths in the presence of longitudinally and lati-
tudinally varying mean flows. The possible importance of these effects has Leen
emphasized by SCHOEBERL and STROBEL (1983) and LINDZEN (1983).
b. General Circulation Models of the Middle Atmosphere
General circulation models of '..he middle atmosphere have not included para-
meterizations of gravity wave and turbulence effects to date. One reasor for
this is that, in most cases, the wave drag formulations that have been used in
mechanistic middle atmosphere models have been tuned to give reasonable looking
circulations. While such tuning is easily donc , in. simple models, it ib very
time-consuming and expensive in general circulation motels. Middle atmosphere
general circulation models that extend to the mesosphere sometimes use fixed
diffubion profiles of the type that appear in one-dimensional photochemistry
models, but with smeller magnitudes (bee CUNNOLD et al., 1980, Figure 5, and
HUNT, 1981, Figure 1). FELS et al. (1980) use a Richardson number dependent
parameterization for the vertical mixing of heat and momentum that is dependent
on vertical grid resolution.
3. THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
Internal gravity waves are disturbances whose intrinsic frequencies k(c-u)
are smaller than the Brunt-Vaisala frequency. Tl.cir importance arises because:
i) They are the major components of the total flow and temperr,ture varia-
bility fields of the mesosphere (i.e. shears and lapse rates) and hence conati-
tute the likely sources of turbulence, and
ii) They are associated with fluxer of momentum that communicate stresses
over large distances. For example, gravity waves exert a drag on the flow in
the upper mesosphere. However, in order that gravity eaves exert a net drag
on the atmosphere, they must be attenuated.
!here are two general types of ,rrocesses that seek to attenuate gravity
waves -- dissipation and saturation. Dissipation is any process that is effec- 	 •
tive independent of the wave amplitude while saturation occurs when certain wave
amplitude conditions are met. Radiative damping is an example of dissipation
w`h}le convective overturnin g„ which arises when the wave breaking condition
I,71 I	 , r (or u'	 ie4:1) is met, is an example of saturation. The two processes
are not mutual)y exclusive.
Saturation imp lies that the wave field has reached amplitudes such that
either secondary instabilities (LINDZEN, 1981; DUNKERTON. 1982x) or nonlinear
interactions, such as the parametric subharmonic instability (LINDZEN and
FORBES, M3), caa occur which )limit further wave growth. In the atmosphere,
amplitudes sufficient for saturation may result either from euponentii.l growth
w'th height or from the approach of a wave packet to a critical level. The
saturation. mechanism considered most common is the generation of convective or
Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) shear instabilities. Both instabilities were observed in
Lhe laboratory study of gravity wave pro pagation by KOOF at;d MCGEE (1983), but
convective instabilities wer. found to dominate when both were possible. Local
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development of convective and dynamical ii.etabilitiee may result in the radi-
ation of secondary gravity waves (DUNKF.RTON and FRITTS, 1983); however, the
most important renult is the produc t- ion of turbulence. Turbulence generation
is initially confit,ud to regions of dynamical or convective instability within
the wave field. „ lowing generation, turbulence may be advected away from the
unstable zone, whereas the actively unstable region propagates with the wave.
The most important consequence -)f sato- . tion on the dynamics of the large-
scale circulation is the momentum depos i tion resulting from the amplitude-
limiting mechanism ( LINDZFN, 1981). Secondary effects produced oy the turbulent
layers include heat as well as constituent transport. The study by SCHOEBERL
et al. (1983) suggests chat the turbulent heat transport drives the mean state
towards an adiabatic lapse rate. Using a quasi - linear initial-value mcdel,
WALTERSCHEID ( 1983) found large - amplitude gravity wave saturation to produce a
rapid reduction in both the intrinsic phase velocity of the wave ar.d the eddy
diffusion needed to balance wave growth. There is also some heating due to wave
and turbulence dissipation.
The above describes a very simplistic view of the saturation of an isolated
monochromatic gravity wave. Not well understood is the detailed evolution of
the wave field durin g, saturation, including the production of turbulence and
po3 • iDle wave frequency broadening (WEINSTOCK, 1976, 1982). Advances in this
area will have immediate consequences for observational programs. For example,
to what extent can waves be partially reflected from neutrally buoyant layers
produced by turbulent zones or from large velocity shears due to differential
momentum deposition? And could we expect to see evidence of such reflections in
the data? Reflection at an internal shock and wave scattering due to localized
dissipation were observed in the numerical experiments of DUNFERTON and FRITTS
(1983). Finally, there is some evidence which suggests that multiple wave
interaction can lead to saturation although this process has not been studied in
detail.
The spatial and temporal variability of gravity waves entering the meso-
sphere is poorly understood at present. Clearly, the upward Ilux of waves at
the stratopause is a function of the production of waves in the troposphere,
their transmission, and r_onal and meridional propagation ( DUNKERTON, 1982b;
SCHOEBERL and STROBEL, 1983). The obvious tropospheric gravit y wave sources are
unstable wind shear, topography, and convection. Others may b- • important so
well. Wind shear produces waves with phase velocities characteristic of tropo-
spheric wind speeds, while topography generates gravity waves with a phase ve-
locity distribution centered about zero. Of the three dominant gravity wave
sources, the phase velocity spectrum associated with convection is the least
understood. However, it is reasonable to suppose that the phase speed distribu-
tion is broad and cenc?red near tropospheric wind speeds. Characteristic scales
and amplitudes, as well is the distribution and varisbility of the above
source p , are nct well kncrn at present (LINDZEN, 1983). Such information re-
quires additional thc;.Lericai work and detailed tropospheric observations of
gravity wave forcing and structure.
The tranamission of gravity waves into the mesosphere is controlled by
their propagatiuu in and interaction with a variable environment. Important ef-
fects include refraction, reflection, and critical - level absorption due to
variations of u and N with height. These variations cause c hanges in the
vertical wavelength and group velocity of the wave and may lead to selective
filtering of the gravity wave spectrum BOOKER and BRETHERTON, 1967; HIN!^S and
i
REDDY, 1967). Fer motions with small intrinsic frequencies, non-ctationary
mean flows and radiative Gawping are also likely to be important ( FRITTS, 1982;
SCMO EBERL et al., 1983). Spatial inhomogeneitres of gravity wave sources or
transmiasivity are likely to produce s vertical smoothing and broadening of the
zonally ave r-aged momentum deposition as well as the excitation of large-scale
V
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gravity waves and planetary waves. In order to understand the consequences of
gravity wave momentum deposition and turbulence production in the middle
atmosphere, however, the morphology of the flux of gravity waves into and
through the middle atmosphere must be better known.
4. OBSERVATIONS
A wide variety of techniques have been used to study gravity waves and
turbulence in the middle atmosphere. These are discussed briefly below in terms
of not only their present capabilities and their relative advantages and dis-
advantages but also in terms of future developments. The l . st is not ex-
hauative, but represents the view of a limited number of atmospheric sc..•ntists
concerni:g which combinations of systems are likely to produce the maximum
amount of useful information on many of the important problems of middle atmo-
spheric dynamics. More comprehensive descriptions of each technique can be
found in MAP Handbooks. Volumes 13-16.
While a number of important wave and turbulence parameters have already
been measured, there is a need for simultaneous measurements cf those parameters
that unambiguously define wave characteristics before there can be significant
advances in our understanding of the :.p iddle atmosphere. In the following
section, some specific recommendations are made as to how currently existing
stations and future systems or group. , of systems could best be deployed to im-
prove our knowledge of the wave and turbulence fields.
n. Techniques
1. MST Padars
Powerful radars operating at VHF and UHF car be used to measure winds,
waves, and turbulence parameters in the middle atmosphere by observing the
intensity, Doppler shift, and spectral width of echoes obtained from refractive
index irregularities. The radars have a temporal re s olution as short as 1-2
minutes and a spatial resolution ( alonh the radar beam) as short as 30-300 m.
These radars have the unique capability of being able to measure vertical ve-
locities with reasonable acrcracy. Three radar beam directions are required to
fully resolve the wind components. Winds in the troposphere and stratosphere
(up to 30 km) car. be measured continuously. In the mesosphere, wind measure-
ments are possible in the 60-90 km region by day and (using echoes from ionized
meteor trails) in the 80-105 km region by day and night, subject to sufficient
electron density gra g ients. The "gap" region from =,..aiily 35 - 55 km is difficult
if not impossible to observe with existing MST radarb without extensive temporal.
averaging.	 1
A radar with sufficient sensitivity to obtain useful echoes from the meso-
sphere, stratosphere and troposphere (MST) can cost iu excess of $1M but smaller
radars which can study the lower stratosphere and troposphere (ST) cost an order
of magnitude less. it has been demonstrated that these radars can operate con-
tinuously with minimum maintenance, which considerably reduces operating costs.
The smaller systems can be made easily transportable so that networks of ST ra-
dare with variable spacing are possible.
2. Partial Reflection Radars
Partial reflection (PR) radars operating at frequencies near 2-3 MHz use
the spaced anter.:La technique to m?asure the horizontal wind field in the 60-
100 km height range by day and in the 80-100 km range by night. The meridional
and zonal components are observed simultaneously in a common volume that typi-
cally has a radius of about 4-1 5 km and a depth detertained by the pulse length,
which is 2-4 km. PR radars are well suited for studies of gravity waves with
1
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periods greater than about 15 min because of the excellent heignt and time
coverage and moderate-to-good spatiai and temporal resolution. Although the
observations are affected by the intermittency of the reflecting mechanisms -
usuilly turbulent in clisracter above 80 km and quasi-specular in nature at
lower levels - the data are usually quite continuous with height. PR radars can
operate for long periods with little attention. Small PR radars can be made
transportable and with low cost 0$20K). To improve the system sensitivity it
is possible to implement signal processing techniques such as coherent inte-
gration of the signal and pulse coding. Theoe improvements could extend the
observable altitudes down to perhaps 50 km at mid-day. By making the radars
phase coherent, it may also be possible in the future to measure vertical ve-
locities.
3. Meteor Radars
Meteor radars measure the line-of-sight Doppler velocities of meteor trails
drifting under the inil , m nce of the wind. The trails occur randomly in space
and time and are usuaily o!)served in the 80-105 km height region with a large
diurnal variation of echo rates. Significant av eraging in space and time is
usually required to obtain the winds, so that meteor radars are best suited to
measuring the prevailing and tidal components. Howe-.er, some meteor radars with
good ( 2 km) height resolution can be used to measure gravity wave amplitudes
and vertical wavelengths. Multi-station technioues car, be used to investigate
t urbulence and small-scale wind structure in the lower thermosphere. MST radars
can also be used to obtain meteor winds.
4. Lidars
Lidars use Rayleigh scattering from atmospheric molecules to measure neu-
trnl density and temperature. The height covered is 30-90 km at night and 30-60
km during the dLy. The height and time resolution depend on the amount of
temporal averaging used, and valuee in the range 100 m-1 km and 15 min-1 hr are
currently achieved. The errors in temperature at night typically range between 	 I
0.1 K at 30 km and 10 K at 80 km for data averaged over 2 hours with a height
resolution of 2 km. Lidnr systems can operate continuously subject to meteoro-
logical conditions, and can be made easily transportable. in the near future it
should be possible to achieve a ten-fold gain in accuracy by increasing the
laser mean power and the collecting area of the receiving telescope. It may
also be pussibie to measure v-inds in the lower stratosphere by, for example,
utilizing the Doppler shift of scattering from aerosols. The current cost :)f a
lidar station is about $200-300K.
5. Rocket Techniques
I
The Meteorological Rocket Network (FERN) provides Ista on the zonal and
meriuionrl wind components and temperature in the height range 20-70 km with a
vertical resolution of a few hundred meters. Although the time resolution of
rocket obaervations is poor (two soundiuga per week on .overage at each station),
gravity waves can be studied by removing the mean background state from indi-
vidual profiles. Valuabie irformation is provided in the gar region noc
preaentl) covered by MST radars. Observations have been made for more than 15
years at stations covering a wide range of latitudes, longitudes, and seasous.
Recently, a variety of high-resolution rocket-borne measurement systems
have been euployed for derailed studies of middle atmosphe r e structure and
composition. Those of relevance to the study of gravity wave and turbulence
processta include high-frequency accelerometers, electron density probes and
trace constituent eensors, among others.
Future prospects in this field appear to be primarily in those ongoing
k
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high-technology rocket programs designed to study specific aspects of the gra v i-
ty wave and turbulence fie'.ds. Nevertheless, the MRN data analysis of gravity
wave: wil. remain important as a counterpart to MST rac;ar measurements and a
complement to lids: measurements iii ti.e future.
6. Balloon Techniques
Radiosondes provide a large sat of data on the temperature and wind fields
in the range 0-30 km. The accuracy of the measurements l is suffi:ient for
meteorological purposes (1 K in temperature and 5 ms	 in wind speed) but they
typically do not provide a detailed descriptior. of the wind structure. However,
large balloons carrying two vertically separatf.d anemometers have provided
temperature and wind measurements in the s.rstosPyere with e ycellent height
resolution (1 m) and accuracy (0.05 K and 0.1 ms ) and have been used to
study gravity wa r es and turbulence.
7. Airct aft Techniques
In the lower stratosphere (up to 21 km) research aircraft equipped with
inertial platforms, air motion sensors, and temperature and trace species sen-
sors cen to utilized t., p ovide information on save and turbulence structure
with a high degree of accuracy at the smaller horizortal scales. Such measure-
ments .rruld proviue data complementary to the remote sensing methods.
8. Other Techniques
Photographic studies of airglow emissions such as from OH and Na an a of
noctilucent clouds can provide very useful information on the horizontal struc-
ture end phase velocities of waves near the mesopause. High vertical resolution
(-100 m) investigations of the sodium layer by lidars can provide information
on the periods and vertical wavelengths of waves in 'he 80-100 km region.
b. Topics
Radar methods provide a powerful tool for studying turbulence in the middle
atmosphere (for details, see BALSLEY and GAGE, 1980; ROTTGER, 1980). The back-
scattered echo power and the Doppler spectral width of the signal returns are
directly related to turbulence intensity. The echo power is a direct measure
of one spatial Fourier component of the refractive index variation produced by
a turbulent region, while the spectral width (used with caution) is a measure of
the variance of turbulence velocities.
Turbulence spatial characteristics have already been studied at a number of
sites via the backr^atter power structure. The presence of vertically thin,
horizontally extenued turbulent regions that exist for man} ' r	1-	 been
noted in both the stratosphere and lower mesosphere (CZECHOWSKY et al., 1979;
SATO and WOODMAN, 1982). While Some exceptions to this general picture exist
(i.e. in the high-latitude summer mesosphere), they can probably be considered
typical.
Estimates of vertical diffusion can be made using statistical properties
of the thin turbulent regions (WOODMAN et al., 1981). This is of particular im-
portance in the current context since enlanced diffusivity increases gravity
wave damping and the corresponding mean flow accelerations. Estimates of
stratospheric diffusion and turbulence dissipation have been obeaii.-d from the
observed dispersion of rocket vapor trails (ROSENBERG and DEWAN, 1975) and
high-resolutio-. balloon data (CADET, 1977) among others. Current radar esti-
mates of vertical diffusivity in the lower stratosphere suggest values that may
be appreciably larger than those obtained by aircraft techniques (LILLY et al.,
1974). Further measurements appear necessary to idress this disparity.
s,
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The possibility of ns!ng radar systems with very good vertical resolution
(tees of meters) to study the space-time structure of tLrbLlerce within the
layers is exciting, and should allow us to better understand the underlying
generation mechanisms (i.e. dynamical and convective breaking of the waves).
:n this regard, the Lae of special rocket and balloon-borne techniques (PHIL-
BRICK et al., 1983; BAkAT, 1983) concurrent with radar observatio.is  to obtain
high-resolution btru:ture of turbulent regions would appear important for under-
standing the generation mechanisms of turbulence and would enable a valuable
intercomparison between techniques.
The use of Doppler spectral width to measure turbulence intensity has vet
to be fully exploited (SATO and WOGDMAN, 1982; HOCKING, 1983). Since the ve-
locity variance is directly related to the eddy dissipation rate, it is clear
that a greatly increased observational program using spectral width estimates
of ed"y dissipation rates would have direct relevance to the development of more
accurate general circulation and mechanistic models. Energy
 dissipation rates
can arso be used to infer vertical diffusivity and heating, thus spectral width
t,easurements may provide an alternative method of determining vertical diffusi-
vity. Spectral width measurements, however, require a narrow radar beam and a
correspondingly large antenna area.
Finallv, the general charLcteristics of he turbulence structure profiles
can be expressel in terms of the refractive index structure constant C
(TATARSKII, 1971). This parameter is useful, for exam p le, in comparing radar,
optical, and other turbulence measureuents.
2. Gravity Waves
A significant amount of information c.n middle atmosphere gravity waves has
already been obtained by existing techniques. Radars can provide a detailed
D escription of the wind field as a function of height and time. They can also
produce spectral descriptioua of the wind field fluctuations as a function of
frequency (RALSLEY and CARTER, 1982). Lidars provide similar information for
tte Temperature fluctuations (Chanin and Hauchecorne, 1981). Data from rocket
networks can reveal long term statistics on the geographical and seasonal varia-
tion of the wave field (UROTA, 1983). Rocket data also provides instantaneous
profiles of temperature and wind (THEON et al., 1967) from which gravity wave
processes can be inferred.
Two important parameters about which relatively little information has been
collected are the horizontal aa •.elengtha ( 1) and phase velocities (c) of gravi-
ty waves. Some information on these parameters has been obtained from studies
of airglow emissions and noctilucent clouds (ARMSTRONG, 1982; HERSE et al.,
1980; HAURWITZ and FOGLE, 1969). Initial radar estimates of 
,,1 and c were madeby VINCENT and REID (1983) and FRETS et al. (1983). VINCENT and REID (1983)
also made the first direct measurements of another important quantity, the up-
ward flux of horizontal momentum (u v ) in the mesosphe_e, and VINCENT (1983)
used rotary spectra to obtain a lower limit on the fraction of upward propa-
gating, low-frequency gravity waves in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere.
The latter stud y
 suggests an upward flux of energy and momentum consistent with
the requirement of gravity wave drag.
Two interpretations have been advanced to account for the low-frequency
( < N) and low (horizontal) wavenumber spectra observed in the middle atmo-
sphere. One is that the motions are due to a spectrum of internal gravity waves
analogous to the "universal" wave spectrum applied to the oc. , an (VANZANDT,
1982). Such a theory is consistent with both the apparent role of gravity wave
transport, drag, and diffusion ir middle atmosphere dynamics and ttoe obser: ed
spectral character of atmospheric fluctuations. A second interpretation, based
upon the theory of two-diuensic-1 turbulence, also appears to be consistent
I
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with certain spectral observations (GAGE, 1979; LILLY, 1983), bcL this theory
requires the presence of propagating gravity waves ns the primary coupling be-
tween the lower and middle atmosphere and is concerned primarily vith t'.e spec-
tral distribution of kinetic energy. The actual State of the atmcbpl.ere, of
course, m9y involve a combination of gravity waves, two-dimensional turbulence,
and other wotiuns, with further studies needed to delineate their relative im-
portance.
Gravity wave observations to date have provided good preliminary informa-
tion on motions, processes, and sFwctra using a variety of techniques. Often,
however, such observations are made without knowledge of the mean velocity and
static stability profiles. This ib a major shortcoming (particularly the lack
of u) because it causes ambiguities in the fete rni:nation of the characteristics
and/or consequences of the wave motions that might otherwise be inferred.
S. FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS
a. Modeling Needs
Eccause they tend to be computaiiuuaiiy efficient and allow individual
processes to be studied in isolation, mechanistic models will probably continue
to play a major ro l e in the development and testing of parameterizations for
gravity wave-mean flow interactions. Both the quasi-geostrophic models cd the
global primitive equation models will be useful tools. We anticipate, however,
that there may be less emphasib on zonally symmetric models in the future, par-
ticularly for the study of wave-mean flow interactions in the winter hemisphere.
The current primitive state of knowledge of gravity wave morphology and of the
detailed physics of wave breaking allows for a wide range of assumptions in
present models. Idea:ly, mechanistic models that properly handle wPve-mean
flow interactions will provide some useful constraints on the possible charac-
teristics of the observed wave climatology. However, there is little prospect
th..t modeling can be in any sense a substitute for observations.
It should be cautioned that measured gravity wave fluxes and other para-
meters will not be able to be used directly in middle atmosphere models. One
reason for this is that measured quantities depend on atmos pheric conditions in
the troposphere, stratosphere, and mesosphtre that may be very different from
those existing in a model. Hcw ever. measurements of the g l obal gravity wave
morphology should allow the development of schemes that can consistently re-
present the proper dependence of the large-scale flow on gravity wave processes.
b. Theoretical Nee ds
	 y. ti
Theoretical studies are needed to address a number of problems that are un- 	 .1
likely to be solved using existing observational techniques. The most obvious
of these relate to the saturation pror.ess itself. In particular, studies are
needed that address the detailed mechanisms and consequences of saturation, in-
cluding wave scattering and reflection, multiple wave saturation, and the ef-
fects of temporal and spatial variability of saturation. The former studies are
necessary to understand the evolution of a saturating gravity wave Spectrum; the
latter is needed to correctly incorporate the effects of saturation and its
variability in mechanistic and general circulation models of the middle atmo-
sphere.
Other areas in which theoretical work is needed are the identification and
quantification of the dominant tropospheric sources of gravity woes and studies
of wave propagation and filtering through wave-wave and wave-mean flow inter-
actions. Theoretical studies of gravity wave sources in -on;unction with high-
resolution observations may help determine the phase speed and horizontal wave-
length distrib • itions as well as their geographical and temporal variability.
1
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These distributions are poorly kr_own at present, but they a_c expected to have
a major impart on the occurrence and the effects of saturation in the middle
atmosphere. Likewise, the propagation of gravity waves thrrul;h sad their inter-
action with a variable environment will influence the charactei and occurren^e
of saturation. It is also important to determine to wha t extent the concept of
a universal gravity wave spectrum can be applied to the a ~aosphere.
c. Observational Needs
1. Gravity Nave and Turbulence Climatology
There is a clear need to extend our studied of the climatology of atmo-
spheric gravity waves and turbulence. Observations of the geographical and
temporal distributions of gravity wave sources, energ;es, nd momentum and heat
fluxes as well as turbulent diffusion are required. The distributions of momen-
tum fluxes (u'w'	 and v'w' ) and heat fluxes (v 'T' 	 and w T' ), in particular,
have direct implications for modeling the large-scale ci-:,Iidtion and will de-
pend on the dominant sources and the propagation of bray A y waves into the
middle atmosphere. Measurements of turbulent diffusion Hrd spectral width are
needed to address the rate of gravity wave energy ciecip.tion and the effectr
of diffusion in the middle atmosphere.
It is also important to address the verticr' transport of energy and momen-
tum by the full spectrum of gravity waxes under - rious conditions. To this
end, studies of low-frequency motions using ot,.y spectra and filtering through
radiative cooling, wave-wave, and wave-wear_ tlL. interactions appear relevant.
Momentum flux, energy, turbulence int_ns:ty, and rotary spectrum measure-
ments are currently possible with mcl' ; ple-beam radar systems; heat fluxes could
be determined with combinations of radars and lida:s.
2. Casa Studies
Case studies of nearly monochromatic wave motions p_oviding the mean and
pert-irbation wind fields ;:nd the distributions of vertical wavenumber would per-
mit comparisons with theoretical models and provide evidence of important pro-
cesses and interactions. Independent measurements of the associated temperature
fields would permit a check on the wave parameters inferred from radar measure-
ments. Observations of wave excitation and dissipation (or saturation) are par-
ticularly important in this regard. It would also be useful to identify the
frequency cf occurrence of the various gravity wave processes and interactions
thought to be important in the middle atmosphere.
One example of a useful case study is nearly monochromatic gravity wave
saturation. Saturation is associated with either J^Zi % I . or	 lu' .L ^c-ii	 w
Beca , tse the-e are uncertainties in estimating c using data from a single
station, however, saturation may be identified most unambiguously in measure-
meats of the temperature structure. Because c is constant and u may change with
height, lu'l need not remain constant above the saturation level.
3. Measurement of 
'h and c
Two gravity wave parameters of particular significance are the horizontal
wavelength G h ) and the (horizontal) phase velocity (c). Tney are important
became they are essentially constant following the wave motion and they deter-
mine the occurrence and distribution of gravity waves in the middle atmosphere.
other relevant wave parsm^ters like the intrinsic frequency (k^c-^) and the
vertical wavenumber (m 	 az) are not constant, but depend on N` and U. De-
termination of the phase speed distribution of gravity wave q near their source
regions in the troposphere and in the middle atmosphere would permit a quantita-
.-r	 ANN,
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tive assessment of the effects of filtering and wave-wave interactions as the
gravity waves propagate vertically. Horizontal wavelength measurements would
help establish the degree of homogeneity in the mesospheric response to gravity
wave oaturation.
Estimates of h and c car. be obtained in certain instances with present
radar and lidar systems using multiple-beam techniques. However, such estimates
are subject to potentially large errors and may be biased towards relatively
small-scale waves 0 h
 < 1.00 km; because of small horizontal beam separations.
It would be desireable, therefore, to make more direct radar and lidar measure-
•uents at a range of spacings from a few tens of km upwards in oruer to measure
those wavelengths and phase velocities most relevant to middle atmospheric dy-
namics. Such spacings are considerably less than that required to address the
geographical distribution of gravity wave saturation and turbulent diffusion.
4. Measurem-nt of Mean Winds
In add i tion to gravity wave and turbulence measurements, long term measure-
ments of the mean zonal and meridional wind components in the mesosphere and
lower thermosphere are requ i red. At present, the climatology of the mean zonal
wind at these levels is not well known, especially in the tropics. The current
data base for the mean meridional wind is completely ^nadegliate. Thz latter is
particularly important since gravity wave drag in the mesosphere is primarily
balanced by the Coriolis torque due to the mean meridional motion.
A d.	 Observational	 Networks
As discussed in	 several	 of	 the above	 secticas,	 it would be desireable Lo
establish networks of radar and/or	 lidar systems for	 the following reasons:
i)	 the horizontal wavelengths and phase velocities of monochromatic atmo-
spheric gravity wave.:
	
can be measured more reliably by making observations from
at	 least
	
tnree spatially	 separated points.	 Because	 the wavelengths of	 longer
wave cannot be accurately determined using small spacings, 	 it will be necessary
to use
	
a range of	 spacings.
ii)	 Studies of
	
the global morphology of gravity waves require that several
such facilities	 be established at geographi:ally distinct	 locations.	 Such
' systems should make extended observations to determine 	 seasonal and inter-annual
variability.	 The potentially	 important effects of orography can be examined by
establishing sit..^s near extensive mountain ranges and by comparing these results
with observations taken	 in orographically	 smooth regions.
Other combinations of observing systems would also provide important infor- 	 1
matioo on gravity wave propagation and dissipation proceASes and morphology.
Co-located lidar and radar facilities, 	 for example, would permit much more de-
tailed observations of gravity wave	 saturation in the mesosphere.	 Saturated
wave amplitudes could then be compare: directly with perturbation lapse rates
for both narrow- and broad-spectrum saturation.	 Meteorological rockets would
provide an important 	 complement	 to both	 rad ,. r (MST or PR) and	 lidar facilities
through the addition of mean wind, 	 temperature,	 and gravity wave structure in
regions where no balloon or 	 radar wind data is available.. 	 Such data would make
possible studies of gravity wave propagation and the onset of saturation.
One	 final recommendation pertains to establishing such observatories in
the tropics.	 Extended tropical observations, 	 particularly within a few degrees
of the equator,
	
will yield	 (in addition to the 	 low-latitude gravity waves)	 im-
portant
	 new information on long-period equatorial waves. 	 These waves exist	 only
K .
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in the tropics and comprise the major mechanism for momentum transport into the
IIiddle atmosphere iu that region.
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c horizontal	 phase velocity
k
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horizontal vavenumber ( M 	 )
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m vertical vavenumber (	 )	 )
T
N Brunt-Vaisala frequency
T temperature
u mean horizontal motion
U. horizontal	 perturbation velocity
z height coordinate
f adiabatic	 lapsf	 rate	 (^ Lam)
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A
 horizontal wavelength
x vertical wavelength
W intrinsic wave frequency 	 (- k(c-u))
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PART 4
KSG-7 REPOPT
THE PENETRATION OF ULTFAVTOLET SOLAR RADIATION INTO THE
MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
J. E. Frederick (Chairman)
Members: A. J. Blake, D. E. Freeman, R. W. Nicholls, T. Ugaws, and P. C. Simon
On August 22, 1983, several members of MSG-7 met, together with other
interested scientists, during the IUGG General Assembly in Hamburg, FRG. The
objective of the meeting was to review the conclusions of the MSG-7 document
that appeared in Volume 8 of the Handbook for MAP (July 1983) and to .ISSenh1^
a set of recommendations for future studies that could improve our understanding
of the penetration of ultraviolet solar radiation into the middle atmosphere.
The major concern of MS:,-7 has been the assessment of available cr • --is section
data for molecular oxygen, and to a lesser extent ozone, in the wavelength re-
gion greater than 165 nm plus Lyman Alpha.
Laboratory measurementLi of the 0 2
 absorption cross section in the vi-
cinity of the hydrogen Lyman Alpha line (121.6 nm) show relatively minor dis-
agreements among themselves. It is now widely recognized that data of high
spectral resolution are needed to allow for convolution of the solar line pro-
file witli the variable cross section over a wavelength interval of approximate-
ly 0.15 nm. Additional data would be useful in confirming details of the cross
section shape and magnitude at temperatures typical cf the upper mesosphere.
However, this is not identified here as a major need.
Solar radiation in the Schumann-Runge continuum of 0 2 , at wavelengths
less than 175 nm, is responsible for the large atomic oxygen concentrations
above the menopause which can influence lower altitudes via transport. Com-
parison of the available laboratory cross section data in the 165-175 nm
spectral. region shows excellent agreement among different workers. Additional
measurements here are therefore not a high Nriority need for middle atmospheric
research. At wavelengths longer than 175 nm absorption by excited vibrational
statee occurs in the continuum and this effectively fills in the window regions
between the Schuss nn-Runge bands in the 175 to 180 or 185 nui region. Knowledge
of this temperature sensitive continuum is necessary for accurate calculations
of solar energy penetration into the upper mesosphere. However, most labora-
tory measurements have not explicitly addressed these excited state transitions
and their temperature dependence. Additional data on absorption by vibration-
ally excited states would `.e valuable here.	 A
Several independent sets of laboratory absorption data for the Schumann-
Runge bands of 0 2 , 175-205 nm, have been published in the last five years.
There is now general agreement that the rotational linew'dths are greater than
believed on the basis of earlier measurements, aithough the discrepancies among
different oscillator strengths and especially linewidth results are still
larger than deoirable for some bands. Measurements with sufficient spectral
resolution to yield linewidths directly are preferred here since indirect
inferences, as have been necessary in most experiments, can produce results with
substantial error bars. Additional determinations of the spectroscopic con-
stants for the upper electronic m ate of the Schumann-Runge transition are re-
quired to resolve the discrepancies that now exist among different linewidth
results. We identify this as the major current need in this region of the
spectrum. In addition, the "hot bands" with v 11 -1 are not negligible at typical
stratopause temperatures. When these absorption feat,res lie in the window re-
gions between the v"-0 bands they can make a significant contribution to atmo-
spheric opacity. The lack of laboratory values for the Schumann-Runge v"-1
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oscillator strengths is identified as a significant deficiency in the available
data base
A major need identified at the Hamburg meeting is for the development of
a standard format for treating the transmission of solar radiation in the
Schumann - Run gu bands and incorporating Chi- information into photochemical
models. The primary issue here is that the data deduced in most experiments,
being band oscillator strengths and rotational linewidths, are not immediately
useful for atmospheric modeling applications. Howeve-, evPn if the complete
cross section as a func,ion of wavelength were available, it would not be
feasible to include the necessary level of detail in tractical calculations.
It is therefore recommended that standardized parameterizations which are con-
venient for use in photochewical models be designed and implemented. These
parameterizations should include temperature dependence and allow straight-
"' orward calculations of the transmission of the 175-205 run solar radiation
through the atmosphere and of the molecular oxygen photo(!:ssociatiou rate for
any solar zenith angle. Although several parameterizations have been reported
in the past, they have not utilized the most recent laboratory data which are
now available. These parameterizations should be developed in association with
experienced atmospheric modelers to assure a convenient format for meshing with
photochemical calculations.
The Herzberg continuum lies beneath the Schumann-Runge bands, and at wave-
lengths longer than 200 to 205 nm is responsible for the dissociation of molecu-
lar oxygen %.:rich leads to formation of the stratospheric ozone layer. The
spread amang the available laboratory results is unacceptably large and reflects
the difficulty in dg ucing 3 thg zero-pressure limit of a cross section which is
on the order of 10 	 -10	 cm . Inferences based on in situ measurements of the
attenuated solar irradiance imply smaller cross sections than have most past
t .iboratory results. Vowever, recent laboratory determinations which accurately
correct for the pressure dependence are now producing cross sections that are
near the in situ values. A definitive laboratory determination of the
continuum cross aecti.)n between 200 and 24U nm is here identified as a major
need for atmospheric calculations. This measurement should be done independent-
ly by two or more groups. The laboratory results should then be checked under
atmospheric conditions by at least one balloon-borne measurement of the attenu-
ated sold- irradiance in the middl- stratosphere.
Measurements of the ultraviolet absorption cross section of ozone have two
major roles in aLm^spheric sLudiea. The first concerns their use in photo-
chemical motel calculations and the second involves at m _spheric ozone measure-
wents. It is the latter of these that places the most stringent accuracy re-
quirements on our knowledge of the cross section. Most available data give only
relative cross sections since few absolute measurer.ients have been performed.
Furthermore, there are significant unresolved discrepancies among the absolute
cross sections that now exist, being in the vicinity of 6% for wa-elengthe
4	
greater than 300 nm. In addition to the absolute values, it is critical to
establish the temperature dependence of the cross section over the entire wave-
length range of relevance to atmospueric studies. Although work of this type is
currently underway, definitive results are not yet available in the literature.
Because the detection of very Nall changes in atmospheric ozone is a high
priority task, it is essential that we be abi_ to separate the effects of
tdmperature variations from true ozone changes. Emphasie to date has focused
on the spectral region longward of 300 nm where the temperature dependence is
most pronounced. However, for the purpose of unambiguous detection of ozone
profile variations, it is necessary to have temperature dependent absolute cross
sections over the entire spectral range 250-340 nm. This is identified as s
major need for interpr2tstion of satellite-based ozone observations to be con-
ducted throughout the 19806 and 1990s. At least two independent research groups
should obtain definitive •
 cross section results at the same set of two or more
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temperature6 that span the range of atmospheric v.%viability. In addition, cross
section measurements extending shortward to at least 200 nm and preferably to
175 nm would be valuable for resolving discrepancies that exist among previous
date sets in this spectral region. These short wavelength measurtu ents are
ne_essary for proper interpretation of the attenuated solar radiation field at
stratuspheric alt4.tudea.
Laboratory studies of the absorption cross sections of 0 2 and 03 pro-
vide the capability to predict the solar ultraviolet radiation field in the
stratosphere and m, osphere. It is recommended that such predictions be tested
by new in situ measurem•rnts of the attenurted solar irradia;ice from balloons and
rockets. Additional atmospheric measurements designed specifically to examine
ultraviolet penetration would be useful in both the Herzberg continuum and
Schumann-Runge band' of 02' We here note that such measurements done in the
past first indicated that the Herzberg continuum cross sections were smaller
than generally believed based on laboratory results. Furthermore, near 200 nm
in wavelength, we also require an accurate knowledge of the cross section for
Rayleigh scattering.
Atmospheric studies of the Herzberg continuum absorptiou of 0 2 are best
carried out from balloons since attenuation of solar radiation in Lhe vicinity
of 200-220 nm does not be ome significant until altitudes less than 40 km for
typical midday solar zenith angles. A complete paylocd should include pressure
sensors to define the 0 2
 column content above the observation point and' high
accuracy ozone monitors to determine the abun^ance and scale height during
balloon ascent and descent. A solar pointed ultraviolet spectrometer should
scan the direct solar beam over the entire wavelength range 185-300 nm. Al-
though only the shorter wavelengths, 185-240 nm, are of concern for 0 2
 ab-
sorption, the r-naining portion of the spectrum is needed f ,)r deriving the ozone
column abundance above the :,alloon. Spectral resolution in the vicinity of
0.1 -1.0 nm is adequate for this work.
For the Schumann-Runge bands, atmospheric measurements are requires; over
the spectral range 175-205 nm supplemented by the same supporting data discussed
above. Observation of photons at wavelengths shorter than 185 nm require ascent
to altitudes near and above the stratopausr thereby necessitating the use of
rockets. An altitude of at least 60 km should he attained in this work, and
greater spectral resolution is desirable than. was the case at longer wave-
lengths. Although it is not feasible to observe all band s ructu.e that exists
in tine spectrum, a resolution in the range 0.01-0.10 nm is advised.
Although 0 2
 and 0 3 are the maj„r gases that attenuate the solar radia-
tion field, several other trace species can be significant in selected spectral
regions and merit furtier investigation. Prominent aziong these is the absorp-
ti,,n by SU22 near and longward of 300 nm. Particularly after volcanic activity
the absorption bands of SO 2 can have a substantial imp " ct on solar tranamission
in the wavelength range used for ground-based ozone measurements. New labora-
tory measurements of the cross section including its temperature dependence
should be performed to allow correction for this contamination. Similar absorp-
tion bands of GO exist in the 305-340 nm region and under polluted -ttmospheri
conditi-ne a_.ght 2impact ozone determinatious. Improved cross section data would
be of value here.
The isotopes of 021 0 16 018 and 018018, have atmospheric abundances simi-
lar to many chemically active trace species. Dissociation of these isotopes in
their Schumann-Runge band systems constitute an odd oxygen source of poorly
known magnitude. This process also produces stratospheric. heavy ozone which has
been observed by balloon-borne mass spectrometers. Experimental studies to de-
rine the positions of the isotope rotatior.l lines and the absorption cross
sections would coitribute to our understanding of this issue.
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